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ABSTRACT
Oceanic island basalts (OIB) which are derived from mantle plumes sample a
compositionally heterogeneous mantle, as revealed by their radiogenic isotope systematics.
Isotope compositions recurring in distinct hotspots have been used to characterize the
composition and heterogeneity of the mantle as well as the thermochemical structure of
upwelling plumes, with the assumption that the isotope composition of erupted lavas
directly reflects that of their mantle source.
Here I test how source transport, melting and hybridization in the upper mantle
through space and time control the expression of deep mantle sources in erupted lavas.
This work is focused on the Azores and Hawai‘i hotspots, which erupt in two distinctly
different tectonic settings: at a triple divergent plate boundary for Azores and under a thick,
fast moving plate for Hawai‘i.
I demonstrate that Azores lavas sample mantle sources of distinct age and
composition, including two generations of recycled oceanic crust. Τhe spatial distribution
of these components in erupted lavas is controlled by the tectonic structure of the
lithosphere, which is in turn controlled by the interaction of the ultraslow Terceira Rift and
the adjacent Mid-Atlantic Ridge. This peculiar tectonic setting generates small-scale (70
km) westwards migration of mantle asthenosphere under a thinning lithosphere, as
evidenced by the decrease in enriched components in lavas from east to west over ~ 70 km.
The spatial expression of mantle sources in Azores lavas is therefore controlled by the
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tectonic features of the Azores Plateau, and not uniquely by the spatial distribution of
mantle sources in the upwelling plume.
Hafnium isotope data for shield and rejuvenated Hawaiian lavas reveal a switch
from a spatially homogeneous expression of mantle sources in lavas across the plume track
to a bilateral isotope zonation in both shield and rejuvenated lavas after 3.5 [Ma]. This
transition coincides in time with a change in direction of the Pacific Plate’s motion, which
has been theorized by geodynamicists to produce isotope gradients in lavas due to acrossplume gradients in melting conditions affecting a plume source heterogeneous on a small
scale (veins, minerals). Our data therefore suggest plume–lithosphere dynamical
interaction in Hawai‘i is the cause of bilateral isotope zonation in lavas, rather than a
bilateral source zonation in the upwelling plume.
A major conclusion of this work is that the structure and motion of the lithosphere
in Azores and Hawai‘i exerts a first order control on the spatiotemporal systematics of
isotope signatures in erupted lavas. Therefore, mantle plume-related erupted lava
compositions do not necessarily reflect the chemical structure of the underlying mantle
plume.
Another contribution of this work is the development of new isotope tracers of
mantle sources and processes. I present radiogenic cerium isotope measurements (138La
decay to 138Ce) for a selection of Azores and Hawai‘i lavas. This technique is of interest as
La and Ce are as robust to fluid interaction as Sm, Nd, Lu and Hf, while also decoupling
from Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf during melting and in sediments. I demonstrate the coupled CeNd-Hf isotope systematics of OIB lavas is more sensitive to the sampling of recycled
oceanic crust and sediments compared to Nd-Hf alone, and the occurrence of curved
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mixing in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf isotope space can be used as a proxy for the modalities of
source melting and hybridization.
Finally, I present a method to measure the stable Fe isotope signature of OIB lavas
using a Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS with a precision of 0.02‰, on par with the most
accurate published data, however through a significantly more time and cost-efficient
method. This procedure uses the double-spike technique to monitor instrumental mass
fractionation. I demonstrate that the condition of the source defining slit and the ability to
move detectors are the most important factors influencing data quality. The iron isotope
signature of erupted lavas is a direct tracer of the lithology of their source, which when
compared with time-integrated tracers (radiogenic isotopes) can constrain the lithology of
recycled sources in the convecting mantle, and the formation of hybrid sources prior to
eruption. Preliminary data on Hawaiian shield lavas are at odds with the presence of a mafic
component in the plume (shield source), while suggesting rejuvenated lavas sample a mafic
or hybridized source. Inverse correlations between 87Sr/86Sr and 56Fe/54Fe in both shield
and rejuvenated lavas go against the paradigm of recycled differentiated material existing
under the form of mafic lithologies in the convecting mantle.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0 MANTLE GEOCHEMISTRY, THE MESSAGE FROM RADIOGENIC ISOTOPES
The improvement of analytical methods in isotope mass spectrometry through the
past four decades allowed to identify and, in part, resolve heterogeneities in the Earth’s
mantle through the study radiogenic isotope ratios in lavas. These measurements allow
unprecedented insights on the time-integrated composition of the Earth mantle, as
radiogenic isotope ratios do not fractionate during melting and magma differentiation
(Zindler and Hart, 1986). Mantle derived melts are isotopically heterogeneous in a nonrandom manner, as discrete isotopic endmembers appear systematically in multi-isotope
space. Some of these compositions are often present together as mixing endmembers in
lavas from a single hotspot, as in Hawai‘i, while far displaced plumes like St. Helena in
the Atlantic and the Cook-Austral in the Pacific can sample seemingly isotopically
identical endmembers. These endmember compositions are broadly acknowledged to
reflect a compositionally heterogeneous mantle, the result of influx of surface materials
(i.e. oceanic crust, sediments, upper and lower oceanic crust, refractory lithosphere) to the
mantle at subduction zones (Chauvel et al., 1992; Stracke et al., 2003, 2005; Anderson,
2006; Stracke 2012; Weiss et al., 2016).
The isotope record of mantle melts has thus been used as a way to study the deep
rock cycle in terms of composition and age of mantle sources (e.g. Chauvel et al., 2008;
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Stracke, 2012) but also to constrain the scale of mantle heterogeneity, and to infer the
thermochemical structure of the deep mantle and mantle plumes. In the past decade, the
spatial isotope heterogeneity of hotspot lavas has further been tied to density contrasts
imaged in the lower mantle through seismic tomography (the so-called LLSVPs: Large
low-shear-velocity provinces; Garnero and McNamara, 2008), in an attempt to constrain
the location, size and origin of isotopically distinct mantle sources in the mantle (Weis et
al., 2011; Harrison et al., 2017; Homrighausen et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2018).
Studies of the deep rock cycle through the radiogenic isotope systematics of mantle
melts however often rely on two major assumptions:
(1) That the lithosphere overlying localities where mantle melting occurs is
dynamically passive and does not influence the location of melting sources prior to
eruption: this is a required assumption when using the spatial repartition of isotopic
endmembers among the islands/eruptive centers of a hotspot to infer the geochemical
structure of mantle plumes and of the lower mantle.
(2) That material entering the mantle remains in a closed system during mantle
convection: this is a required assumption when attributing a lithology and origin to a mantle
source defined solely from its radiogenic isotope systematics, for example when tracing
recycled oceanic crust from its time-integrated U/Pb.
This dissertation aims at testing these assumptions, ultimately addressing the
question whether radiogenic isotopes in mantle melts can be used to infer the lithology,
composition, heterogeneity and size of their mantle source. These assumptions cannot be
tested through the perspective of radiogenic isotope composition of mantle melts alone,
requiring a broader approach that includes the geodynamical and chemical dimensions of
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the problem. This need for a multidisciplinary approach to mantle studies is discussed in
White (2015).

1.1 A DYNAMICAL ROLE FOR THE LITHOSPHERE IN OCEANIC ISLAND
MAGMATISM?
The role of the overlying or subducting lithosphere for mantle melting is clear in
MORB and arc settings (McBirney, 1969; Nicholls and Ringwood, 1972; Kay, 1978;
McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Tatsumi, 1989). It is however assumed that hotspot volcanism
is entirely controlled by the thermal and compositional anomaly that constitutes the
upwelling plume, and that the lithosphere is only a passive lid, merely generating island
chains in the case of an overlying plate moving relative to a plume (e.g. in Hawai‘i; Clague
and Jarrard, 1973). This assumption led to the development of models explaining the
internal structure of mantle plumes and of the deep mantle through the expression of
different isotopic endmembers in space across plume tracks (Weis et al., 2011;
Homrighausen et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2018).
It has been recognized however that the presence of an oceanic ridge in the vicinity
of a mantle plume can exert a control on the spatial distribution of plume-derived
magmatism, often of scales of 100 – 1000 [km] (Ribe et al., 1995; Ribe, 1996; Sleep, 1996).
Classic examples of such plume-ridge interaction include the Easter hotspot and the East
Pacific Rise (EPR) (Kingsley and Schilling, 1998), the Iceland hotspot and the Reykjanes
Ridge (Schilling, 1973; Murton et al., 2002), and the Azores hotspot and the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (MAR) (Cannat et al., 1999).
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In recent years, numerical simulations of mantle dynamics have suggested the
lithosphere above hotspots far from plate boundaries is not inert and can lead to mixing
and stirring of the mantle on local scales of 10 – 100s [km] as well as controlling the
localization and conditions of melting (Bianco et al., 2008; Ballmer et al., 2011; Jones et
al., 2017). These studies suggest the pooling of plume mantle underneath a moving
lithosphere, a tilting of the plume by a change in lithosphere motion and small-scale
convection beneath irregularities at the base of the lithosphere all can generate an apparent
spatial heterogeneity in the isotope compositions of lavas through spatial gradients in
melting conditions from a plume source isotopically heterogeneous on a much smaller
scale (e.g. veins, minerals). Edge-driven convection beneath large gradients in lithosphere
thickness has also been invoked as a mechanism able to generate mantle melting (King et
al., 2007) and influencing the spatial distribution of magmatism in the concurrent presence
of a plume (Manjón-Cabeza Córdoba and Ballmer, 2017).
In chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation (Béguelin et al., 2017, 2019), I explore the
influence of the overlying lithosphere on the spatiotemporal distribution of isotopic
signatures in OIB lavas. To do so, I discuss the chemical, radiogenic and stable element
systematics of the Azores plateau (Chapter 2) and the Hawaiian chain (Chapter 3). These
two hotspots represent two opposite extremes in terms of plume – lithosphere interaction,
with Azores lavas erupting at a triple divergent plate boundary and Hawai‘i lavas erupting
far from plate boundaries, under the fast moving Pacific plate (Table 1.1). For this reason,
they are ideal natural laboratories to attempt constraining the plume – lithosphere system,
with the rationale that most other hotspots can be thought of as hybrid cases between
Azores and Hawai‘i.
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Table 1.1: Main characteristics of the Azores and Hawai‘i plume – lithosphere systems.

Parameter
Tectonic setting

Azores
At a triple plate junction, plume
interacts with the Mid-Atlantic ridge
and the Terceira Rift (Beier et al.,
2008)

Hawai‘i
In the middle of the Pacific plate

Lithosphere
thickness

Variable: 20 - 80 km (Beier et al.,
2008)

Constant, thick: 90 km (Walcott,
1970)

Plate motion relative
to plume

Mostly immobile: no clear age
progression in magmatism (Beier et
al., 2008)

10 cm/year: well defined volcanic
chain (Garcia et al., 2015)

Thermal state

Dying plume tail, after the formation
of the Azores plateau 20 Ma ago
(Silveira et al., 2006)

Volume flux of magma increased
300% during the past 6 Ma (Vidal
and Bonneville, 2004)

Typical volcanic
series

Constant alkaline volcanism,
sometimes differentiated (Beier et
al., 2008)

Sequence of 4 stages: (1) Alkalic
pre-shield, (2) Tholeiitic shield, (3)
Differentiating alkalic post-shield,
(4) Mafic alkalic rejuvenated stage
(Cousens and Clague, 2015)

Presence of garnet in
melting assemblage

Eastern (deepest) Azores at the
spinel/garnet transition (Beier et al.,
2008)

All in garnet field (Hofmann and
Farnetani, 2013)
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1.2 SOURCES VS. PROCESSES IN THE MANTLE: DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
TRACERS
MORBs, and OIBs from Iceland, Hawaii and Galapagos plumes constitute an
isotopically depleted endmember in multi-isotope spaces (Depleted Mantle – DM) with
relatively radiogenic Nd, Hf and unradiogenic Sr isotope compositions, while other
hotspots sample isotopically enriched compositions, dominated by either radiogenic Pb
(HIMU) or Sr (EM, Figure 1.1a). The paradigm for the origin of enriched mantle
components is recycling of surface material back into the mantle at subduction zones. This
view is supported by the good correspondence between time integrated isotopic
composition of oceanic crust and sediments and enriched isotopic endmembers present in
OIB lavas (HIMU, EMI, EMII; Chauvel et al., 1992, 2008; Stracke et al., 2003; Stracke
2012). Attempting to trace the deep rock cycle through radiogenic isotopes is however
problematic as Rb, Sr, Pb and U are fluid mobile while Sm, Nd, Lu and Hf are not
(Manning, 2004; Tsay et al., 2017). Nd and Hf isotopes therefore trace the lithological part
of the deep rock cycle, while Sr and Pb isotopes also trace fluid-related fractionation before
and during subduction. An issue however is the very similar partitioning of Sm/Nd and
Lu/Hf during mantle melting, resulting in OIB and MORB lavas plotting along a linear
correlation in Nd–Hf isotope space (the mantle array; Chauvel et al., 2008) and thus
limiting the visibility of distinct melt-depleted and melt-enriched sources in the mantle.
Recently, advances in mass spectrometry made the analysis of Ce isotopes (138La decay to
138

Ce) precise enough for Ce to be used as a tracer in mantle geochemistry (Doucelance et

al., 2014; Bellot et al., 2015, 2018; Willig and Stracke, 2018, 2019; Bonnand et al., 2019).
La and Ce present the same conservative behavior as Sm, Nd, Lu and Hf during fluid
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interaction, but the La/Ce ratio evolves very differently from Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf during
mantle melting, allowing for, potentially, a much better visibility of distinct mantle
components compared to the Nd–Hf isotope systematics alone. In chapter 4, I present new
Ce isotope data on Azores and Hawai‘i lavas, and demonstrate depleted mantle, recycled
oceanic crust and sediments are much more visible in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf isotope space than
in Nd-Hf. I also discuss the occurrence of curved mixing in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf isotope
space, a feature largely absent in Hf-Nd space, and show this property can be used to detect
the recent processing of a mantle source prior to eruption.
Additionally, a cursory outlook on the global chemical and isotopic systematics of
mid-oceanic ridge basalts (MORBs) and oceanic island basalts (OIBs) reveals issues with
the assumption that mantle sources remain in a close system during mantle convection until
the melting event from which erupted lavas are derived. Subducted basaltic crust is stable
as eclogite in the mantle (Yaxley and Green, 1998). Such mafic lithology is expected to
generate felsic melts with high SiO2 contents when melting in an upwelling plume, as has
been proposed for Hawai‘i (Huang and Frey, 2005; Sobolev et al., 2005). Yet, HIMU lavas,
which are thought to best isotopically match with aged oceanic crust all have SiO2 lower
than 50 wt. % (Salters et al., 2011; Nebel et al., 2013; Herzberg et al., 2014). A key
observation is that isotopically enriched mantle endmembers are preferentially sampled in
incompatible element-enriched alkaline melts, while tholeiitic melts preferentially sample
more depleted compositions (Figure 1.1b). This paradox is commonly explained as
resulting from the reaction between deep-originating low degree silica-rich melts from an
eclogite/pyroxenite source and a peridotitic mantle where silica reacts with olivine to form
pyroxene. This reaction results in a hybridized peridotite or pyroxenite, which is then easier
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to melt in the upper mantle due to its lower solidus. While the lithological identity of the
protolith (recycled crust) is lost, incompatible elements are enriched in the liquid phase
during both melting events and are therefore transferred to the erupted melt (Sobolev et al.,
2005; Jackson et al., 2008; Gurenko et al., 2009; Parai et al, 2009; Herzberg et al., 2014).
These source hybridization processes make radiogenic isotope ratios bad tracers of
the lithology and actual composition of the mantle source, as Sr, Ce, Nd, Hf and Pb are all
very incompatible elements during melting. Compatible elements however, can have
several stable isotopes which undergo mass fractionation during geological processes such
as melting. One of such elements is Fe. Advances in mass spectrometry during the past
decade have revealed systematic fractionation of Fe during mantle melting, and differences
in the Fe isotope composition of peridotites and pyroxenites (Williams and Bizimis, 2014;
Konter et al., 2016; Dauphas et al., 2017). Fe isotopes may therefore be a specific tracer of
the lithology of a mantle source. In chapter 5, I describe the development of a method to
accurately and cost-effectively measure Fe isotope at the University of South Carolina, and
discuss preliminary results on Hawai‘i lavas.
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Figure 1.1 (a) Isotopic systematics of MORB and OIB samples available from the
GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008). Mantle endmembers are from Stracke et al.
(2005). (b) Epsilon Hf against alkalinity. Alkalinity is the measure of the deviation from
the Tholeiitic – Alkaline boundary line in the SiO2 vs. K2O+Na2O space (McDonald and
Katsura, 1964).
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CHAPTER 2
RIFT–PLUME INTERACTION REVEALS MULTIPLE GENERATIONS
OF RECYCLED OCEANIC CRUST IN AZORES LAVAS1
2.0 ABSTRACT
We present 176Hf/177Hf isotope ratios on 41 previously well-characterized subaerial
and submarine samples from the Azores islands of São Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa, Faial,
Pico and the João de Castro seamount (on the Terceira Rift). In εNd–εHf isotope space all
Azores lavas fall below the mantle array reference line and do not overlap the proximal
Atlantic MORB. Lavas from São Miguel and João de Castro form two distinct and welldefined arrays extending below the mantle array, which has not been previously
documented in other oceanic magmatic provinces. The Nd-Hf isotope compositions of João
de Castro overlap those of HIMU type lavas, yet they lack the characteristically radiogenic
Pb isotope ratios of HIMU. The combined Nd-Hf-Pb-Sr isotope systematics of both São
Miguel and João de Castro endmembers can be explained by recycling of a single package
of heterogeneous oceanic crust ranging from D-MORB to E-MORB in composition, with
an age between 2.5 and 3.0 Ga, with no requirement for parent-daughter ratio modification
during subduction. In contrast the Nd-Hf-Pb isotope systematics of lavas from São Jorge,
Terceira, Graciosa, Pico and Faial are consistent with the presence of younger (<700 Ma)
recycled crust that underwent low-temperature alteration and dehydration during
1

Béguelin, P., Bizimis, M., Beier, C., & Turner, S. (2017). Geochimica et Cosmochimica
Acta, 218, 132-152. Reprinted here with permission of publisher, Appendix A.
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subduction. There is no evidence in the erupted lavas for direct mixing between these two
generations of recycled material within the plume. These data suggest that old recycling
age and absence of sediments along with recycled oceanic crust are both required to
develop isotopic compositions below the mantle array in εNd–εHf space. Our modeling
shows that the compositional variability of erupted MORB is large enough that, given
enough time, they can generate a wide range of isotope compositions such as observed in
OIB. Lastly, lava compositions along the Terceira rift can be explained by a westward
asthenospheric flux along a tilted lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary, where fertile
components are exhausted by partial melting after ∼70 km of transport along the Terceira
Rift. While this observation is broadly consistent with the plume source–ridge sink model,
it also suggests that the lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary geometry can smear the view
of the plume heterogeneity.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The isotopically enriched character of Azores islands compared to MORB has long
been recognized (White and Schilling, 1976, White et al., 1979), as well as the influence
of the Azores melting anomaly on the composition of lavas erupted along the mid-Atlantic
ridge (MAR) (Schilling et al., 1983, Dosso et al., 1999, Gale et al., 2011, Hamelin et al.,
2013). MORB and OIB lavas from the Azores plateau (37 °N–41 °N; Fig. 2.1) all show
incompatible element enrichments and often high 3He/4He values compared to the depleted
MORB Mantle (DMM), which suggest the presence of undegassed mantle material in their
source (Moreira et al., 1999, Madureira et al., 2014). A puzzling aspect however, is the
large variability in radiogenic isotopes observed in Azores lavas, and the lack of overlap
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with typically recognized mantle endmembers such as EM-I, EM-II and HIMU
(Hawkesworth et al., 1979, Dupré et al., 1982, Zindler and Hart, 1986, Haase and Beier,
2003, Millet et al., 2009, Madureira et al., 2011, Beier et al., 2012, Genske et al., 2016).
The radiogenic isotope systematics of the Azores lavas are complex, with multiple
distinct linear trends in the various isotopic spaces, often on the scale of a single island
(Fig. 2.2; e.g. Beier et al., 2007, Elliott et al., 2007, Millet et al., 2009). Beier et al. (2008)
interpreted these trends as binary mixing lines rather than mantle isochrons based on the
lack of correlation between 232Th/238U values inferred from 208Pb/206Pb isotope ratios and
from measured Th and U concentrations for each trend. This implies that binary mixing
between distinct mantle components dominates the mantle source(s) of Azores lavas, yet
the various components are not always available for melting and are spatially distributed
heterogeneously (Beier et al., 2008, Beier et al., 2012, Beier et al., 2013). An additional
complexity arises from the lack of clear age progression in the magmatism (Beier et al.,
2015), and from the apparent control of eruptive centers by the tectonic features of the
MAR – Terceira Rift triple ridge system (Fig. 2.1a; Georgen and Sankar, 2010,
Hildenbrand et al., 2014, Sibrant et al., 2016). The Azores plume is thought to be associated
with a deep-rooted thermal anomaly in the mantle (Montelli et al., 2006, Boschi et al.,
2007, French and Romanowicz, 2015), although some have argued that this thermal
anomaly is presently rather weak (Silveira et al., 2006, Beier et al., 2012, Métrich et al.,
2014).
The trends defined by Azores lavas in various radiogenic isotope spaces converge
at a common composition (Madureira et al., 2005, Beier et al., 2007, Beier et al., 2008,
Millet et al., 2009; Fig. 2.2). This component is best identified in the Nd-Pb isotopic space,
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at

206

Pb/204Pb ∼ 19.3,

207

Pb/204Pb ∼ 15.55, and

143

Nd/144Nd ∼ 0.51290. This “common”

component appears to mix with at least three different endmembers: (1) The “Terceira/São
Jorge” endmember, present mostly in Terceira, Graciosa and São Jorge, with relatively
high Pb isotopic values (206Pb/204Pb ∼ 20.5, and 207Pb/204Pb ∼ 15.65). (2) The “São Miguel”
endmember, with relatively high Sr, Pb and low Nd and Hf isotopic values and no
equivalent worldwide in terms of its radiogenic isotope composition, with
144

87

Sr/86Sr and

Nd/143Nd values between EMII and HIMU (Zindler and Hart, 1986, Beier et al., 2007).

This endmember has been interpreted as recycled Achaean oceanic crust and/or
metasomatised lithospheric mantle (Schaefer et al., 2002, Beier et al., 2007, Elliott et al.,
2007, Turner et al., 2007, Moreira et al., 2012). (3) The “Faial” endmember, present in in
most Faial lavas and some from Graciosa, São Jorge. This endmember is characterized by
206

Pb/204Pb ∼ 19.1 but at relatively high

207

Pb/204Pb ∼ 15.63 (Fig. 2.2a) compared to the

rest of the Azores lavas.
In contrast to their complex Sr-Nd-Pb systematics, the up till now more limited Hfisotope data from Azores lavas define a broad single array in Nd-Hf isotopic space with
the steepest slope of all plume provinces (Salters et al., 2011), entirely below the mantle
array reference line (Chauvel et al., 2008, Vervoort et al., 2011), with São Miguel lavas
making up most of this trend. The only other oceanic basalt provinces that plot distinctly
below the mantle array are lavas from St. Helena, and Rurutu, Tubuai and Mangaia (CookAustral; Salters et al., 2011, Hanyu et al., 2013, Hanyu et al., 2014, Nebel et al., 2013) the
type-localities of the HIMU mantle component. However, São Miguel lavas have distinctly
higher
87

207

Pb/204Pb for a given

Sr/86Sr and lower

143

206

Pb/204Pb compared to HIMU, as well as much higher

Nd/144Nd (Fig. 2.2; see also Beier et al., 2007). This implies
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deviations below the mantle array in Nd-Hf space are not an exclusive property of HIMU
type sources.
In order to better constrain the Nd-Hf isotope systematics of the Azores plume and
the origin of its steep array in Hf-Nd space, we report 176Hf/177Hf isotope ratios (along with
ancillary Nd, Pb, and Sr isotope and trace elements) on 41 previously well-characterized
subaerial and submarine samples from the islands of Graciosa, Faial, Terceira, Pico, São
Jorge, São Miguel and from the João de Castro seamount. We show that lavas from João
de Castro define a second, steeper array than São Miguel in Nd-Hf space. We model the
distinct isotopic endmembers observed in the Azores lavas and discuss the significance of
a negative deviation from the mantle array in Nd-Hf isotopic space in terms of mantle
source. Lastly, we explore the spatial expression of Azores endmembers along the
ultraslow Terceira Rift revealed from the isotope systematics, and discuss the composition
of erupted lavas in the context of a plume–ridge interaction.

2.2 ANALYTICAL METHODS
We carried out whole-rock

176

Hf/177Hf measurements on 41 samples from the

islands of Graciosa, Faial, Terceira, Pico and São Jorge, and from the João de Castro
seamount (sample locations in Fig. 2.1). Most samples have already been characterized for
major, trace elements and several for Nd-Pb-Sr isotopic ratios (Turner et al., 1997, Beier
et al., 2008, Beier et al., 2012; Table 2.1). We also carried out Nd, Pb, Sr isotope
measurements and whole-rock trace element abundance measurements where missing.
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Figure 2.1. (a) Bathymetric map of the Azores archipelago with the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
and the Terceira Rift. The Terceira Rift starts at the Azores Triple Junction. Locations of
São Miguel samples are represented. Contour lines every 1000 m depth. Dashed black lines
represent fracture zones. (b–e) Close-up of Terceira, Graciosa, João de Castro Seamount,
Faial, Pico, and São Jorge with sample locations. Contour lines every 500 m depth.
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Subaerial samples were obtained from Penny King (P and SJ samples; The Open
University, Milton Keynes, UK; see Turner et al., 1997), and during fieldwork by C. Beier
(AZ samples). Submarine samples (numeric labels) were obtained during two cruises of
the German research vessel POSEIDON in 1997 (POS 232) and in 2002 (POS 286).
Existing major, trace elements and Sr–Nd–Pb isotope data is from Turner et al., 1997, Beier
et al., 2008, Beier et al., 2012.
All new isotope and trace element determinations were done at the Center for
Elemental Mass Spectrometry, University of South Carolina using established techniques
for this lab (Bizimis et al., 2013, Mallick et al., 2015, Frisby et al., 2016a). For whole-rock
isotope ratios measurements, 100 mg of sample (200 mg if Sr, Nd and Pb were to be
analyzed also) either as powder or millimeter-sized chips was leached in 6 N HCl for ∼20
min and dissolved with a 3:1 mixture of Teflon-distilled HF and HNO3 for 48 h with the
help of heat and ultrasonication. After dry down, fluorides were attacked with 6 N HCl
three times. Elements to measure were separated using standard chromatographic
separation techniques as detailed in Bizimis et al., 2013, Mallick et al., 2015, Frisby et al.,
2016a.
Hafnium, Nd, Pb and Sr ratios were measured on a Thermo Scientific NEPTUNE
MC-ICP-MS with the Plus upgrade, and with a PFA 100 μl nebulizer coupled to an APEX
(Elemental Scientific Inc.) introduction system. All new isotope data are reported in Table
2.1. Measured 176Hf/177Hf ratios were corrected for mass fractionation using 179Hf/177Hf =
0.7325, and accuracy was monitored every three samples by measurements of the JMC475 standard (Patchett and Tatsumoto, 1981), which gave an average value of 176Hf/177Hf
= 0.282145 ± 0.000005 (2 standard deviations, n = 34). Isotope ratios are reported relative
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to

176

Hf/177Hf = 0.282160. Full procedural blanks averaged less than 60 pg. Measured

143

Nd/144Nd ratios were corrected for mass fractionation using 146Nd/144Nd = 0.7219, and

accuracy was monitored between every three samples by measurements of the LaJolla
standard (Wasserburg et al., 1981), which gave an average value of 143Nd/144Nd = 0.511861
± 0.000005 (2 standard deviations, n = 5), and measurements of the Jndi-1 standard
(Tanaka et al., 2000), which gave an average value of 143Nd/144Nd = 0.512105 ± 0.000006
(2 standard deviations, n = 11; standards measured at different analytical sessions). Isotope
ratios are reported relative to

143

Nd/144Nd = 0.511858 for LaJolla, and

143

Nd/144Nd =

0.512115 for Jndi-1. Full procedural blanks averaged less than 9 pg. εNd and εHf values
were calculated using

143

Nd/144NdCHUR = 0.512630 and

176

Hf/177HfCHUR = 0.282785

(Bouvier et al., 2008).
Measured

87

Sr/86Sr ratios were corrected for mass fractionation using

0.1194, and krypton interference on
using

83

86

86

Sr/88Sr =

Sr was corrected online by the Neptune software

Kr/86Kr = 0.66474. Accuracy was monitored between every three samples by

measurements of the NIST SRM987 standard (Ehrlich et al., 2001), which gave an average
value of 87Sr/86Sr = 0.710310 ± 0.000008 (2 standard deviations, n = 5). Isotope ratios are
reported relative to 87Sr/86Sr = 0.710250. Full Sr procedural blanks averaged less than 120
pg.
Measured Pb isotope ratios were corrected from mass fractionation using the Tl
addition method, with 203Tl/205Tl = 0.418911 (White et al., 2000). Accuracy was monitored
every three samples by measurements of the NBS981 standard which gave average values
of

206

Pb/204Pb = 16.9345 ± 0.0008,

207

Pb/204Pb = 15.4869 ± 0.0009, and

208

Pb/204Pb =

36.6889 ± 0.0026 (2 standard deviations, n = 20). Isotope ratios are reported relative to
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206

Pb/204Pb = 16.9356, 207Pb/204Pb = 15.4891, and 208Pb/204Pb = 36.7006 (Todt et al., 1996).

Full procedural blanks averaged less than 75 pg.
We also present new

143

Nd/144Nd measurements on Pico and São Jorge samples

originally reported in Turner et al. (1997), and for the 5 João de Castro samples with values
reported by Beier et al. (2008, see Table 2.1). The João de Castro replicates are within error
identical to the values reported in Beier et al. (2008). However the Pico and São Jorge
143

Nd/144Nd replicate data are different than the values reported in Turner et al. (1997), and

also display lower relative variability than the Turner et al. study (0.88 vs. 3.12 εNd units).
Prytulak et al. (2014) reported replicate 143Nd/144Nd measurements on São Miguel samples
originally reported in Turner et al. (1997) and also noticed significant differences between
theirs and the Turner et al. study. Considering these issues with the duplicates and the fact
that Pico and São Jorge samples show a narrow εHf variability of 0.85 εHf units consistent
with the narrow εNd range determined here we recommend using the

143

Nd/144Nd values

presented here for these samples. The reason for the discrepancy between ours and the
Turner et al. values is unclear.
Whole-rock trace element abundances in samples AZF-03-27, AZF-03-38, AZP03-50 and 535DS-7 were determined using a Thermo Scientific ELEMENT II ICP-MS
using standard techniques (e.g. Frisby et al., 2016b). The concentrations, along with
measured values for the USGS reference lavas BIR-1, BHVO-2 and BCR-2 are reported
in the Supplementary Table S1 of Béguelin et al. (2017).
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2.3 RESULTS
For the purpose of our discussion and data presentation, each island is considered
as an individual eruptive center (Beier et al., 2008), and submarine samples are grouped
with samples from the closest island (Fig. 2.1). All samples are alkaline, forming a
continuum in composition from basalts to trachybasalts. In an attempt to assess the origin
of the different endmembers among Azores islands, we discuss the entire published dataset
for each island in this section (data aggregated in the Supplementary Table S2 of Béguelin
et al., 2017; Turner et al., 1997, Moreira et al., 1999, Beier et al., 2007, Beier et al., 2008,
Beier et al., 2012, Elliott et al., 2007, Millet et al., 2009, Madureira et al., 2011,
Hildenbrand et al., 2014, Genske et al., 2016), instead of solely focusing on our results
(reported in Table 2.1).

2.3.1 Central Azores islands: Terceira, Graciosa, São Jorge, Pico and Faial Islands
Lava compositions from Terceira, Graciosa, São Jorge, Pico and Faial tend to
cluster together in different combinations of Sr-Nd-Hf-Pb isotopic spaces. Here we refer
to these five islands as the “Central Islands”. The islands of Corvo and Flores, west of the
MAR, mostly overlap the isotope compositions of the Central Islands (Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3).
In εHf–εNd space, all Azores lavas plot below the mantle array reference line
(Chauvel et al., 2008). Lavas from Graciosa, Terceira and São Jorge effectively form a
single array with a slope of ∼2, ranging in εNd = 5–7 and εHf = 6–11. The Terceira and São
Jorge lavas extend to the highest Hf and Nd isotope compositions of all Azores lavas,
although samples from São Jorge cover the entire Hf and Nd isotopic range seen in the
Central Islands. The sample with the lowest Hf isotope ratio (529DS-4) associated with
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Terceira is a submarine sample east of the island and its significance is discussed later in
more detail. Pico and Faial lavas have on average lower Nd and Hf isotopic values than
Terceira lavas and seem to define slightly shallower arrays that also vary with eruption age
(Turner et al., 1997, Hildenbrand et al., 2014): Pico lavas define an array with a slope of
∼1.0 (Fig. 2.3c), and Faial lavas fall on an array with a slope of ∼1.8 for samples younger
than 200 ka, while the older (∼850 ka) samples from Galego volcano have slightly higher
Nd isotopic values and cluster at εNd ∼ 5.9 and εHf ∼ 7.5 (Fig. 2.3d).
An important observation is the lack of overlap between Central Island lavas and
proximal MORBs (35–43°N) erupted along the Azores plateau in Nd-Hf isotope space
(Fig. 2.3). Particularly for the range of εNd = 6–7 where the Terceira and São Jorge
compositions with the highest isotope ratios cluster, the MAR lavas are at least 2 εHf units
higher than the Azores lavas. Moreover, for lower Nd-Hf isotope ratios the Central Islands
tend to be progressively further displaced from the terrestrial array in Nd-Hf space,
consistent with the overall steeper slopes relative to the array defined by the different
groups of samples, as discussed above.

2.3.2 João de Castro seamount and São Miguel island
In εHf–εNd isotope space lavas from São Miguel (data from Beier et al., 2007 and
Elliott et al., 2007) and João de Castro (this study) form two distinct and separate steep
arrays with slopes of 1.93 ± 0.15 (r2 = 0.97) and 2.99 ± 0.47 (r2 = 0.99), respectively.
Critically, both arrays extend to low isotopic compositions well below the mantle array, at
εHf = −0.8, εNd = 0.9 for São Miguel and εHf = 1.9, εNd = 3.8 for João de Castro (Fig. 2.3a).
To our knowledge this is the first encounter of such a pair of distinct and steep arrays (both
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slopes ∼ 2–3) in Nd-Hf isotope space in a single oceanic basalt province. The data with the
highest Nd-Hf isotopic values from the western half of São Miguel partially overlap the
Central Islands field, while João de Castro data do not. João de Castro lavas in particular
overlap the HIMU field defined by Mangaia (Cook-Austral, Nebel et al., 2013) and St.
Helena lavas in Nd-Hf isotope space (Fig. 2.3a), but show much lower isotopic values than
HIMU in Pb space (206Pb/204Pb ∼ 18.8 vs. >20.2 for HIMU, Stracke et al., 2005, Fig. 2.2a).
A key observation is the lack of mixing between the distinct João de Castro and
São Miguel enriched compositions. This is now particularly notable in εHf vs. 206Pb/204Pb
space (Fig. 2.2c) where João de Castro lavas with low εHf have the lowest Pb isotopic
values, and São Miguel lavas with low εHf samples have instead high Pb isotopic values,
forming essentially orthogonal arrays to each other and with no data plotting in between
the two.

2.4 DISCUSSION
Our new data constrain the εNd–εHf slope of Central and Western Azores at 1.79
(R2 = 0.76) and at 2.05 for all Azores islands (R2 = 0.92), with the entire Azores dataset
plotting below the mantle array (Fig. 2.3a). The twin steep arrays formed by João de Castro
and São Miguel lavas in Nd-Hf isotope space and their clear extension below the mantle
array are unique in oceanic magmas. Moreover, the slope of João de Castro lavas (2.99) is
also the steepest recognized in any group of oceanic magmas to date, except for a group of
pyroxenites and rejuvenated stage lavas from O‘ahu, Hawai‘i (Bizimis et al., 2005).
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Table 2.1 Radiogenic isotope ratios. Literature data is in italic, and come from Beier et al.
(2008, 2012) and Turner et al. (1997). 2σ uncertainties refer to the last digit.
Sample

87

Sr/86Sr

2σ

143

Nd/144Nd

2σ

143

Nd/144Nd

2σ

206

Pb/204Pb

2σ

207

Pb/204Pb

2σ

208

Pb/204Pb

2σ

176

Hf/177Hf

2σ

Duplicate

176

Hf/177Hf

2σ

Duplicate

Faial (subarerial)
AZF-03-11

0.703840

0.512881

19.62

15.65

39.33

0.282981

2

AZF-03-27

0.703831

0.512901

19.21

15.61

38.86

0.283024

3

AZF-03-28

0.704129

0.512834

19.44

15.62

39.14

0.282948

1

AZF-03-30

0.703852

0.512908

19.24

15.62

38.93

0.283036

6

AZF-03-38

0.703833

0.512888

19.42

15.61

39.11

0.282984

3

0.512888

19.56

15.65

39.39

0.282949

2

Faial (subaquatic)
547 DS-1

0.703959

Graciosa (subarerial)
AZG 03-04

0.703441

0.283038

4

AZG 03-07

0.703647

6

0.512955
0.512897

5

19.6662
19.30

2

15.6115
15.61

2

39.1771
39.29

7

0.282982

3

AZG 03-28

0.703373

0.512962

19.88

15.62

39.06

0.283041

3

0.283045

3

Graciosa (subaquatic)
244 DS-1

0.703543

0.512882

19.52

15.63

39.20

0.282970

3

245 DS-4

0.703452

0.512935

19.42

15.62

39.29

0.283010

2

249 DS-1

0.703582

0.512980

20.04

15.63

39.1400

0.283082

2

542 DS-1

0.703470

0.512915

19.70

15.63

39.32

0.283000

3

AZP 03-10

0.703535

0.512963

20.01

15.64

39.51

0.283039

3

AZP 03-23

0.703500

0.512976

19.87

15.63

39.31

0.283029

3

AZP 03-38

0.703704

0.512926

19.83

15.65

39.44

0.283005

3

AZP 03-50

0.703716

0.283008

4

P4

0.703788

P5

0.703850

P25

0.703919

P26

Pico (subaerial)

6

0.512916

5

19.9098

2

15.6471

3

39.4806

8

0.51282

0.512906

4

19.59

15.57

39.00

0.283013

3

6

0.51289

0.512918

5

19.54

15.56

38.95

0.283009

3

0.283012

2

8

0.51290

0.512907

5

19.67

15.59

39.15

0.282990

3

0.282997

4

0.703803

0.51281

0.512905

6

19.65

15.58

39.09

0.283003

3

P28

0.703849

0.51286

0.512888

5

19.80

15.62

39.34

0.282989

2

P29

0.703800

0.51289

0.512884

6

19.71

15.59

39.19

0.282991

3

São Jorge (subaerial)
SJ26

0.703460

0.51297

0.512929

3

19.97

15.65

39.45

0.283006

3

SJ30

0.703502

0.51283

0.512920

5

19.63

15.56

39.04

0.282998

3

SJ31b

0.703481

0.51284

0.512928

5

19.82

15.62

39.27

0.283005

2

Terceira (subaerial)
AZT 03-12

0.703420

0.512981

19.64

15.59

39.13

0.283078

5

AZT 03-18

0.703556

0.513009

19.89

15.61

39.23

0.283088

3

AZT 03-116

0.703590

0.512997

19.98

15.61

39.25

0.283083

4

AZT 03-142

0.703592

0.512953

19.98

15.62

39.26

0.283087

4

Terceira (Subaquatic)
529 DS-4

0.703519

0.512866

19.50

15.54

39.22

0.282943

3

535 DS-7

0.703579

0.512968

19.92

15.62

39.07

0.283084

3

19.33

15.56

39.05

0.283018

4

19.50

15.61

39.37

0.282974

3

0.282880

2

0.282884

2

0.282831

4

0.282839

2

São Miguel (subaquatic)
513 DS-1

0.703378

515 DS-1

0.703553

8

0.512955

5

0.512888

João de Castro (subaquatic)
523 DS-1

0.703498

523 DS-2

0.703784

0.512859

524 DS-2

0.703593

525 DS-2

0.703361

526 DS-1

0.703639

558 DS-1

0.703566

558 DS-8

0.703565

BHVO-2

0.703487

5

0.512983

4

0.703500

7

0.512990

5

6

7

0.512851

5

19.31

0.512827

4

18.9988

0.512847

0.512835

5

18.82

15.47

38.63

0.282847

4

0.282851

3

0.512873

0.512873

6

19.18

15.51

38.89

0.282920

4

0.282918

2

0.512863

6

19.0234

0.282897

4

0.282895

3

0.512834

0.512843

6

18.86

15.49

38.70

0.282865

3

0.282868

3

0.512851

0.512839

5

18.85

15.48

38.66

0.282865

3

0.282863

3

0.283101

4

0.283094

4

0.283098

5

0.512840

0.512881

5

4

18.4852
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15.52
3

3

4

15.4791

15.4956

15.5254

38.95
3

3

3

38.714

38.7713

38.096

1

1

9

Figure 2.2. (a) 206Pb/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb plot of Azores islands and Mid-Atlantic Ridge data
with island names for clarity. Santa Maria, Corvo and Flores data are represented by fields.
Larger symbols denote values are from this study. Circles represent Azores endmembers
discussed: Az: “common” Azores component, TSJ: “Terceira/São Jorge” component, FA:
high 207Pb/204Pb–low 206Pb/204Pb endmember present in Faial. NHRL: Northern
Hemisphere Reference Line (Hart, 1984). DMM, HIMU, EMI, EMII: mantle endmembers
(Chauvel et al., 1992, Stracke et al., 2005, Stracke, 2012). (b–d) 206Pb/204Pb–143Nd/144Nd,
206
Pb/204Pb–176Hf/177Hf, and 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb diagrams of the same data. Literature
data from Turner et al., 1997, Moreira et al., 1999, Beier et al., 2007, Beier et al., 2008,
Beier et al., 2012, Beier et al., 2013, Elliott et al., 2007, Millet et al., 2009, Madureira et
al., 2011, Hildenbrand et al., 2014, Larrea et al. (2014), Genske et al. (2016).
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Figure 2.3. (a) Azores island data in εNd vs. εHf isotopic space. Submarine samples from
São Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa and Faial are marked with a black dot. São Miguel and
João de Castro arrays are represented (solid green and orange lines) with their WorkingHotelling-Scheffé confidence bands at the 95% level. All Nd-Hf pairs presented for João
de Castro were measured at the University of South Carolina, part of the present study.
HIMU lavas from St. Helena and Mangaia (Cook-Austral) are shown for comparison
(Salters et al., 2011, Nebel et al., 2013). MAR samples from Agranier et al. (2005) and
Gale et al. (2011) are grouped by latitude to cover the North Atlantic MAR, the Azores
Plateau and the triple junction between the MAR and the Terceira Rift. Background dataset
of global OIB and MORB samples is from Stracke (2012). Mantle array reference line is
from Chauvel et al. (2008). (b) Close up of Terceira, São Miguel and São Jorge data.
Samples from other islands appear in grey. (c) Close up of Pico and Graciosa data. (d)
Close up of Faial data. See references for published values in Figure 2.2.
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The very low Hf and Nd isotope compositions of São Miguel and João de Castro
lavas seemingly affect the Central Islands compositions as well, as the entire field of
Azores lavas falls below the mantle array reference line. However, Pb-Nd-Hf isotope
systematics exclude a significant presence of the enriched São Miguel component in any
other Azores islands. This is best observed in 143Nd/144Nd vs. 206Pb/204Pb and 176Hf/177Hf
vs. 206Pb/204Pb isotope spaces, where the negative slope of the São Miguel data (Fig. 2.2b
and c) is clearly orthogonal to the Central island variance. In turn, the João de Castro lavas
plot at the lower extension of the Central islands data in
176

Hf/177Hf vs.

206

143

Nd/144Nd vs.

206

Pb/204Pb and

Pb/204Pb isotope spaces, allowing for a genetic link between the two.

However this link becomes tenuous at best, as the slope of João de Castro in εNd–εHf space
is significantly steeper than the Central islands slope. Our new Hf isotope data therefore
suggest that the enriched endmembers sampled in São Miguel and João de Castro are not
present in other islands (see also Beier et al., 2008).
A key observation is that the João de Castro Nd-Hf data overlap with the HIMU
field in Nd-Hf space (Fig. 2.3a) but the João de Castro lavas lack the characteristically high
Pb-isotope compositions of HIMU lavas. The HIMU source has been generally ascribed to
recycled oceanic crust that was modified by hydrothermal alteration and subduction to
develop high U/Pb and Th/Pb ratios which, over time, develop characteristically high Pb
isotopic values (e.g. Hofmann and White, 1982, Allègre et al., 1986, Stracke et al., 2005).
Recycled basaltic crust will also develop over time compositions that extend below the
mantle array in Nd-Hf isotope space (e.g., Salters and White, 1998, Stracke et al., 2003,
Chauvel et al., 2008) due to its relatively lower Sm/Nd for a given Lu/Hf than implied by
the mantle array, and these element ratios are not very sensitive to alteration or subduction
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processes. Therefore, the combined Nd-Hf-Pb isotope systematics of both João de Castro
and São Miguel (Fig. 2.2) pose an important conundrum: while their low Nd-Hf isotopic
values imply the presence of recycled oceanic crust in the source, their highly variable Pb
isotopes rule against recycled oceanic crust, at least of the HIMU “flavor”.
In the following we explore in more detail the isotopic variability observed in the
Azores lavas. We focus on the origin of the enriched endmembers observed in João de
Castro and São Miguel and explore whether recycling of oceanic crust can simultaneously
explain their Nd-Hf isotopic values below the mantle array and their Pb isotope
systematics. We also model the source of the “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember as it is
distinct from João de Castro and São Miguel (e.g. Fig. .2a) but also shows a clear negative
deviation from the mantle array reference line in Nd-Hf space (Fig. 2.3a).

2.4.1 Interpretation of São Miguel and João de Castro trends
The isotopically enriched compositions of the São Miguel lavas have been
discussed extensively in the literature. Hawkesworth et al. (1979) and Turner et al. (1997)
explain the Sr-Nd-Pb systematics of São Miguel lavas by recycled terrigenous sediments,
while others (Davies et al., 1989, Widom et al., 1997, Moreira et al., 1999) favor a model
where the Azores plume interacted with subcontinental lithospheric mantle (SCLM),
remnant of the opening of the Atlantic Ocean. Beier et al. (2007) and Elliott et al. (2007)
instead propose recycling of ancient mantle melts in the source for São Miguel lavas. Elliott
et al. (2007) interpret the Nd-Hf isotope systematics of the São Miguel lavas as mixing
between a ubiquitous, or common, Azores composition with recycled mantle melts in the
form of metasomatised lithosphere for its enriched end. Beier et al. (2007) propose a single
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recycled origin for São Miguel, where both ends of the trend represent a single but
compositionally variable component as recycled heterogeneous oceanic crust. Both studies
emphasize the need for an E-MORB type origin for the isotopically enriched São Miguel
endmember, possibly a seamount or the roots of a seamount, with a recycling age of 2.5–
3.0 Ga and little to no modification during subduction. In turn, Schaefer et al., 2002, Turner
et al., 2007 and Moreira et al. (2012) invoke recycled Archean oceanic lithosphere in the
source of Azores lavas based on their osmium and helium isotope systematics.
As both São Miguel and João de Castro are spatially close to each other and show
a similar sense of decoupling below the mantle array in Nd-Hf isotopic space (Fig. 2.3a),
we hypothesize that São Miguel and João de Castro isotope systematics may be explained
by a single component that is heterogeneous in nature. If this hypothesis is correct, both
São Miguel and João de Castro extreme endmembers should be of the same age. The
alternative is that São Miguel and João de Castro are entirely unrelated, which can have
seemingly a very large number of solutions, as both age and composition of their source
become free parameters.
We test the single age hypothesis for both São Miguel and João de Castro using the
Pb isotope systematics of these lavas. If both the enriched endmembers of São Miguel and
João de Castro trends are of the same age, they should fall along the same isochron in
206

Pb/204Pb –

207

Pb/204Pb space. Fig. 2.4a shows Pb–Pb isochrons calculated with the

terrestrial Pb isotope evolution model of Stacey and Kramers (1975), using parameters
therein: a first stage with μ1 = 238U/204Pb = 7.192 followed by a second stage starting at 3.7
Ga with μ2 =

238

U/204Pb = 9.735 (206Pb/204Pbinitial = 9.307,

207

Pb/204Pbinitial = 10.294). We

then assume that some time after the second stage (i.e. after 3.7 Ga), another U/Pb
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fractionation event(s) takes place, leading to the isochrons plotted in Fig. 2.4a. Note that
all such isochrons younger than 3.7 Ga will intersect at 206Pb/204Pb = 18.70 and 207Pb/204Pb
= 15.63, i.e. the present day Pb isotope signature produced by the Stacey and Kramers
model. The approximately linear binary mixing trends defined by the São Miguel and João
de Castro lavas in 206Pb/204Pb – 207Pb/204Pb space simultaneously intersect at their extension
the same Pb–Pb isochrons at ages between 2.0 and 3.25 Ga. To a first approximation then,
the compositionally extreme mixing endmembers of São Miguel and João de Castro can
be of the same age, as these isochrons tie points (potential endmembers) on the São Miguel
mixing trend with points on the João de Castro mixing trend. The only factors controlling
this age range are the slopes of São Miguel and João de Castro trends, since isochrons that
yield solutions must have a slope steeper than the João de Castro trend and shallower than
the São Miguel trend. This interpretation is therefore robust to the Pb evolution model used.
The range of ages identified by this exercise is in agreement with recycling ages previously
proposed for the São Miguel enriched component (Schaefer et al., 2002, Beier et al., 2007,
Elliott et al., 2007, Moreira et al., 2012), yet we argue that our approach is more quantitative
as it requires that both São Miguel and João de Castro enriched endmembers are of the
same age. It is important to note in Fig. 2.4a that ages older than ∼3.25 Ga or younger than
∼2.0 Ga do not provide a simultaneous age solution, as there can be no simultaneous
interception of Pb-Pb isochrons with the extensions of both São Miguel and João de Castro
trends.
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Figure 2.4. Endmembers used for isotopic modeling: (a) 206Pb/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb diagram
of Azores data. Fine grey lines are isochrons calculated using the 2-step evolution model
of Stacey and Kramers (1975, see text). The dashed-plain green and orange lines represent
the linear regressions of São Miguel and João de Castro data, respectively, which we
assume are mixing lines (not isochrons). Perpendicular ticks mark the intersection of data
regressions (mixing lines) with isochrons, with the corresponding age noted. The dashed
indigo line represents the Central Islands trend. Indigo points labeled TSJ model results
represent model results for the “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember from a mantle source
following Stacey and Kramers (1975). HIMU field is from Stracke (2012). Az: "common"
Azores endmember, Fa: "Faial" endmember. (b–f) εNd–εHf, 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb,
206
Pb/204Pb–87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/204Pb–143Nd/144Nd and 206Pb/204Pb–176Hf/177Hf diagrams of the
same data. Endmember locations are derived from 206Pb/204Pb, assuming linear regressions
through the data.
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2.4.2 Modeling São Miguel and João de Castro enriched sources
We assume that the observed isotopic variability in both São Miguel and João de
Castro lavas is the result of mixing between their respective enriched endmembers and a
common Azores component. In other words, the Pb–Pb isotope trends defined by the São
Miguel and João de Castro lavas (e.g. Fig. 2.4a) are taken as mixing lines, and their
respective enriched endmembers lie on the same isochron, which is identified by the
intersection of the João de Castro and São Miguel Pb isotopic trends with the 2.0–3.25 Ga
Pb–Pb isochrons. Once the Pb isotope compositions of both endmembers are identified we
use the approximately linear trends between Pb isotopes and the other radiogenic isotopes
(Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3) to define the Hf, Nd, Sr isotope compositions of the enriched São Miguel
and João de Castro endmembers. Trends are calculated as linear regressions of the São
Miguel and João de Castro Hf-Pb, Nd-Pb, Sr-Pb data, and the Hf, Nd, Sr isotopic values of
the endmembers are calculated from 206Pb/204Pb using these regressions (Fig. 2.4). As the
São Miguel and João de Castro Pb-isotope trends have endmembers that lie on the same
isochron for ages from 2.0 to 3.25 Ga, there is a range of possible endmembers rather than
a unique solution. To present our results in a meaningful way, we calculated the isotope
composition of both São Miguel and João de Castro endmembers in increments of 0.25 Ga
from 2.0 to 3.25 Ga.
We then use these calculated isotope compositions to calculate their initial U/Pb,
Th/Pb, Sm/Nd, Lu/Hf and Rb/Sr ratios, assuming that these sources originated from a
primitive mantle (PM; Nd, Hf: Bouvier et al., 2008; Sr: Stracke et al., 2003) and a depleted
mantle (DMM; Nd, Hf: Khanna et al., 2014; Sr: Stracke et al., 2003; Model parameters are
presented in Table 2.2). These parent/daughter elemental ratios are then compared to
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possible lithologies previously proposed for the source of Azores lavas (e.g.,
metasomatized mantle, oceanic crust).
Model results using the PM or DMM as a source yield similar values (Fig. 2.5)
indicating the choice of original mantle source is not critical in this model, whereas
different recycling ages generate far larger variability in the elemental composition of the
calculated endmembers (Table 2.2). For ages between 2.0 and 3.25 Ga, modeled Sm/Nd
and Lu/Hf ratios partially overlap in São Miguel and João de Castro, and both ratios
decreasing with model age for São Miguel, and increase for João de Castro. The opposite
behavior in parent/daughter ratios with age for the two locations is a direct result of the
position of the calculated endmembers as a function of age as seen in Fig. 2.4. In contrast,
U/Pb elemental ratios do not overlap, and increase with model age for both São Miguel
and João de Castro. Th/U ratios show values of ∼4 for most of São Miguel and João de
Castro modeled endmembers, with a sharp rise to 25 for younger than the 2.5 Ga recycling
age for João de Castro. Rb/Sr modeled ratios do not overlap for São Miguel and João de
Castro. Both Th/U and Rb/Sr increase with source age for São Miguel and decrease for
João de Castro. These calculated ratios are somewhat model dependent, since mantle
evolution models with different 238U/204Pb will shift the isochrons and their intercepts with
the São Miguel and João de Castro trends in Fig. 2.4a but will not change the age range
that gives viable solutions (2.0–3.25 Ga) as the slopes of the isochrons do not change.
Recycled oceanic crust and metasomatized lithosphere have both been proposed in
the source of the Azores lavas. We test for both of these compositions by comparing the
range of elemental ratios of São Miguel and João de Castro enriched endmembers as a
function of age calculated above, against (1) a compilation of 480 peridotite xenoliths and
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213 pyroxenite xenoliths from the GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008) as a proxy
for a metasomatized mantle lithosphere and (2) a global compilation of MORB ridge
segments from Gale et al. (2013a) separated by D-MORB (depleted MORB), N-MORB
(normal MORB) and E-MORB (enriched MORB) as proxies for recycled basaltic oceanic
crust (Fig. 2.5). We acknowledge the inherent imperfection of these two proxies, as the
mantle may have been less depleted in the Archean than present day (Nisbet et al., 1993,
Vervoort and Blichert-Toft, 1999). On the other hand, Archean juvenile rock data point to
a depleted upper mantle with similar Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd as present day MORB source
(Khanna et al., 2014), therefore our models are likely valid for an Archean MORB source.
The variability of xenolith data (i.e. mantle lithosphere) is very large compared to
model results, and modeled ratios fail to consistently overlap either peridotites or
pyroxenites across different parent/daughter spaces (Fig. 2.5a–c). Modeled ratios are akin
to pyroxenite Sm/Nd–Lu/Hf compositions, but overlap mainly peridotites in U/Pb–Th/U
and Sm/Nd–Rb/Sr spaces. Considering the vast variability of peridotite and pyroxenite
compositions, we surmise that aged metasomatised mantle lithosphere could only
fortuitously explain both São Miguel and João de Castro endmembers.
In contrast, model results overlap well with the much tighter MORB data in Sm/Nd
vs. Lu/Hf space, with a D-MORB affinity for the João de Castro and an E-MORB affinity
for the São Miguel endmembers (Fig. 2.5d). Model results also overlap well with MORB
data for U/Pb and Rb/Sr, and follow the same respective affinities for D-MORB and EMORB for João de Castro and São Miguel, respectively, as in Sm/Nd vs. Lu/Hf space. The
model results show somewhat higher Th/U values for the two endmembers than MORB
(model ∼ 4, MORB ∼ 3; Fig. 2.5e). A higher Th/U for MORBs at 2.5–3.0 Ga than today
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is consistent with a higher Th/U mantle before the great oxidation event at ∼2.2 Ga (Elliott
et al., 1999, Zartman and Richardson, 2005). Both PM and DMM sources yield similar
results and overlap MORB data equally well, suggesting these results are robust to
uncertainties in the source of the recycled component. To explore how model results fit
average D, N, E,-MORB and individual MORB segments across all compositional spaces,
we reconstitute trace elements spectra for the 2.75 Ga model results (PM source) using the
following fixed ratios: Sm/Hf = 1.43, Nd/Pb = 18.69, Sr/Nd = 13.57. We then compare
these model spectra with average MORB and the best fit MORB segments from the Gale
et al. (2013a) compilation. Since absolute elemental concentrations from model results are
unknown, we normalize all spectra with Lu = 1. Resulting spectra, further normalized to
primitive mantle (Sun and McDonough, 1989) are represented in Fig. 2.6. Model results
show consistent correspondence with N-MORB/E-MORB for São Miguel, and NMORB/D-MORB for João de Castro. In both cases, existing MORB segments overlap
model data across all modeled elements.
Our model results show that a 2.5–3.0 Ga recycled heterogeneous oceanic crust
ranging in composition from D-MORB to E-MORB can simultaneously explain the
isotopic composition of both João de Castro (D-MORB) and São Miguel (E-MORB)
enriched endmembers, despite their significantly different present day isotope ratios. Such
a spatially heterogeneous oceanic crust is consistent with the short scale chemical
heterogeneity of erupted ridge segments (le Roex et al., 1987, Hémond et al., 2006, Gale
et al., 2013b), and exist at the scale of a single ridge segment as discussed in Gale et al.,
2013a, Gale et al., 2013b: Menez Gwen, Lucky Strike and FAMOUS segments on the
MAR) and Cousens et al. (2017: Explorer Ridge). Our results do not formally exclude
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recycling of metasomatised mantle lithosphere in the source of these lavas as proposed by
Elliott et al. (2007), and we do not argue against such component. However, we observe
that the MORB dataset closely fits 2.5–3.0 Ga modeled endmembers in terms of range and
shape of the data (Fig. 2.5d–f). In particular, modeled endmembers fall on the same meltderived trend as MORB segments in Sm/Nd–Lu/Hf and Sm/Nd–Rb/Sr spaces (Fig. 2.5d
and f), while xenolith data, taken here are as a proxy for the compositional variability of
metasomatized lithospheric mantle, extend to much wider ranges in Sm/Nd - Lu/Hf and
Sm/Nd–Rb/Sr space. The lack of mixing between João de Castro and São Miguel (Fig.
2.2b and c) can be explained if these two endmembers represent two different parts of a
single “batch” of such recycled oceanic crust, which stretch and do not mix during plume
ascent, as has been suggested for the distinct compositions of the adjacent LOA and KEA
trends in the Hawaiian plume (e.g. Tatsumoto, 1978, Abouchami et al., 2005, Farnetani et
al., 2012). Finally, our results show that there is no need to invoke recycled sediments in
the source of São Miguel and João de Castro, in agreement with Elliott et al. (2007) and
Beier et al. (2007) for São Miguel.

2.4.3 Recycled oceanic crust for the “Terceira/ São Jorge” endmember?
In

206

Pb/204Pb vs.

207

Pb/204Pb space the Central Islands lavas define two general

groups: (1) Terceira, historical Pico, older Faial lavas from the Galego volcano
(Hildenbrand et al., 2014), and most older São Jorge lavas from the Topo complex (Millet
et al., 2009, Hildenbrand et al., 2014) plot below the NHRL (Northern Hemisphere
reference line: Hart, 1984); and (2) all of Graciosa, Pico lavas younger than 250 ka, Faial
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Table 2.2: São Miguel and João de Castro isotopic model: parameters and results. Modeled
ratios are elemental ratios, derived from parent/daughter ratios RP/D to yield present day
isotope ratios R determined for the São Miguel (SM) and João de Castro (JdC) endmembers (see Fig. 2.4). RP/D=(R-R0(t))/(eλt-1), where R0(t) is the model isotopic
composition of the mantle at the time of recycling calculated from initial R0 and RP/D values
for the primitive mantle (PM) and the depleted MORB mantle (DMM) for Sr, Nd and Hf
(references in text), and following the two-step evolution model from Stacey and Kramers
(1975) for Pb (RP/D values are provided for stages 1 and 2 of this model).

87

Sr/86Sr
0.7047
0.7027

Present day
PM source
DMM source
206

Pb/204Pb
9.307

Initial (4.57 Ga)
Source

Sr/86Sr
143
Nd/144Nd
176
Hf/177Hf
206
Pb/204Pb
207
Pb/204Pb
208
Pb/204Pb
R João de Castro 87Sr/86Sr
143
Nd/144Nd
176
Hf/177Hf
206
Pb/204Pb
207
Pb/204Pb
208
Pb/204Pb
Model ratios SM Rb/Srinitial=PM
Rb/Srinitial=DMM
Sm/Ndinitial=PM
Sm/Ndinitial=DMM
Lu/Hfinitial=PM
Lu/Hfinitial=DMM
U/Pb
Th/U
Model ratios JdC Rb/Srinitial=PM
Rb/Srinitial=DMM
Sm/Ndinitial=PM
Sm/Ndinitial=DMM
Lu/Hfinitial=PM
Lu/Hfinitial=DMM
U/Pb
Th/U
R São Miguel
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R0
Nd/144Nd
0.512638
0.513100
R0
207
Pb/204Pb
10.294

143

176

Hf/177Hf
0.282785
0.283280

87

Rb/86Sr
0.08550
0.05553

Pb/204Pb
µ (238U/204Pb)
29.476 1st stage
7.192
2nd stage
9.735
Recycling age (Ga)
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
0.705687
0.706217
0.707019
0.708355
0.512672
0.512619
0.512539
0.512404
0.282743
0.282686
0.282600
0.282458
20.125
20.282
20.519
20.913
15.803
15.852
15.927
16.050
40.527
40.819
41.261
41.996
0.705107
0.704594
0.704318
0.704148
0.512592
0.512677
0.512723
0.512752
0.282420
0.282572
0.282653
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13.933
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15.192
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15.323
35.529
36.609
37.189
37.548
0.0414
0.0457
0.0517
0.0612
0.0550
0.0566
0.0605
0.0682
0.3296
0.3232
0.3154
0.3041
0.2967
0.2968
0.2941
0.2871
0.2288
0.2204
0.2094
0.1928
0.1764
0.1784
0.1757
0.1659
0.2192
0.2170
0.2179
0.2230
3.9033
3.9664
4.0505
4.1741
0.0344
0.0284
0.0259
0.0247
0.0481
0.0393
0.0347
0.0317
0.3196
0.3297
0.3339
0.3357
0.2867
0.3033
0.3127
0.3187
0.1691
0.2016
0.2172
0.2258
0.1167
0.1596
0.1835
0.1988
<0
0.0383
0.0831
0.1081
<0
7.9865
4.8396
4.2257
208
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RP/D
176
Sm/144Nd
Lu/177Hf
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0.33600
0.2119
0.03917
RP/D
κ (232Th/238U) Ω (232Th/204Pb)
4.617
33.208
3.784
36.837
147

3.00
0.710964
0.512142
0.282178
21.683
16.292
43.434
0.704033
0.512771
0.282738
17.482
15.357
37.789
0.0793
0.0848
0.2840
0.2705
0.1625
0.1412
0.2371
4.3805
0.0242
0.0298
0.3364
0.3230
0.2308
0.2095
0.1233
3.9789

3.25
0.718146
0.511421
0.281410
23.805
16.958
47.390
0.703952
0.512784
0.282762
17.751
15.381
37.960
0.1279
0.1322
0.2316
0.2212
0.0818
0.0653
0.2812
4.8080
0.0241
0.0283
0.3366
0.3262
0.2340
0.2175
0.1330
3.8528

Figure 2.5. (a–c) Sm/Nd–Lu/Hf, U/Pb–Th/U, and Sm/Nd–Rb/Sr elemental ratios diagrams
of model results (foreground, see legend for symbols) against a global compilation of
mantle xenoliths from the GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008). (d–f) Same
diagrams representing model results against mean trace element values for MORB
segments from the global compilation of Gale et al. (2013a).
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Figure 2.6. (a) Trace element spectrum of São Miguel model results for a recycling age of
2.75 Ga and a primitive mantle source (PM), compared to MORB endmembers and
segments from the Gale et al. (2013a) compilation. See text for procedure and
normalization. The closest matching MORB segments represented are SEIR65, MARR93,
MARR234 and GAKK10. (b) Same diagram with João de Castro model results. The closest
matching MORB segments represented are GALA10, SWIR2, MARR86, MARR1176,
SEIR66 and CIRR2.
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lavas younger than 400 ka, and São Jorge lavas younger than 750 ka plot along or slightly
above the NHRL (Fig. 2.2a). Both groups converge around
207

206

Pb/204Pb = 20.2 and

Pb/204Pb = 15.65, roughly midpoint between the MORB data from the Azores Plateau

with the highest isotopic values and HIMU-type lavas (Figs. 2.2a c and 2.4a, c). This high
Pb isotope composition corresponds to the “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember, and is best
represented by São Jorge samples from the Topo complex (Millet et al., 2009).
The “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember has Pb isotopes to the right of the São
Miguel–João de Castro isochrons in 206Pb/204Pb–207Pb/204Pb space (Fig. 2.4a), suggesting
that it is significantly younger and therefore unrelated to the 2.5–3.0 Ga recycled oceanic
crust inferred for São Miguel and João de Castro above. We assume Central islands lavas
form a mixing trend in Pb isotopic space between the “common” Azores component
present in São Miguel and João de Castro, and a “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember with
high Pb isotope ratios (Beier et al., 2008). Note that this endmember does not necessary
have the isotopic composition of the sample with the highest Pb values on the trend, but
can be situated anywhere in the prolongation of the latter.
Millet et al. (2009) and Madureira et al. (2011) interpret the “Terceira/São Jorge”
endmember as recycled altered oceanic crust based on its high Pb isotopic values, that
extend towards HIMU in Pb isotopic space (Fig. 2.2a). In the following section, we test
this hypothesis, also using the Pb isotopes systematics of these rocks. Specifically, we
assess what ranges of recycling age and Th/Pb–U/Pb compositions produce a suitable
mixing endmember in the prolongation of the Central islands trend. We do not include NdHf-Sr systematics in this model as the Central islands trend is very diffuse and therefore
unconstrained in Pb-Nd, Pb-Hf, and Pb-Sr isotopic spaces (Fig. 2.4d–f).
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We use a 3-stage Pb evolution model where the two first stages are those of Stacey
and Kramers (1975), using values therein (t1 = 4.57 Ga, t2 = 3.7 Ga, μ1 = 7.192, μ2 = 9.735,
Ω1 = 32.21, Ω2 = 37.19, 206Pb/204Pb(t1) = 9.307, 207Pb/204Pb(t1) = 10.294, 208Pb/204Pb(t1) =
29.476), where μ =

238

U/204Pb and Ω =

232

Th/204Pb. The 3rd stage corresponds to the

formation of the “Terceira/São Jorge” component from a mantle source at a recycling age
t3, with a μ3 and Ω3 composition.
We use a Monte Carlo approach to find the ranges of t3, μ3 and Ω3 that produce an
endmember in the upper (high Pb isotope ratios) prolongation of the Central islands trend.
Results are reported in Supplementary Table S3 of Béguelin et al. (2017), and in Fig. 2.7.
Using the Stacey and Kramers (1975) model, no endmember can be generated at the
immediate high Pb isotope end of the Central islands dataset, the results range starting at
206

Pb/204Pb = 22.37 (Fig. 2.4a and c). This suggests a maximum of ∼50% of the Pb erupted

in Central islands lavas comes from the “Terceira/São Jorge” component. We set an
arbitrary upper limit of

206

Pb/204Pb = 25 to our results, a ratio far higher than any

documented component in the oceanic mantle (e.g. HIMU). In theory, model results can
exist with young ages and very high μ values (Fig. 2.7a). We therefore limit input
parameters to μ < 100, which is higher than altered oceanic crust (Staudigel et al., 1996).
Suitable endmembers exist for recycling ages (t3) between 258 and 632 Ma, with μ3 from
68 to 100 and Ω3 from 132 to 230, which corresponds to elemental ratios of U/Pb = 1.10–
1.61 and Th/U = 1.85–2.24 (or κ3 = 232Th/238U = 1.91–2.24, Fig. 2.7b).
These model results are strongly dependent on the parameters used in the first two
stages of the model. However, to have a component with an age of 2.5 Ga (i.e. similar as
the source of João de Castro and São Miguel), a μ1 lower than 6.5 is needed, or for a μ1 of
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7.192, a μ2 lower than 8. Although not a priori impossible, this would mean that to have
the same recycling age, the “Terceira/São Jorge” and the São Miguel–João de Castro
components must be derived from two fundamentally different mantle reservoirs, including
one with unreasonably low μ. The simplest solution then is that the “Terceira/São Jorge”
component is of a younger age than the São Miguel–João de Castro component.
Plank and Langmuir (1998) report values of U/Pb = 0.08 ± 0.03 and Th/U = 4.1 ±
0.7 for subducted sediments (“global subducted sediment”, GLOSS), and Stracke et al.
(2003) propose a U/Pb value of ∼0.07 and a Th/U value of ∼4 for subduction modified
sediments. These values are far from our modeled ranges (U/Pb = 1.10–1.61, Th/U = 1.85–
2.24), ruling out pure recycled sediments as a likely component. Mantle lithosphere, as
approximated by xenolith data from the GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008),
shows a large compositional variability, and only ∼3% of reported values fall in the wide
vicinity of our model results (U/Pb = 1–2, Th/U < 3). Aged mantle lithosphere as a source
of Central islands lavas cannot therefore be ruled out, but would be very fortuitous. The
lowest U/Pb value required in our model (U/Pb = 1.10) is about twice as high as the highest
MORB segment value reported in the Gale et al. (2013a) compilation (U/Pb = 0.6), making
plain, unmodified recycled oceanic crust an unrealistic component for the “Terceira/São
Jorge” endmember.
Altered oceanic crust as reported in Staudigel et al. (1996) has a U/Pb ratio of 1.25,
which is well within our modeled range of 1.10–1.61, however with a Th/U value of 0.23,
much lower than our modeled range of 1.85–2.24. The composition of a partially altered
crust can be approximated by mixing the mean MORB composition from Gale et al.
(2013a) with the altered MORB from Staudigel et al. (1996). The resulting mixing curve,
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as shown in Fig. 2.7b, plots far from our modeled range, suggesting altered oceanic crust
by itself, with no further modification during subduction is not a satisfactory component
for the “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember. Also, mixing altered MORB with GLOSS results
in a similar mixing curve (Fig. 2.7b), ruling out sediment addition as a way to match our
modeled Th/U values.
Stracke et al. (2003) propose mobility coefficients for trace elements during
subduction, allowing an assessment of the effect of subduction modification on oceanic
crust (see also Kogiso et al., 1997). We apply these coefficients to the mean MORB –
altered MORB values calculated above, and show the resulting dehydration vectors in Fig.
2.7b. This partially altered oceanic crust modified during subduction reaches close to our
modeled range for the “Terceira/São Jorge” component in the U/Pb–Th/U space,
suggesting it is a reasonable source, considering the inherent variability of MORB
compositions. The minor presence of added sediment in this modified source cannot be
ruled out, but is in no way needed to match its modeled composition.

2.4.4 The rarity of compositions below the mantle array in the OIB record
In the Nd and Hf isotope record of MORB and OIB worldwide, only HIMU-type
lavas from St. Helena and Cook – Austral, São Miguel and João de Castro (this study) lavas
show a significant deviation below the mantle array.
As we discussed in Section 2.4.2, the extreme Nd-Hf isotopic compositions of São
Miguel and João de Castro are consistent with recycling of oceanic crust. Similarly, HIMU
lavas have been widely interpreted as recycled oceanic crust, that was modified by
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Figure 2.7. (a) Results of Monte Carlo simulations modeling the “Terceira/São Jorge”
endmember from the mantle source modeled by Stacey and Kramers (1975). The resulting
206
Pb/204Pb values of modeled endmembers are represented on the horizontal axis, the μ3
values of modeled endmembers are represented on the vertical axis, and the recycling ages
t3 (isolation from the mantle source) are color-coded. Results outside of the considered
model range (μ3 < 100 and resulting 206Pb/204Pb < 25, see text) are represented for
transparency (grey points). (b) U/Pb–Th/U elemental ratios diagram showing
“Terceira/São Jorge” (TSJ) model results (indigo points) against the global compilation of
MORB segments from Gale et al. (2013a), as well as Altered MORB from Staudigel et al.
(1996) and the “Global Subducted Sediment” (GLOSS) from Plank and Langmuir (1998).
The black and red curves represent binary mixing between Mean MORB and Altered
MORB, and between Altered MORB and GLOSS, respectively. Grey arrows represent the
dehydration paths of altered oceanic crust (see text). U/Pb and Th/U values on axes are
doubled with corresponding μ3 (238U/204Pb) and κ3 (232Th/238U) values.
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alteration and dehydration during subduction (Zindler and Hart, 1986, Chauvel et al., 1992,
Stracke et al., 2003, Nebel et al., 2013, Hanyu et al., 2014, Pringle et al., 2016). If a negative
deviation in Nd-Hf is a characteristic of recycled oceanic crust, the rarity of such
compositions in the MORB–OIB record can appear paradoxical, considering the
importance of subduction mass transport in mantle evolution models (e. g. Hofmann and
White, 1982, Plank and Langmuir, 1998). Recycled igneous oceanic crust alone is
insufficient to reproduce the oceanic basalt mantle array in Nd-Hf isotopic space (Salters
and White, 1998, Chauvel et al., 2008, Vervoort et al., 2011). A contribution from
sediments is required in the enriched endmember(s) of the mantle array to yield sufficiently
high 176Hf/177Hf ratios for given 143Nd/144Nd (Chauvel et al., 2008, Vervoort et al., 2011).
This suggests that rarity of Hf-Nd compositions below the mantle array as seen in HIMU
and São Miguel/João de Castro lavas implies that oceanic crust is typically recycled along
with sediments, and that sediments must remain coupled to the basaltic part throughout the
subduction and processing in the mantle. Therefore, the HIMU, São Miguel/João de Castro
lavas are exceptional in the lack of recycled sediments in their source.
Another salient but important point is that in order for the São Miguel/João de
Castro, HIMU sources to develop these significant deviations below the mantle array in
Hf-Nd isotope space, recycling must be older than ∼2.0 Ga. Based on Pb isotope
systematics, Nebel et al. (2013) suggested a recycling age between 2.0 and 3.5 Ga for the
HIMU source of Cook–Austral lavas, while Hanyu et al. (2014) model a recycling age ∼2
Ga for both the Cook–Austral and St. Helena HIMU source. Cabral et al. (2013) also
propose an age >2.45 Ga for the source of Mangaia (Cook–Austral) based on sulphur
isotope systematics. These ages are very similar to the 2.5, 3.0 Ga old ages we calculated
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for the São Miguel/João de Castro source. An ancient (>2.0 Ga) recycling age appears as
a key requirement for oceanic crust to develop significant deviations from the mantle array
in Hf-Nd isotope space. Therefore, the rarity of such compositions in the OIB isotopic
record imply that if recycled oceanic crust is frequently introduced in the mantle without
sediments, it must mix sufficiently well and loose its chemical integrity in the mantle within
2.0 Ga. The exceptional characteristic of São Miguel/João de Castro and HIMU sources is
therefore both their unusually old recycling age and the absence of sediments along with
the oceanic crust.
Central Islands lavas plot within the mantle array in the Nd-Hf isotopic space, and
we argue in Section 2.4.3 that they sample recycled oceanic crust with no need for
sediments (the “Terceira/São Jorge” component), on the basis of Pb isotope systematics.
The recycling age of this source is model-dependent, but we show it is reasonably much
younger than the São Miguel/João de Castro source. These results suggest that young
recycled oceanic crust indeed plot within the mantle array, and that old (∼ Archean) ages
are required to significantly decouple recycled MORB from the array.

2.4.5 Spatial expression of plume sources along the Terceira Rift
The locus of Azores magmatism appears to be controlled by lithospheric
deformation associated with the MAR – Terceira Rift system, where most eruptive centers
are situated along the ultraslow Terceira Rift (Fig. 2.1), (e.g. Beier et al., 2008, Hildenbrand
et al., 2014). In effect, the Terceira Rift acts as a “window” above the underlying mantle,
allowing the sampling of local heterogeneities. Local endmembers – São Miguel, João de
Castro, “Terceira/São Jorge” and “Faial” – indeed appear spatially restricted in their
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expression, as each eruptive center in Azores east of the MAR produces lavas that are
mixtures of the “common” Azores endmember and one of these endmembers (see Section
2.4 and Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3). Our new Hf isotope data, coupled with 206Pb/204Pb values allow
examining the spatial expression of the Azores endmembers with an increased resolution.
Fig. 2.8a and b shows the variability in Hf and Pb isotopes for Azores lavas with distance
from the MAR. We make the following observations:
(1) The São Miguel endmember is most concentrated in lavas from east São Miguel
(Nordeste volcano: Beier et al., 2007, Elliott et al., 2007), while its presence is continuously
and sharply reduced in western São Miguel lavas (Fig. 2.8a and b, see also Haase and Beier,
2003). This suggests an E-W expression of the São Miguel endmember of less than 60 km.
(2) The João de Castro endmember is most concentrated in lavas from João de
Castro, and is in part recognized in some eastern Terceira lavas, suggesting an E-W
expression of the João de Castro endmember of less than 70 km (Fig. 2.8a and b). Nd-Hf
isotope systematics show there is no mixing between São Miguel and João de Castro (Fig.
2.3a), suggesting they are not simultaneously present together in any island. Therefore, the
westward expression of the São Miguel component is limited and does not reach João de
Castro.
(3) The “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember shows the greatest expression in Terceira
and São Jorge, and is present to a lesser extent in Graciosa, Pico and Faial. This endmember
is absent in São Miguel and João de Castro based on the distinct slopes of João de Castro,
São Miguel and São Jorge in Nd-Hf isotopic space (Fig. 2.3a). Also, this endmember is
absent from the MAR, as evidenced by Pb-Nd and Pb-Hf isotopic systematics (Fig. 2.2b–
c), which means it has a westward expression of less than 200 km.
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(4) The high

207

Pb/204Pb, low

206

Pb/204Pb endmember present in Faial is also

sampled in São Jorge and Graciosa, but seems mostly absent from the neighboring island
of Pico, immediately east of Faial.
An important observation is that the key endmembers of Azores volcanism are
systematically diluted to the west towards the MAR, over typical length scales of ∼70 km
(Fig. 2.8a and b), where they are gradually replaced by the “common” Azores endmember.
Such an oriented dilution of geochemical endmembers along the Terceira Rift seems at
odds with a purely vertical mass transport from the upper mantle to the surface, and rather
likely require the lateral mass transport and binary mixing of plume material prior to
eruption. Bourdon et al. (2005) argue that (226Ra/230Th) and (231Pa/235U) excesses in Azores
lavas indicate timescales of melt ascent too short to allow significant lateral melt transport
(see also Braun and Sohn, 2003). This provides a strong argument for a lateral transport of
mantle components under the solid state as opposed to melt transport.
Lateral asthenospheric flow has been extensively discussed in plume-ridge systems
(e.g. Vogt, 1976, Schilling, 1991, Ribe, 1996, Sleep, 1996, Albers and Christensen, 2001,
Ito et al., 2003, Kingsley et al., 2007). In particular, Sleep (1996) argues that plume material
ponded at the base of the lithosphere is buoyant and flows upslope along a tilted
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary. This is thought to be particularly evident close to
ridges where material from off-axis plumes flows towards the ridge axis for hundreds of
kilometers due to the strong gradient in lithosphere thickness. The same author also
describes along-axis migration of plume material in the case of an on-axis plume at
sufficiently low spreading rate. These two processes provide a double mechanism to
explain a westward movement of Azores plume components: both towards the MAR and
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along the ultraslow Terceira Rift (Fig. 2.8c). However, this system does not explain why
endmembers appear to dilute from east to west and why their expression typically ceases
after 70 km.
We propose that São Miguel, João de Castro and “Terceira/São Jorge” endmembers
are best explained as strands of recycled oceanic crust within the upwelling Azores plume,
implying they are likely present as mafic mineralogies in the plume. Mafic mineralogies
(pyroxenite, eclogite) have a lower solidus and a higher melt productivity than peridotite
(Pertermann and Hirschmann, 2003, Ito and Mahoney, 2005, Prytulak and Elliott, 2009,
Bizimis and Peslier, 2015). Koornneef et al. (2012) emphasized the significant effect of
lithological heterogeneity on melt productivity in oceanic basalts on the scale of individual
eruption centers, based on a relationship between (230Th/238U) and (231Pa/235U) and
incompatible trace element ratios in Icelandic basalts. Prytulak and Elliott (2009)
calculated melt productivity in Pico using the same method and concluded measured values
are consistent with a peridotitic source, albeit independent evidence for a mafic component
in the source of Pico lavas (Moreira et al., 1999; see also Millet et al., 2009, Madureira et
al., 2011; this study). Prytulak and Elliott (2009) propose melt-rock reaction between melts
from recycled mafic lithologies and surrounding peridotite as a process to generate a hybrid
peridotitic source enriched in incompatible elements in Pico, which therefore holds the
isotopic signature of the recycled component. This metasomatic process has been theorized
by Yaxley and Green (1998; see also Sobolev et al., 2005, Sobolev et al., 2007, Pilet, 2015),
as well as the subsequent decoupling between chemistry and isotopic signature (Herzberg
et al., 2014).
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We therefore propose the following scenario to explain the short scale oriented
expression of plume endmembers along the Terceira Rift: Melts from low-solidus mafic
components within the plume metasomatise the plume peridotitic mantle, which we assume
is the “common” Azores component, based on its ubiquity in Azores lavas and its position
away from recycled components in isotopic spaces. Upon further upwelling, this
hybridized mantle fluxes westwards and upslope along the base of the Tereceira Rift
towards the MAR, and melts during this upwards and lateral transport. Melts are drained
to the surface because of the rift, thereby exhausting the metasomatic components over
short distances. The isotopic signature of enriched endmembers eventually disappears from
melts as metasomatised peridotite is turned into a refractory restite. This model is supported
by (230Th/238U) and (231Pa/235U) measurements in São Miguel by Prytulak et al. (2014), that
show a decrease in productivity from east to west, with productivity in East São Miguel
(highest expression of the recycled component) consistent with a hybrid peridotite. We
argue that the lack of clear correlation between major, trace elements, and isotopic
signatures in Azores lavas (e. g. Elliott et al., 2007, Beier et al., 2008, Beier et al., 2012)
suggests melt-peridotite reaction is a ubiquitous process in Azores, and is also consistent
with the widespread occurrence of binary mixing in individual eruptive centers.
Progressive melting and melt extraction along the rift provides an explanation as to
why these endmembers are expressed over short distances (∼70 km). In our model, the
slope gradient of the tilted lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary away from the MAR exerts
a control on asthenospheric flux, thereby partially decoupling the composition of erupted
magmas from the lateral distribution of various endmembers within the upwelling Azores
plume. In turn, the Terceira rift controls melting of this fluxing asthenosphere (see Beier et
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al., 2008), and imposes a limit on the spatial expression of fertile plume components by
extracting melts at eruptive centers.
We suggest that oriented, short scale (∼70 km) dilution of mantle endmembers is a
feature of magmatism associated with rifting of a tilted lithosphere/asthenosphere
boundary perpendicular to a mid-oceanic ridge. Therefore triple-ridge–plume systems such
as the MAR–Terceira rift system may reveal shorter length scales of mantle heterogeneity,
than the classic plume source–ridge sink models that involve 100 s to 1000 km lateral
mantle transport in plume–single ridge systems (e.g. Schilling, 1991, Sleep, 1996, Kingsley
et al., 2007).

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
(1) New Hf isotopic data reveal that Azores lavas from São Miguel and João de
Castro seamount form two distinct arrays, which both extend below the mantle array in
εNd–εHf space. Such double array in Nd-Hf space has not been previously recognized in
oceanic magmatic provinces. Isotopic modeling shows the São Miguel and João de Castro
endmembers are consistent with Archean (2.5–3.0 Ga) recycled oceanic crust, and the
typical heterogeneity observed along ridge segments (D-MORB with E-MORB) can
explain the distinctly different Pb isotope systematics of the two endmembers, without need
for parent/daughter ratio modification during subduction.
(2) The enriched endmember of Central Azores lavas, best represented by the São
Jorge lavas, has Pb isotopic compositions that trend towards HIMU. Recycling of a <632
Ma oceanic crust that underwent low-temperature alteration and dehydration during
subduction can qualitatively explain this endmember in the radiogenic Pb isotopic spaces.
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Figure 2.8. (a) W-E Transect of 206Pb/204Pb values along the Terceira Rift (Pico, Faial and
São Jorge are also represented with paler colors). Larger symbols represent values from
this study. Legend as in Fig. 2.2. Circles represent isotopic endmembers. Arrows represent
progressive dilution of components as a function of distance. The yellow area represents
the “common” Azores endmember. TSJ: “Terceira/São Jorge” endmember. (b) W-E
transect of εHf along the Terceira Rift. (c) W-E schematic transect along the Terceira Rift
(with a projection of Pico, Faial and São Jorge). No vertical exaggeration. Loci of São
Miguel, João de Castro, “Terceira/São Jorge” (TSJ) and “Faial” endmembers are
represented by vertical arrows. The yellow colored mantle represents the “common”
Azores mantle. Horizontal arrows represent asthenospheric flux along the
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary, while dashed vertical arrows within the lithosphere
represent melt ascent at eruptive centers. DMM: Depleted MORB mantle.
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(3) The Azores isotope data require the presence of two generations (Archean and
Later Proterozoic–Phanerozoic) of recycled oceanic crust in the Azores plume. These
recycled components never mix together in Azores lavas, but form individual mixing trends
with a “common” Azores component, which is widespread and inherent to the plume. The
lack of lateral mixing between these spatially adjacent enriched components is broadly
consistent with the stretched, vertical filament structures of an upwelling mantle plume, as
proposed for Hawai‘i (Abouchami et al., 2005, Farnetani et al., 2012).
(4) The lateral expression of mantle endmembers along the Terceira Rift can be
interpreted as the result of westward asthenospheric flow of hybrid peridotite along a tilted
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary and melt extraction at eruptive centers along the rift.
In this case, the Terceira Rift effectively extracts and drains melts from fertile components
fluxing along it, based on the observation that lateral plume heterogeneities never make it
in erupted melts past the next island they encounter while traveling west. The Azores
example suggests short-scale (70 km) oriented migration of mantle endmembers is a
feature of melts erupting along rifts perpendicular to ridges.
Spreading along the Terceira rift, above the Azores plume, results in multiple
eruption centers that tap into the Azores plume heterogeneity. This rifting prevents the
horizontal mixing of these components that could otherwise happen as plume material
drains towards the MAR. This allows a spatially extended, high-resolution view of plume
heterogeneity, which allows identifying components with more certainty. These conditions
in Azores allow distinguishing two generations of recycled oceanic crust, Archean to later
Proterozoic-Phanerozoic within the plume, and reveal that the Archean crust is present as
two separate strands (São Miguel and João de Castro). This implies that mantle convection
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can both bring together different strands of recycled oceanic lithosphere in the mantle, but
also tear apart individual recycled crustal segments.
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CHAPTER 3
SOURCES VS PROCESSES: UNRAVELING THE COMPOSITIONAL
HETEROGENEITY OF REJUVENATED-TYPE HAWAIIAN MAGMAS2
3.0 ABSTRACT
Spatial isotope variations in oceanic island basalts hold clues to the geochemical
structure of mantle plumes. This signal is however susceptible to contributions from nonplume sources and modifications by physical processing in the upper mantle, i.e. source
hybridization and segregation through gradients in melting conditions. A comprehensive
survey of lava isotope systematics is therefore necessary to reveal spatiotemporal patterns
at the scale of a single hotspot and disentangle plume sources from upper mantle physical
and chemical contributions. We present Hf and Pb isotope data on 72 previously
characterized onland and submarine lavas from the islands of Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i, and from
the North Arch Volcanic Field. These lavas cover the entire ∼ 5 Ma eruptive history of
Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i, allowing for a detailed assessment of the temporal geochemical
evolution of Hawaiian volcanism. Furthermore, the broad lateral coverage of volcanic
activity offered by these lavas constrains the spatial variability of sources across the
volcanic chain, allowing investigation of the role of an upper asthenosphere contribution
to plume volcanism. Early, shield-building (tholeiitic) lavas from Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau
overlap in Nd–Hf–Sr–Pb isotopes, contrasting with the across-plume asymmetry seen in

2

Béguelin, P., Bizimis, M., McIntosh, E. C., Cousens, B., & Clague, D. A. (2019). Earth
and Planetary Science Letters, 514, 119-129. Reprinted here with permission of
publisher, Appendix B.
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younger shield lavas (i.e. the LOA-KEA double chain), and their isotope systematics
suggest sampling of both LOA and KEA components. In contrast, late Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau
rejuvenated lavas do not overlap in isotope composition. They share common isotope
characteristics with rejuvenated lavas from North Arch, Ka‘ula and O‘ahu, and together
form two isotopically distinct, southwestern and northeastern groups. The two groups have
steep slopes (>1.7) in a εNd − εHf plot and require distinct depleted components. The high
εHf for a given εNd, high 87Sr/86Sr, and trace element systematics of the southwestern group
(Ni‘ihau, Ka‘ula and O‘ahu) indicate a depleted component intrinsic to the plume. In
contrast, lavas from the northeastern group (Kaua‘i and North Arch) indicate a source
component isotopically identical to Pacific MORB. The shift from a spatially broad and
homogeneous plume source in the shield stage of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau (6–3.5 Ma) to a
bilaterally heterogeneous source during the rejuvenated stage (<3.5 Ma) is synchronous
with the emergence of the LOA and KEA geochemical double chain in younger Hawaiian
shield lavas. Our data reveal a shift to Pacific asthenosphere contribution to Kaua‘i
volcanism through time, while Ni‘ihau exclusively samples the plume. These observations
are inconsistent with a scenario where plume geochemical structure is the primary control
on spatial heterogeneities in lava chemistry, and instead point to a more complex and
dynamic interaction between plume, Pacific asthenosphere and lithosphere. Therefore,
deep mantle structure might not be the primary control on the spatial distribution of isotope
systematics in oceanic island lavas, making a link between the latter and contrasts imaged
in the lower mantle through seismic tomography tenuous.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The geochemical message from mantle plumes is a unique testimony of mantle
composition and heterogeneity (e.g. Stracke, 2012). The spatiotemporal isotope
systematics of oceanic island basalts (OIBs) is however not a direct translation of their
plume source, but rather the product of chemical and dynamical interactions between
plume, asthenosphere and lithosphere in the upper mantle (e.g. Ballmer et al., 2011).
Constraining lava isotope systematics in space and time at the scale of a hot spot is therefore
necessary to deconvolute plume source and superimposed processing.
Hawai‘i is the hottest mantle plume currently active on Earth (Putirka, 2005), with
the highest calculated flux of all intraplate provinces (Sleep, 1990). It is a deep-seated
plume thought to originate at the core-mantle boundary (Morgan, 1971, French and
Romanowicz, 2015), and erupts through the relatively old (∼100 Ma, Clague and
Dalrymple, 1987, Müller et al., 2008), thick (∼90 km, Walcott, 1970) and fast moving
Pacific lithosphere (10 cm/yr, Gordon et al., 1978). Hawaiian volcanism generally
manifests itself through a sequence of four volcanic stages (Clague and Dalrymple, 1987,
Clague and Sherrod, 2014). The first stage is the alkaline pre-shield stage, followed by the
tholeiitic shield stage (and sometimes late-shield stage), which represents ∼80–95% of the
volume of a Hawaiian volcano. Magma supply rates and melting degree subsequently
decrease sharply, giving rise to the differentiated alkalic post-shield stage (e.g. Phillips et
al., 2016). With further drift away from the plume center, Hawaiian volcanoes go through
a ∼1 Ma hiatus in activity before eruption of volumetrically minor strongly alkaline lavas,
known as the rejuvenated stage (e.g. Clague and Frey, 1982, Garcia et al., 2010). These
volcanic stages are distinct in major and trace element abundances, as well as in their
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radiogenic isotope signatures, requiring changes in the composition of their mantle source
as each volcano drifts away from the plume center (e.g. Cousens and Clague, 2015).
In addition to the temporal change in compositions, a double lineament in the loci
of Hawaiian volcanoes has been recognized, the LOA-KEA double chain (Dana, 1849,
Dalrymple et al., 1973, Shaw, 1973, Jackson et al., 1975). Distinct radiogenic isotope
signatures are found in the shield lavas from each lineament (Tatsumoto, 1978, Stille et al.,
1983, Abouchami et al., 2005, Weis et al., 2011).
How the spatial expression of these heterogeneities in lavas is related to the
geochemical structure of the upwelling plume or the interaction of the plume with the
ambient upper mantle remains a central question in plume dynamics. The clear occurrence
of a geochemical double chain in Hawai‘i makes it an ideal hot spot to explore this
question. Several geodynamic models have been proposed to explain the spatial and
temporal changes in the geochemistry of Hawaiian lavas. Early models proposed an axially
symmetrical, concentrically zoned plume with high 3He/4He ratios at the center (Hauri et
al., 1996, Kurz et al., 1996, Lassiter et al., 1996). The lack of overlap in Pb isotope
signatures across the LOA-KEA volcanic chains, however, was taken to imply a bilaterally
zoned plume (Abouchami et al., 2005), which potentially inherits its zonation from the core
– mantle boundary (Weis et al., 2011, Harrison et al., 2017). Other models invoke a role
for lithosphere – plume physical interaction that creates a spatial gradient in melting
conditions across the plume track resulting in selective sampling of an otherwise relatively
homogeneous plume (e.g. Bianco et al., 2008, Ballmer et al., 2011, Jones et al., 2017).
To further constrain the geochemical structure of the Hawaiian plume and the
possible contribution of the ambient asthenosphere in the chemistry of its eruptive
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products, we present new Hf and Pb isotope data on 72 previously characterized lava
samples from the volcanic islands of Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i and from the submarine North
Arch volcanic field, that with Ka‘ula form an across-plume transect at the NW end of the
Hawaiian Islands (Fig. 3.1). Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i record over 5 Ma of volcanic activity, from
shield to rejuvenated stage, whereas all four locations erupt contemporaneous rejuvenated
lavas (Bizimis et al., 2013).

3.2 SAMPLES AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
We present 176Hf/177Hf measurements and Nd and Pb isotope replicates on 25 lavas
from Kaua‘i and 35 lavas from Ni‘ihau (Fig. 3.1, Supplementary Table 1 of Béguelin et al.,
2017) previously described for major, trace elements and Sr–Nd–Pb isotopes (Dixon et al.,
2008, Cousens and Clague, 2015). Twenty-two of these samples are submarine and were
collected by the ROV Tiburon of the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI)
dives T316–T324 in 2001. Cruise and sampling information can be found in Cousens and
Clague (2015).
Of the Kaua‘i lavas, nine belong to the shield stage (tholeiites and picrites from the
Nāpali, Hā‘upu, Olokele, and Makaweli Members, 5.8–4.3 Ma), four to the post-shield
stage (alkali basalts, hawaiites and mugearites from the Olokele, Makaweli and Nāpali
Members, 4.4–3.9 Ma), and 12 to the rejuvenated stage (alkali basalts, basanites,
nephelinites and melilitites from the Kōloa Volcanics, 3.7–0.15 Ma) (Cousens and Clague,
2015).
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Figure 3.1. Maps of sample locations. (a) Ka‘ula, Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i islands. See Dixon
et al. (2008) and Cousens and Clague (2015) for detailed maps of Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i
sampling locations. (b) Hawaiian archipelago with the locations of samples from the North
Arch submarine volcanic field (samples described in Frey et al., 2000). Contour lines:
−2000 m.
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Of the Ni‘ihau lavas, eight belong to the shield stage (tholeiites from the Pānī‘au
Basalt, 5.6–5.4 Ma), eight to the late-shield stage (transitional basalts from the Pānī‘au
Basalt, 5.4–4.8 Ma), four to the post-shield stage (basanites from the Submarine Alkalic
Suite that were not dated; note: we reclassify two of these samples as rejuvenated), and 15
to the rejuvenated stage (alkali basalts from the Ki‘eki‘e Basalt, 2.3–0.3 Ma) (Dixon et al.,
2008, Cousens and Clague, 2015).
We also present Sr, Nd, Pb and Hf isotope data for 12 samples dredged from the
submarine North Arch volcanic field (basanites and nephelinites, 1.15–0.5 Ma) by the R/V
Farnella of USGS in 1988 (cruise F11-88HW, Clague et al., 1990). These samples are
described for major and trace elements in Frey et al. (2000).
Isotope measurements were carried out at the Center for Elemental Mass
Spectrometry, University of South Carolina. For the North Arch samples, 100–200 mg of
rock powder or chips were leached for 30 min in cold 2N HCl before dissolution in a 3:1
mixture of Teflon-distilled HF and HNO3. For Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau samples, 60 mg of rock
were dissolved for

176

Hf/177Hf determinations, 20 mg for

143

Nd/144Nd replicates, and 200

mg after cold leaching in 2N HCl for Pb isotope replicates. Strontium, Nd, Pb and Hf
fractions were subsequently purified using standard chromatographic separation
techniques for this lab (Mallick et al., 2015, Frisby et al., 2016, Béguelin et al., 2017).
Hafnium, Nd, Pb and Sr isotope ratios were measured on a Thermo Scientific Neptune
MC-ICP-MS. The data are reported in the Supplementary Table 1 of Béguelin et al. (2019),
along with measurements of the BHVO-2 and AGV-1 USGS reference materials.
Measured
179

176

Hf/177Hf ratios were corrected from mass fractionation using

Hf/177Hf = 0.7325 and monitored for accuracy by repeated measurements of the JMC-
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475 standard (Patchett and Tatsumoto, 1980), which averaged

176

Hf/177Hf = 0.282147 ±

0.000008 (two standard deviations, n = 29); values are reported relative to
0.282160. Full procedural blanks averaged 95 pg. Measured

143

176

Hf/177Hf =

Nd/144Nd ratios were

corrected from mass fractionation using 146Nd/144Nd = 0.7219 and monitored for accuracy
by repeated measurements of the JNdi-1 standard (Tanaka et al., 2000), which averaged
143

Nd/144Nd = 0.512110 ± 0.000017 (two standard deviations n = 16); values are reported

relative to

143

Nd/144Nd = 0.512115. Full procedural blanks averaged 6 pg. Hf and Nd

isotope ratios are expressed by εHf and εNd using
143

176

Hf/177HfCHUR = 0.282785 and

Nd/144NdCHUR = 0.512630 (Bouvier et al., 2008).
Measured

87

Sr/86Sr ratios were corrected for mass fractionation using

86

Sr/88Sr =

0.1194. Repeated measurements of the NIST SRM987 standard (Ehrlich et al., 2001),
averaged

87

Sr/86Sr = 0.710312 ± 0.000011 (two standard deviations, n = 7); values are

reported relative to 87Sr/86Sr = 0.710250. Full procedural blanks averaged 118 pg.
Measured Pb isotope ratios were corrected for mass fractionation following the
method of Todd et al. (2015), which uses the correlation between all measured Pb isotope
ratios of the NBS981 standard and the measured 205Tl/203Tl of the added Tl spike in a given
analytical session to calculate a theoretical measured NBS981 value for each measured
sample, and correct measurements to the accepted values of Galer and Abouchami (1998).
Average corrected NBS981 values are therefore identical to accepted values, with an
average precision (2 standard deviations) of 0.3‰ on 206Pb/204Pb, 0.4‰ on 207Pb/204Pb, and
0.5‰ on

208

Pb/204Pb for a single analytical session. Full procedural blanks averaged less

than 15 pg.
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Replicate

143

Nd/144Nd measurements on Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau lavas reported in

Cousens and Clague (2015) are reproduced within error, however the older Nd isotope data
for Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas reported in Dixon et al. (2008) could not be replicated and
are supplanted by new values reported here for these samples. Also, 42 Pb isotope
replicates for Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau lavas originally reported in Dixon et al. (2008) and
Cousens and Clague (2015) based on the TIMS method, cannot be reproduced using the Tl
spike method. The replicate data plot within the range of the older TIMS data in Pb isotope
diagrams (Supplementary Fig. 1 of Béguelin et al., 2019), however showing a smaller
207

Pb/204Pb variance and plotting as linear trends instead of clusters, akin to similar datasets

for rejuvenated lavas from the islands of O‘ahu and Ka‘ula (Fekiacova et al., 2007, Bizimis
et al., 2013). The new data therefore supplant the prior data.

3.3 RESULTS
In the following section, we discuss our new data along with published Kaua‘i,
Ni‘ihau, and North Arch isotope data from Lassiter et al. (2000), Mukhopadhyay et al.
(2003), Frey et al., 2000, Frey et al., 2005, Dixon et al. (2008), Garcia et al. (2010), and
Cousens and Clague (2015) to provide a comprehensive overview of the full available
dataset for these volcanic centers. Data are presented in Figures 3.2 (shield, post-shield)
and 3.3 (rejuvenated).

3.3.1 Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas
Ni‘ihau shield tholeiites and late-shield transitional basalts are virtually identical in
all isotope diagrams, therefore they are discussed as a single group, referred to as Ni‘ihau
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shield lavas. In a εNd − εHf plot, shield lavas from Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau form two overlapping
arrays with identical slopes of 0.7 ± 0.2 and 0.7 ± 0.1, and intercepts of 6.1 ± 0.9 and 6.0 ±
0.8, respectively (R2 = 0.8 for both). Kaua‘i shield lavas span from εNd = 4.9 to 7.8, εHf =
9.4–11.1 (Fig. 3.2a) and

87

Sr/86Sr = 0.70345–0.70383, whereas Ni‘ihau shield lavas are

slightly more radiogenic in Nd, Hf and less radiogenic in Sr, with εNd = 6.3 to 8.2, εHf =
10.5–12.0, and 87Sr/86Sr = 0.70347–0.70365.
In a

206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas define a single

broad trend with a slope of 0.9 ± 0.3 and range from 206Pb/204Pb = 18.0 to 18.4 (Fig. 3.2b).

3.3.2 Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau post-shield lavas
Kaua‘i post-shield lavas range from εNd = 6.0 to 8.6, εHf = 10.1–14.3 (Fig. 3.2a) and
87

Sr/86Sr = 0.70317–0.70372, partially overlapping shield lavas but extending to

significantly more radiogenic Nd and Hf and less radiogenic Sr isotope compositions. In a
206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, Kaua‘i late-shield tholeiites overlap with Kaua‘i shield lavas

(Fig. 3.2b).
Ni‘ihau submarine samples T320-R8 and T320-R12 were tentatively classified as
post-shield in Cousens and Clague (2015), since they could not be dated. These two lavas
have significantly more radiogenic εHf values than shield lavas (εHf > 13) and overlap
Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas in all isotope diagrams. We therefore reclassify these two
samples as part of the rejuvenated stage of Ni‘ihau, based on their isotope composition.
Two samples (T319-R12 and T321-R2) classified as post-shield in Cousens and Clague
(2015) overlap Ni‘ihau shield lavas in all isotope diagrams. We therefore maintain their
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classification as post-shield, again based on isotope values, in the absence of clear
stratigraphic information.

3.3.3 Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas (Kōloa volcanics)
In εNd–εHf–87Sr/86Sr plots, Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas extend from εNd = 9.1, εHf =
14.2, 87Sr/86Sr = 0.7030 to (1) εNd = 7.0, εHf = 11.9, 87Sr/86Sr = 0.7034, and (2) εNd = 7.5,
εHf = 10.5, 87Sr/86Sr = 0.7031, below the εNd–εHf mantle array (Chauvel et al., 2008), with
a lower εHf for a given εNd–87Sr/86Sr compared to shield lavas (Fig. 3.3a, c). All Kaua‘i
rejuvenated lavas plot either along or below the mantle array in εNd–εHf.
These lavas range from 206Pb/204Pb = 18.06 to 18.40 and show a single trend in a
206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot with a slope of 1.34 ± 0.04 and R2 = 0.99, in accord with older

values from Lassiter et al. (2000) and Garcia et al. (2010). This trend is significantly steeper
than the Kaua‘i–Ni‘ihau shield trend (Fig. 3.3d).
This linear trend is also seen in

206

Pb/204Pb–εNd and

206

Pb/204Pb–εHf isotope plots,

(Fig. 3.3b) and is orthogonal to- and crosses beyond the less defined trend described by
Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas.

3.3.4 Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas (Ki‘eki‘e lavas)
Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas have a significantly higher εHf for a given εNd–87Sr/86Sr
compared to all Kaua‘i lavas and Ni‘ihau shield to post-shield lavas (Fig. 3.3a, c). They do
not form distinct trends in εNd–εHf and εNd–87Sr/86Sr plots but rather cluster at εNd = 7.2 to
8.1, εHf = 12.5–14.2 and 87Sr/86Sr = 0.7033–0.7035. These lavas plot above the mantle array
in εNd–εHf, unlike Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas. In a 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, they have low
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ratios similar to the least radiogenic Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas with 206Pb/204Pb = 18.02 to
18.15, and distinctly lower than Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield and post-shield lavas (Fig. 3.3d).
They form a linear trend in a 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot with a slope of 1.00 ± 0.09 (R2 =
0.88), shallower than the Kaua‘i rejuvenated trend, but steeper than the shield trend.

3.3.5 North Arch lavas
Lavas from the North Arch volcanic field generally overlap isotopically with
Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas, as well as for trace and major elements. In εNd–εHf–87Sr/86Sr
plots, North Arch samples lie at the isotopically depleted end of the entire dataset of
Hawaiian lavas at εNd = 8.4 to 9.2, εHf = 12.8–15.2 and

87

Sr/86Sr = 0.7030–0.7032 (Fig.

3.3a, c). They plot slightly below the mantle array in εNd–εHf overlapping with the most
depleted Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas, and distinct from Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas.
In a 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, North Arch lavas range from 206Pb/204Pb = 18.13
to 18.24, similar to Ni‘ihau, Ka‘ula and the most depleted Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas, and
form a trend with a slope of 1.3 ± 0.2 (R2 = 0.84) offset from Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and Ka‘ula
rejuvenated trends to higher 206Pb/204Pb for a given 208Pb/204Pb (Fig. 3.3d).

3.4 DISCUSSION
3.4.1 Source characteristics of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas
Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lava compositions overlap isotopically with other
Hawaiian shield volcanoes, but with a smaller variance than younger shield lavas from
Hawai‘i Island and Central islands (Fig. 3.2) (see also Garcia et al., 2010, Cousens and
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Figure 3.2. Isotope systematics of shield and post-shield lavas. (a) εNd–εHf diagram. Mantle
array reference line is from Chauvel et al. (2008). (b) 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb diagram.
Literature data are from Mukhopadhyay et al. (2003) and Garcia et al. (2010). LOA and
KEA fields: compilation of shield lavas of volcanoes from the LOA and KEA trends from
the GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008).
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Figure 3.3. Isotope systematics of rejuvenated lavas. (a) εNd–εHf (b) 206Pb/204Pb–εHf (c)
87
Sr/86Sr–εHf and (d) 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb diagrams. Kaua‘i and North Arch literature
data are from Lassiter et al. (2000), Frey et al. (2005) and Garcia et al. (2010). Ka‘ula data
are from Bizimis et al. (2013). O‘ahu data are from Lassiter et al. (2000), Bizimis et al.
(2005), Frey et al. (2005) and Fekiacova et al. (2007). N + K shield: field of Ni‘ihau and
Kaua‘i shield lavas. Common shield-like component: endmember similar to the “Kalihi”
component of Fekiacova et al. (2007) used in source modeling.
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Clague, 2015). Our new Hf data confirm these observations. In particular, no Kaua‘i or
Ni‘ihau sample reaches the extreme compositions recognized in the younger shield
volcanoes (e.g. enriched Makapu‘u, Kea and Lō‘ihi; Tanaka et al., 2008). Rather, these
lavas extend from the low 87Sr/86Sr, high εNd, εHf, 206Pb/204Pb end of shield lavas from the
Ko‘olau volcano (Frey et al., 2016) to Mauna Kea compositions (Eisele et al., 2003),
effectively overlapping parts of both LOA and KEA isotope fields.
In a

206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas form a broad

common trend reaching towards KEA endmembers described by Eisele et al. (2003) in
Mauna Kea lavas at its radiogenic extension, and extending to unradiogenic compositions
similar to LOA trend lavas with unradiogenic Pb compositions (similar to KSDP values:
Blichert-Toft et al., 1999, Fekiacova et al., 2007). This implies that both LOA and KEA
sources are sampled in Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas, but with neither component
dominating on either side of this across-plume transect. This observation is in stark contrast
with younger shield lavas (O‘ahu to Hawai‘i Island) that show a strong bimodality in their
across-plume isotope systematics (LOA-KEA double chain; e.g. Weis et al., 2011).
Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i post-shield lavas mostly overlap with the isotope ranges
described by shield lavas (Fig. 3.2) and are grouped with the latter in the present study.

3.4.2 Isotopic heterogeneity in Ni‘ihau, Ka‘ula, Kaua‘i, O‘ahu and North Arch rejuvenated
lavas: inherited variance or multi-component mixing?
Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas form two distinct groups in Nd–Hf–Sr isotope space
with Kaua‘i and North Arch along or below the mantle array in a εNd–εHf plot (Fig. 3.3a),
and Ni‘ihau and Ka‘ula (Bizimis et al., 2013) above the mantle array. Ni‘ihau and Ka‘ula
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also overlap the Honolulu Volcanics on O‘ahu (Lassiter et al., 2000, Frey et al., 2005,
Fekiacova et al., 2007), and Salt Lake Crater (O‘ahu) and Ka‘ula pyroxenite xenoliths,
which have been interpreted as high pressure cumulates related to rejuvenated volcanism
(Bizimis et al., 2005, Bizimis et al., 2013). We refer to these two groups as NOK (Ni‘ihau,
O‘ahu, Ka‘ula) and KNA (Kaua‘i, North Arch) rejuvenated lavas. Note that in a
206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plot, all NOK lavas overlap, while Kaua‘i and North Arch show

trends with distinct slopes, implying further variability within the KNA group (Fig. 3.3d).
The differences between the NOK and KNA group can be explained by two
different models:
1) Through the melting of two sources (one per group) where each group effectively
samples the time-integrated (inherited) variability of a specific mantle component (one
component = a range of isotope values).
2) As the product of a recent mixing of different source components (components
= less isotopically variable than lava groups, mixing generates the variance), under the
form of melt-melt or melt-rock mixing prior to eruption.
In all isotope diagrams, the NOK and KNA groups are distinct but converge on
their most isotopically enriched end at a shield-like composition (around εNd = 8, εHf = 12,
87

Sr/86Sr = 0.7034, 206Pb/204Pb = 18.23, and 208Pb/204Pb = 37.9; Fig. 3.3). Melting of source

components with time-integrated (inherited) heterogeneity (model 1) therefore appears
unlikely, as these components would have to fortuitously but consistently converge in
composition at these values.
Based on trace element systematics, Yang et al. (2003) and Dixon et al. (2008)
suggested that rejuvenated lavas are melts of a hybrid source, formed by prior
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metasomatism of a depleted peridotite by shield stage melts. Dixon et al. (2008) propose
most Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas can be explained by 1–9% melting of a peridotite
metasomatized by small amounts (0.5–2%) of a highly enriched melt (0.5% melt of a
Hawaiian shield source). The convergence of NOK and KNA data around a common
shield-like isotope composition shown by our data is qualitatively consistent with the Yang
et al. (2003) and Dixon et al. (2008) models, suggesting a scenario where recent mixing of
different source components create the observed isotope variance (model 2) is a realistic
way to explain our data.
NOK and KNA groups, however, do not converge at any common isotopically
depleted composition, but rather form separate clusters (Fig. 3.3a). The differences in
isotope systematics of the KNA and NOK groups must therefore arise from the sampling
of two isotopically distinct depleted endmembers, or from the sampling of a single depleted
component through two vastly different mixing regimes (resulting in distinct mixing
curves). These two scenarios are competing variations of model 2 (multi-component
mixing).
In the following section 3.4.3, we show why a single depleted source is
unreasonable, thereby requiring two depleted sources. We then (in section 3.4.4) use a
quantitative mixing model (Dixon et al., 2008) to constrain the isotope compositions of the
KNA and NOK depleted sources, as this model is based on trace element abundances of
lavas and not isotope systematics, therefore avoiding circular arguments.
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3.4.3 Spatially variable processing of a single depleted rejuvenated source?
We first constrain the isotope composition of the isotopically enriched, plume-like
common component of both NOK and KNA lavas. Data extend to isotopically enriched
signatures in a εNd–εHf plot (Fig. 3.3a), down to εHf = 10.4, however fixing the plume-like
enriched component at these values for mixing models is problematic for two reasons: (1)
Except for a subset of Kaua‘i lavas, all island trends intersect at 206Pb/204Pb = 18.226 (Fig.
3.3d) which corresponds to εHf = 12.0 (Fig. 3.3b). (2) A majority of O‘ahu lavas and
pyroxenites are buffered at εNd = 8.0 (Fig. 3.3a).
We therefore use the following values for the isotopically enriched plume-like
component in mixing models: εNd = 8.0, εHf = 12.0,
18.226, and

208

87

Sr/86Sr = 0.70343,

206

Pb/204Pb =

Pb/204Pb = 37.91. These values are similar to the “Kalihi” component,

previously defined by Fekiacova et al. (2007) as the intersection of O‘ahu shield (KSDP)
and rejuvenated (Honolulu Volcanics) trends in multi-isotope space.
We then test whether the difference in isotope signatures between the NOK and
KNA rejuvenated lava groups can be attributed respectively to two different mixing
scenarios involving the same isotopically depleted (high εNd and εHf) endmember.
The variable εHf at near constant εNd (∼ 8) of the NOK group lavas indicate that
these compositions may be fit by a highly curved, concave down mixing line (Fig. 3.4a).
Such curved mixing is hard to produce from a depleted mantle source similar to MORB
source (DMM: Nd/Hf = 3.7; Workman and Hart, 2005) even when mixing with very high
Nd/Hf melts (see Fig. 3.4a, b). Therefore, this scenario requires a depleted source with a
lower Nd/Hf than DMM, i.e. a residue of MORB melting, such as melt depleted
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lithosphere, consistent with the compositions of most depleted abyssal peridotites with
Nd/Hf < 3.5 (data from Niu, 2004).
KNA group lavas form a clear linear positive trend in a εNd–εHf plot reaching εNd =
9.3 (Fig. 3.4a), meaning they cannot sample an isotopically depleted source in the
prolongation of the vertical trend described by NOK lavas (e.g. with εNd ∼ 8), as KNA
lavas have more isotopically depleted values. A depleted source common to the two groups
would need a εNd value above 9.3 (to fit the most radiogenic KNA sample). This would
require a sub-linear mixing trend fitting KNA lavas and a strong curve to fit NOK lava
compositions (see teal curves in Fig. 3.4a). A possible solution to this extreme scenario
would involve mixing of plume melts and melts of a depleted component with similar
Nd/Hf to explain the KNA lavas, and metasomatism (mixing) of the same depleted
component with very high Nd/Hf melts in NOK lavas (Fig. 3.4a, b) to generate a secondary
source which subsequently melts. Although not impossible, this would require a strong
across-plume gradient in processing and would be difficult to reconcile with the lack of
systematic differences between KNA and NOK group major and trace element systematics,
as discussed in Dixon et al. (2008) and shown in the Supplementary Fig. 2 of Béguelin et
al. (2019). Also, this scenario would leave little to no explanation for O‘ahu pyroxenites
with εHf > 15.
Note also that Dixon et al. (2008) suggest that the elevated Ba/Th ratios (>200) of
Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas compared to all Hawaiian lavas require addition of up to 0.2%
of a carbonatitic component in their source. This raises the question whether such a
carbonatitic component can explain the differences in isotope composition between the
KNA and NOK groups. However, only Ni‘ihau lavas show such high Ba/Th ratios, while
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O‘ahu lavas have lower Ba/Th similar to Kaua‘i and Hawaiian shield lavas. Therefore,
such a carbonatitic component appears present only in Ni‘ihau and cannot be the first order
explanation for the isotope differences between KNA and NOK lavas.
In the following section 3.4.4 we explore a model where KNA and NOK lavas each
sample separate isotopically distinct depleted sources.

3.4.4 Sampling of multiple depleted sources in rejuvenated lavas
The depleted (non shield-like) component in Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas has been
placed both within the Pacific asthenosphere/lithosphere (Clague and Dalrymple, 1988,
Reiners and Nelson, 1998, Frey et al., 2000, Lassiter et al., 2000, Yang et al., 2003), and
within the plume (Frey et al., 2005; Bizimis et al., 2005, Bizimis et al., 2013; Fekiacova et
al., 2007). Our new hafnium isotope data suggest rejuvenated lavas cannot be sampling a
single depleted source, and that a source along the εNd–εHf mantle array is needed for KNA
lavas, while a source above the array is needed for NOK lavas.
We follow the trace element constrained mixing scenario of Dixon et al. (2008) in
order to test which depleted source components can explain KNA and NOK lavas. In this
model, the source of rejuvenated lavas is a metasomatized peridotite produced by the
mixing of 0.8 to 2.0% of a 0.5% plume melt and a trace element depleted peridotitic
component (see Table 3.1 for trace element compositions).
We fix the isotope composition of the plume melt at shield-like values close to the
“Kalihi” component of Fekiacova et al. (2007), with εNd = 8.0, εHf = 12.0,
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87

Sr/86Sr =

Figure 3.4. Rejuvenated lavas source modeling with a single depleted component. (a) εNd–
εHf diagram of rejuvenated lavas showing two sets of hypothetical mixing scenarios
between a common shield-like component (similar to the “Kalihi” component of Fekiacova
et al., 2007) and a single depleted endmember: Teal curves: Pacific MORB composition
endmember; orange curves: isotopically depleted endmember above the mantle array.
MORB data is from Salters et al. (2011). Thick black outlined field: Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau
shield lavas. (b) Upper panel: histogram of Nd/Hf trace element ratios for silica saturated
lavas, basanites and nephelinites from the GEOROC database (Sarbas and Nohl, 2008)
along with the depleted mantle (DMM) value from Workman and Hart (2005) and abyssal
peridotites from Niu (2004). Lower panel: plot of Nd/Hf values of the depleted endmember
vs. enriched endmember during binary mixing with resulting r values, which are a
quantification of the curvature of a mixing curve between two endmembers involving two
different elements A and B through r = (A1/B1)/(A2/B2), where A1 is the abundance of
element A in endmember 1, etc. (Langmuir et al., 1978).
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0.70343,

206

Pb/204Pb = 18.226, and

208

Pb/204Pb = 37.91 (Fig. 3.5), and test the following

depleted isotope compositions for the peridotitic component in the model to reproduce the
variability of KNA and NOK lavas in Nd–Hf–Sr–Pb isotope diagrams:
(1) Pacific asthenosphere: We use the Pacific MORB isotope data from Salters et
al. (2011) and Stracke (2012) as a proxy for the isotope composition of the Pacific
asthenosphere (Fig. 3.5a, b). To assure consistency between source chemistry and isotope
composition, we attribute a trace element composition to each MORB sample in linear
correlation with their εNd, spanning from the E-DMM to D-DMM compositions of
Workman and Hart (2005; Table 3.1). Model results for 0.8 and 2.0% of plume melt added
to Pacific asthenosphere are shown as fields in Fig. 3.5c–e, and overlap with most KNA
lavas in all isotope diagrams. Importantly, the full isotope variability of the Pacific
asthenosphere, from E-MORB to D-MORB, is required to explain KNA lavas isotope
compositions, therefore this component must be isotopically heterogeneous. An
isotopically variable Pacific asthenosphere source for KNA lavas is also consistent with
the difference in slope between Kaua‘i and North Arch trends in a 206Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb
plot (Fig. 3.3d). An E-MORB contribution to KNA lavas implies they sample an additional
isotopically enriched source that is not part of the upwelling plume. The oldest Kaua‘i
rejuvenated lavas are the most isotopically enriched, with 206Pb/204Pb values up to 18.42–
18.6 (Garcia et al., 2010, Cousens and Clague, 2015), which is well within the range of the
proximal Musicians Seamounts (Fig. 3.5e) that sample a Pacific E-MORB component
(O'Connor et al., 2015). It therefore appears that the fertile portion of the Pacific
asthenosphere contributed to a greater extent to the oldest KNA rejuvenated lavas (2.5 Ma
in Kaua‘i). Note that because of the proximity of the isotope range of Pacific asthenosphere
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to the KNA lavas and the shield-like melt endmember (Fig. 3.5c), melt–melt and rock–
melt mixing scenarios produce very similar results. Therefore, our results are also
compatible with a melt-melt mixing scenario for Kaua‘i rejuvenated lavas (e.g. Lassiter et
al., 2000).
(2) Pacific lithosphere: We use bulk rock abyssal peridotite trace element data from
Niu (2004) (Fig. 3.5a, b) as a proxy for the composition of MORB – depleted oceanic
lithosphere. While abyssal peridotites are not pure melt residues and often document
variable melt interaction (e.g. Warren, 2016), they nonetheless represent the end product
of MORB melting and therefore the composition of the lithosphere. In our model we age
each peridotite to 100 Ma (age of the lithosphere in Hawai‘i) from a reservoir of D-MORB
composition today (εNd = 9.8, εHf = 16.8, 87Sr/86Sr = 0.70263; Workman and Hart, 2005).
This reservoir is aged backwards using the Workman and Hart (2005) parent/daughter
ratios, and peridotites are aged to present day using their measured parent/daughter ratios.
Modeling results are not shown for Pb isotopes as the variable U/Pb ratios of abyssal
peridotites yield too variable and radiogenic Pb isotope ratios (206Pb/204Pb = 18–38),
consistent with the documented strong uptake of U during serpentinization (e.g. Frisby et
al., 2016). Resulting ranges for this aged lithosphere are shown in Fig. 3.5c, d. Model
results for 2% plume melt addition to the aged lithosphere fit well with Hawaiian
pyroxenite xenoliths and with some NOK lavas isotope compositions. Qualitatively
therefore, interaction of plume melts with the aged Pacific lithosphere can result in a
reservoir with compositions matching those of the rejuvenated magmas. It is unclear
however, how the old and cold Pacific lithosphere will melt during the rejuvenated stage,
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particularly the more depleted (and therefore shallower and colder) parts of it, which will
have the most leverage in the mixing scenarios shown in Fig. 3.5.
(3) Depleted component within the plume: recent studies of rejuvenated lavas
propose their depleted source is a ∼1 Ga recycled depleted component (mantle lithosphere)
present within the upwelling plume (Depleted Rejuvenated Component: Frey et al., 2005;
Bizimis et al., 2005, Bizimis et al., 2013; Fekiacova et al., 2007, Tanaka et al., 2008). We
favor this hypothesis over the sampling of Pacific lithosphere for the thermal reasons
discussed earlier. Bizimis et al. (2007) argue O‘ahu peridotite xenoliths sample such a
component based on their low 187Os/188Os (<0.13) and high εHf (up to 80, see Fig. 3.5a, b).
We test whether such a component can explain the isotope systematics of rejuvenated lavas
by selecting all abyssal peridotites from Niu (2004) with a Nd/Hf lower than DMM (<3.5,
Workman and Hart, 2005), and aging them 1 Ga. We age them backwards using the
Workman and Hart (2005) DMM, and age them to present day using each peridotite's
parent/daughter ratios. Due to the mobility of Rb, Sr, U, and Pb during serpentinization
(e.g. Frisby et al., 2016), we only model mixing results in εNd–εHf. Adding 0.8–2% plume
melt as in Dixon et al. (2008) yields a model range overlapping NOK lavas and pyroxenites,
albeit extending to much more radiogenic values (εNd = 8–15). However, a scenario with
5% melt restricts the result range to εNd = 8–9.5 (Fig. 3.5c). Bizimis et al. (2005) reached a
similar conclusion when modeling O‘ahu rejuvenated lavas and pyroxenites as the mixing
of plume melts and melts from this intra-plume depleted component, suggesting these
model conclusions are robust to the mixing scenario used (melt – melt or melt – rock). All
model results plot above the mantle array (see also endmember values in insert of Fig.
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3.5a), meaning no combination of such depleted component and plume melts can explain
KNA lavas.
A two-component mixing model (plume melt + depleted component) can match
most of the NOK lavas (see data in Fig. 3.3 and model results in Fig. 3.5). It is, however,
unable to recreate the full isotope range of Ni‘ihau, which extend to more enriched 87Sr/86Sr
and εNd for a given εHf. Dixon et al. (2008) argue the source of Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas
see the additional contribution of up to 0.2% of a carbonatitic component (see Table 3.1).
The generated data using this three-component model and a shield isotope composition for
the carbonatitic component at εNd = 6.5, εHf = 11.0, 87Sr/86Sr = 0.7036, 206Pb/204Pb = 18.1
can qualitatively complete Ni‘ihau's range (Fig. 3.5c–e), allowing decoupling in 87Sr/86Sr–
εHf and 206Pb/204Pb–87Sr/86Sr plots due to the extremely high Nd/Hf and Sr/Hf ratios of the
carbonatitic component. The composition of this component is semi-arbitrary as it is
greatly dependent of the trace element composition and abundance of this carbonatitic
component in Ni‘ihau's source. It however has too radiogenic
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Sr/86Sr to be sourcing a

Pacific MORB source or the Pacific lithosphere (Fig. 3.5c–e). Note that Dixon et al. (2008)
bring no evidence for such component contributing to Ka‘ula and O‘ahu lavas (lack of high
Ba/Th ratios), suggesting it cannot be responsible for first order isotope differences
between KNA and NOK lavas.
Our model results show that the isotope systematics of Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas
can be generated by sampling isotopically different, location-specific mantle sources
(Pacific asthenosphere for KNA lavas, and recycled mantle lithosphere present in the
upwelling plume for NOK lavas) that are metasomatized by a shield-like melt component,
thereby validating the trace element-based model of Dixon et al. (2008). The convergence
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of rejuvenated trends in εNd–εHf and

206

Pb/204Pb–208Pb/204Pb plots (Fig. 3.3) suggests this

melt component is isotopically identical in all groups. This source is very specific in
composition and lies at the isotopically depleted end of the field of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau
shield lavas (Fig. 3.5). Its composition is similar to that of the “Kalihi” component, defined
by Fekiacova et al. (2007) as the intersection of O‘ahu shield (KSDP) and rejuvenated
(Honolulu Volcanics) trends in multi-isotope space. Together with models from Fekiacova
et al. (2007) and Dixon et al. (2008), our data support a contribution from the shield stage
source of the plume to the rejuvenated lavas.
We show that Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas sample at least two isotopically distinct
depleted components, which is contrary to the paradigm of a rather homogeneous depleted
component in Hawai‘i rejuvenated lavas (Frey et al., 2000, Frey et al., 2005; Yang et al.,
2003, Fekiacova et al., 2007, Garcia et al., 2010, Bizimis et al., 2013, Cousens and Clague,
2015). Our data show no evidence of these two sources being present together in any
rejuvenated series.

4.5. Occurrence of depleted sources in Hawai‘i and implications for plume – upper mantle
– lithosphere geodynamics
Rejuvenated lavas from West Maui (Lāhainā Volcanics; Hegner et al., 1986), East
Moloka‘i (Xu et al., 2005, Xu et al., 2007) and West Ka‘ena (Greene et al., 2010) overlap
with the KNA group, while most samples from the South Kaua‘i Swell (Garcia et al., 2015)
overlap with the NOK group (Fig. 3.6; Supplementary Fig. 3 of Béguelin et al., 2019; see
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Table 3.1: Trace element compositions of endmembers in mixing model.

Shield-like melt
component

Carbonatitic
D-DMM

E-DMM

Dixon et al.

component
Hoernle et al.

Reference

(2008)

Workman and Hart (2005)

(2002)

Sr [ppm]

752

6.092

9.718

13000

Nd [ppm]

44.7

0.483

0.703

270

Hf [ppm]

7.03

0.127

0.186

0.05

Pb [ppm]

2.58

0.014

0.024

9.93
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Figure 3.5. Rejuvenated lavas source modeling with multiple depleted components. (a)
εNd–εHf and (b) 87Sr/86Sr–εHf diagrams of KNA and NOK rejuvenated lavas (solid points)
plotted along with mantle components considered for their depleted sources. See text for
references. (c) εNd–εHf, (d) 87Sr/86Sr–εHf and (e) 206Pb/204Pb–87Sr/86Sr diagrams of KNA and
NOK rejuvenated lavas along with the model ranges resulting from the sampling of melt
metasomatized Pacific asthenosphere (Pacific MORB, blue fields), Pacific lithosphere
(100 Ma Abyssal peridotites, grey fields), and depleted plume source (1 Ga abyssal
peridotites, red field). Note that the εHf range of MORB results fields vary slightly from (c)
to (d) as the former is based on the larger εNd–εHf dataset of Salters et al. (2011). We chose
to use this dataset for εNd–εHf modeling despite it only reporting these two isotopes ratios
as it most accurately represents the extent of the Pacific MORB range. The more restricted,
albeit still representative Stracke (2012) dataset used in (d) show a smaller εHf range, but
the same mean εHf. Addition of a carbonatitic component to NOK rejuvenated lavas is
represented by the blue mixing curve. Musicians Seamounts data is from O'Connor et al.
(2015). K+N shield: field of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas.
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map Fig. 3.7). Isotopically depleted tholeiitic and alkaline lavas from the Detroit, Suiko
and Meiji Seamounts (85–61 Ma; Frey et al., 2005) overlap with the KNA group, after age
correction of their isotope ratios (Fig. 3.6; Supplementary Fig. 3 of Béguelin et al., 2019).
The manifestation of KNA signatures in isotopically depleted lavas along the chain
for ∼85 Ma shows the long-term availability of a shield-like component close to the
“Kalihi” endmember of Fekiacova et al. (2007) in the plume source (note that this might
not be typical of most Hawaiian shield components; Harrison and Weis, 2018), and the
persistent sampling of Pacific asthenosphere. In contrast, the depleted source of NOK lavas
appears as a transient feature of the plume in the last 3.5 Ma, and is geographically
restricted S–SW of the main plume track, between Ka‘ula and O‘ahu.
Our data reveal a transition from a laterally homogeneous plume source during
Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i shield stage (6–3.5 Ma, Fig. 3.7a) to a bilaterally zoned source during
the rejuvenated stage (<3.5 Ma, Fig. 3.7b), with northeastern lavas (KNA group) sampling,
in part, sources outside the plume (i.e. the Pacific asthenosphere), and southwestern lavas
(NOK group) sampling exclusively the plume (Fig. 3.7b). The appearance of a bilaterally
zoned rejuvenated source is synchronous with the appearance of the LOA-KEA double
chain in young Hawaiian shield lavas (O‘ahu to Hawai‘i Island, Fig. 3.7b), which has been
interpreted to reflect a lateral geochemical zonation in the upwelling plume (e.g. Weis et
al., 2011).
The LOA-KEA double chain has also been interpreted as a consequence of an
across-plume gradient in melting depth, generated by either the position of a volcanic
center with respect to the plume axis (Bianco et al., 2008), small-scale convection under
the Pacific lithosphere (Ballmer et al., 2011) or by a recent (∼3 Ma) azimuthal change in
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the motion of the Pacific plate tilting the plume head to the northeast (Jones et al., 2017).
These models do not require compositional zoning within the plume, and all assume a
plume source that is uniformly isotopically heterogeneous in space. They therefore bring
the possibility for a physical (processing) rather than chemical (source zoning) control on
the compositional across-plume zonation of erupted lavas.
The exact process controlling the across-plume isotope systematics of rejuvenated
lavas still requires elucidation, however a scenario where the plume is currently tilted to
the northeast following a change in Pacific plate motion at ∼3 Ma as proposed by Jones et
al. (2017) might potentially explain an increase in the availability of plume material (i.e.
NOK) from northeast to southwest across the plume track. Small-scale convection near the
asthenosphere-lithosphere boundary (Ballmer et al., 2011) might also explain across-plume
asymmetry in plume spreading and melting and be associated with across plume variations
in the availability of a Pacific asthenospheric source in rejuvenated magmas.
A geodynamical control on the across-plume isotope systematics of rejuvenated
lavas in Ka‘ula, Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i and North Arch, and a bilaterally zoned upwelling plume
generating the LOA-KEA double chain in recent shield lavas are not mutually exclusive
scenarios. However, because the systematics of rejuvenated lavas likely require a
geodynamical origin, the synchronicity of across-plume heterogeneity in shield and
rejuvenated lavas after 3.5 Ma tends to support a geodynamical origin as well for the LOAKEA double chain (e.g. Jones et al., 2017).
Ultimately, combining geochemical data and geodynamical models is an iterative
process. Our new data call for future geodynamical models to consider the multiplicity of
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source components in rejuvenated volcanism and the variable contribution of Pacific
asthenosphere to these lavas.
Our study shows the importance of Hf isotopes for constraining the variance of a
hot spot's lava isotope systematics, and tracing distinct depleted mantle sources. This
approach reveals a contribution from the Pacific asthenosphere to the isotope systematics
of Hawaiian lavas, and hints at a dynamic rather than source control on across-plume
heterogeneity. These findings suggest deep mantle structure may not be the primary control
on spatial isotope systematics in oceanic islands basalts. The link between spatial isotope
variations in lavas and contrasts imaged in the deep mantle through seismic tomography
might therefore be tenuous.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
Hafnium and Pb isotope data on 72 lavas from the islands of Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and
the North Arch volcanic field provide a spatiotemporal view of Hawaiian volcanism,
tracing the involvement of plume sources and Pacific asthenosphere.
Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i shield volcanism does not show the across-plume isotope
zonation present in younger (<3 Ma) shield lavas from O‘ahu to Hawai‘i Island (LOAKEA double chain). Both LOA and KEA source components are needed to produce the
isotope variance of Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i shield lavas.
Rejuvenated lavas form two isotopically distinct groups: a southwestern group
(Ka‘ula, Ni‘ihau, O‘ahu) and a northeastern group (Kaua‘i, North Arch). All rejuvenated
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Figure 3.6. εNd–εHf diagram of KNA and NOK rejuvenated lavas along with literature data
for Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas from the South Kaua‘i Swell (Garcia et al., 2015), West
Ka‘ena (Greene et al., 2010), East Moloka‘i (Xu et al., 2005, Xu et al., 2007), as well as
the field of lavas from the Detroit, Suiko and Meiji Seamounts (85–61 Ma, Emperor Chain;
Frey et al., 2005; Detroit site 884 not represented). Detroit, Suiko, Meiji Seamounts field:
initial isotope ratios aged to present day using CHUR parent/daughter ratios (147Sm/144Nd
= 0.1960, 176Lu/177Hf = 0.0336; Bouvier et al., 2008). Detroit, Suiko, Meiji Seamounts
DMM source field: aged using DMM ratios (147Sm/144Nd = 0.2336, 176Lu/177Hf = 0.0465).
Additional plots can be found in the Supplementary Fig. 3 of Béguelin et al. (2019).
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Figure 3.7. Spatial model of lava isotope systematics in Hawai‘i through time. (a) Situation
at ∼4 Ma during Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i shield stage: Both LOA and KEA sources are
homogeneously present in the plume, resulting in no across plume zonation of isotope
systematics. Modern island shorelines are shown for illustration. (b) Present day situation
with simultaneous across-plume zonation of isotope systematics in <3.5 Ma shield lavas
(LOA-KEA double chain), and in rejuvenated lavas (KNA and NOK groups). The black
line represents the boundary between the KNA and NOK groups (solid: known boundary,
dashed: inferred).
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series intersect at a common shield-like composition, suggesting the ubiquitous
involvement of this component. They cannot however be explained by sampling of a single
depleted component.
Northeastern rejuvenated lavas plot along the mantle array in εNd–εHf, overlapping
with isotopically depleted lavas from the Emperor chain. Their combined isotope
systematics can be explained by the sampling of Pacific asthenosphere. Southwestern
rejuvenated lavas however require a depleted component above the εNd–εHf mantle array,
similar to the depleted rejuvenated component previously described in O‘ahu rejuvenated
lavas and pyroxenite xenoliths. We suggest that this component is present in the upwelling
plume.
The transition from a spatially homogeneous shield stage in Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau to
a SW–NE isotope heterogeneity in their rejuvenated lavas coincides with the emergence of
the LOA-KEA geochemical double chain in Hawaiian lavas younger than 3.5 Ma. The
synchronous appearance of lateral heterogeneity in Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas
and in shield lavas further down the chain supports the hypothesis that the LOA-KEA
double chain is the result of plume–lithosphere physical interaction and not necessarily the
expression of geochemical plume zonation.
These findings suggest deep mantle structure may not be the primary control on
spatial isotope systematics in oceanic island basalts. The link between contrasts in the deep
mantle imaged by seismic tomography and spatial isotope variations in lavas might
therefore be tenuous.
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CHAPTER 4
SOURCES AND PROCESSES IN OCEANIC ISLAND LAVAS: VIEW
FROM CERIUM ISOTOPES
4.0 ABSTRACT
Cerium isotopes (138La decay to

138

Ce) are increasingly become used in mantle

geochemistry thanks to advances in mass spectrometry. The conservative behavior of La
and Ce during fluid interaction combined with the sensitivity of La/Ce to melting processes
make cerium isotopes a good tracer of the lithological part of the deep rock cycle. In this
study, we present 36 whole-rock cerium isotope analyses on previously well-characterized
OIB lavas from Azores and Hawai‘i, and South African kimberlites. We aim to establish a
framework for interpreting the combined Ce-Nd-Hf isotope systematics of mantle melts,
and to test existing interpretations in terms of time-integrated mantle sources and
mixing/hybridization processes during melt generation in the mantle. Our results show
additional variability in the εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space compared to εNd – εHf space alone.
A key observation is the presence of stacked trends in Hawaiian shield lavas from Kaua‘i
island and Makapu‘u (Ko‘olau volcano, O‘ahu) in these diagrams, while they plot on a
single line in εNd – εHf. These data suggest that the addition of Ce isotopes allows to identify
additional mixing endmembers for each trend that are not recognized in the more
conventional Hf-Nd isotope space. We use a depleted MORB mantle – recycled oceanic
crust – recycled sediment ternary mixing model to interpret these results. We show that the
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εCe – εNd – εHf systematics of Makapu‘u are qualitatively consistent with a higher
contribution from both recycled oceanic crust and sediments than for Kaua‘i.
Convex down mixing trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space for Central Azores are
qualitatively at odds with the Ce/Nd and Ce/Hf concentration ratios that would be expected
from its time-integrated La/Ce, Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf ratios. Melt-rock interaction between
melts from isotopically depleted young (< 700 Ma) recycled oceanic crust and a more
isotopically enriched peridotite can explain this apparent inconsistency, bringing additional
information on hybridization processes affecting the Azores source. The spatial correlation
of εCe and distance to the Mid-Atlantic ridge suggests a westwards motion of hybridized
asthenosphere along a tilted lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary. This study shows cerium
isotopes are a valuable tool in tracing recycled sources in the mantle, mostly due to the
distinct fractionation of La/Ce during melting processes and in sediments compared to
Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf. Additionally, plotting εCe against εNd and εHf gives rise to curved mixing
trends due to relative Ce/Nd and Ce/Hf concentration gradients in endmembers. The
concentration gradients derived from the curvature of trends can be tested against the
concentration gradients expected from the time-integrated parent/daughter ratio
composition of endmembers, thereby detecting recent chemical changes of a source
through melting and mixing processes, as seen in Central Azores.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
34% of

138

La decay to

138

Ce through β-decay with a half-life T1/2 = 292.5 billion

years, while the other 66% decay to 138Ba (branched decay, Sato and Hirose, 1981). Both
La and Ce have a fluid-mobility comparable to Nd, Sm, Lu and Hf (e.g. Manning, 2004),
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meaning they can trace the global lithological rock cycle without significant parentdaughter ratio modification through fluid interaction, unlike Sr and Pb isotopes. Another
interesting feature of the cerium isotope system is the high incompatibility of La during
melting, causing the La/Ce of a restite to drop practically to 0 with only small degrees of
melt depletion (~2%), contrasting with Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf which increase more slowly
during melting. The sampling of time-integrated melts and melt-depleted sources of
various degrees of depletion in the mantle may thus be distinguishable in Ce-Nd and CeHf isotope diagrams (Willig et al., in prep.). An additional interest of this isotope system
is the strong decoupling of La/Ce from Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf in sediments, particularly in REE
– rich pelagic type sediments, possibly allowing to distinguish different types of crustal
material recycled in the mantle in Ce-Nd-Hf isotope space.
Recently, Doucelance et al. (2014) used Ce isotopes of mantle carbonatites from
Morocco, Canary and Cape Verde to argue that they sample recycled marine carbonates
rather than primordial carbon. Bellot et al. (2015, 2018) used Ce isotopes to highlight the
contribution of compositionally heterogeneous sedimentary sources in island arc lavas
from the Lesser Antilles and Mariana, while Willig and Stracke (2019) inferred that the
bulk silicate Earth (BSE) has a chondritic LREE (light-REE: La to Sm) composition and
Ce-Nd isotope ratios, and thus not requiring the presence of hidden reservoir.
A consequence of the relative partitioning of Ce, Nd, Hf during mantle melting is
the occurrence of mixing trends in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf isotope space when mixing enriched
sources with high Ce/Nd, Ce/Hf concentration ratios (continental crust, sediments, oceanic
crust, melts) and depleted sources with low Ce/Nd, Ce/Hf (depleted mantle, lithospheric
mantle), while these mixing trends appear as more straight lines in Nd-Hf isotope space
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(discussed in detail later). The development of curved mixing in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf isotope
space therefore provides additional diagnostic ability to constraining the composition and
nature of mixing endmembers in mantle melts.
The aim of the present study is to develop a framework in interpreting Ce-Nd-Hf
isotope systematics, and to test the traditional interpretations in terms of mantle sources
and melting/hybridization processes with new cerium isotopes on volcanic samples from
the Hawai‘i and Azores hotspot, and for South African kimberlites and orangeites (total of
36 whole-rock samples previously well-characterized for their chemistry and Sr-Pb-Nd-Hf
isotopes). The selected samples show a large range in Nd and Hf isotopes and distinct
slopes in a Hf-Nd plot thereby allowing us to explore the sensitivity of cerium isotopes as
a tracer of mantle sources and processes. I will show that the addition of Ce isotopes
provides additional diagnostic information on the compositions of mantle melts, being
particularly diagnostic for the nature of the depleted component.

4.2 SAMPLES
4.2.1 Azores
The major, trace element composition, location and Sr-Pb-Nd-Hf isotope
systematics of the samples presented here have been extensively discussed in Turner et al.
(1997), Beier et al. (2008, 2012), and Béguelin et al. (2017) (see these references for sample
locations and sampling information). We present Ce isotope data for alkali lavas from the
Central Azores islands of Graciosa (3 samples), Terceira (3 samples), Pico (2 samples),
Faial (1 sample) and São Jorge (1 sample) as well as for the João de Castro seamount (3
samples).
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4.2.2 Hawai‘i
We present Ce isotope data for lavas from the shield and rejuvenated stages of
Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau (3 samples per stage and per volcano), and for the rejuvenated-like
North Arch Volcanic Field (1 sample), previously described for major, trace elements and
other radiogenic isotopes in Frey et al. (2000), Dixon et al. (2008), Cousens and Clague
(2015) and Béguelin et al. (2019) (see these references for sample locations and sampling
information). We also present data on clinopyroxene separates for one pyroxenite from Salt
Lake Crater on O‘ahu (previously described in Bizimis et al., 2005).
In addition, we present whole rock major, trace element and Sr-Pb-Nd-Hf-Ce
isotopes for basalts from the Makapu‘u shield, part of Ko‘olau volcano on O‘ahu (3
samples).

4.2.3 Kimberlites
We present Ce-Nd-Hf data for group I kimberlites (3 samples, hereto referred to as
kimberlites) and orangeites (3 samples, also known as group II Kimberlites) from South
Africa, discussed in Bizimis (2001).

4.3 ANALYTICAL METHODS
60 to 600 mg of rock power (depending on Ce concentration, to yield 6 µg Ce) was
dissolved in a 3:1 concentrated HF:HNO3 mixture for 48 hours with the help of heat (~110
C) and ultrasonication. Samples were then redissolved in 1 N HNO3, centrifuged and
loaded on ion exchange columns containing TRU resin (Eichrom, USA, Pin et al., 1994).
1 N HNO3 was used for matrix removal, and rare earth elements (REE) were collected in
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1 N HCl. This part of the chemistry was carried out at the Center for Elemental Mass
Spectrometry, University of South Carolina (USA). REE aliquots were then dried down in
concentrated HNO3, and loaded on ion exchange columns containing Ln resin (Eichrom,
USA). 10 N HNO3 + 0.3% KBrO3 was used to oxidize Ce3+ to Ce4+, thereby removing the
other (trivalent) REE (see Tazoe et al., 2007a, 2007b; Willig and Stracke 2018). Cerium
was then collected using 6N HCl + H2O2. This second half of the chemistry was carried
out at the Institut für Mineralogie, Westfälische Wilhelms Universität (WWU, Münster,
Germany).
Cerium isotope ratios were measured on a Thermo Scientific Triton thermal
ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS), also at WWU Münster, following the method of
Willig and Stracke (2018). Around 2-3 µg of Ce was loaded on zone refined Re filaments
in HCl with 1 µl of 1.5 N H3PO3. Cerium oxides were measured using multicollector
faraday cups with a 1010 Ω amplifier for the abundant 140Ce16O, and 1011 Ω amplifiers for
136

Ce16O,

138

Ce16O,

142

Ce16O,

142

Ce18O. Contributions from the

140

Ce16O tail on

136

Ce16O

and 138Ce16O were accounted for by measuring the average 151.4/140Ce16O, 153.4/140Ce16O
and 154.4/140Ce16O half-mass to oxide ratios for a given sample and subtracting the
exponentially interpolated tail to the
136

140

Ce16O signal on each cycle. The common ratio

Ce/142Ce = 0.01688 was used to correct for mass fractionation correction. Each

measurement consisted of ~200 cycles with 8.4 s integration times for full-mass
measurements and 1 s for half-mass measurements (-0.5 and +0.5 amu). Idle time after
each magnet setting change was 3 s. Offline data reduction procedure and further analytical
details can be found in Willig and Stracke (2018).
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Accuracy was monitored by repeated measurement of the Ames cerium standard
(Ames Laboratory, USA) yielding an average 138Ce/136Ce = 1.337355 and a reproducibility
of 23 [ppm] (n = 18, over a 10 days period). Measured sample values are reported relative
to

138

Ce/136CeAmes = 1.337366, as in Willig and Stracke (2018). The typical internal

precision for a single measurement was 13 [ppm] (or 0.13 epsilon units, 2 standard
deviations of all valid cycles. Cycles outside of 2.5 standard deviation of the median value
for a measurement were rejected). We performed duplicate analyses for the three Makapu‘u
samples, showing our measurements can be reproduced within their internal precision. For
these samples, the average of all measurements performed on one sample is used as the
sample’s value in the following discussion.

4.4 RESULTS
We report 138Ce/136Ce values as 𝜀#$ =
138

'()#$ ⁄ '(*#$

'()#$ ⁄ '(*#$
,-./01 2
3456
'()#$⁄ '(*#$
3456

× 10,000 with

Ce/136CeCHUR = 1.336897 (CHUR = chondritic uniform reservoir, Willig and Stracke,

2019). Similarly, the Nd-Hf isotope data discussed here is expressed as εNd and εHf using
143

Nd/144NdCHUR = 0.512630 and 176Hf/177HfCHUR = 0.282785 (Bouvier et al., 2008). Results

are presented in Table 4.1 and Figures 4.1–4.3.
The samples analyzed in the present study overlap the MORB – OIB εCe range but
fill in the intermediate Nd and Hf isotope range that lacked data. A key observation is that
the data show trends with shallower slopes than the mantle array as that was defined by
Willig and Stracke (2019) based on limited MORB and OIB data. The existence of a mantle
array in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space is currently based on a small dataset, meaning and the
geometry, significance and information that this array may provide is not as well defined
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as the εNd – εHf space (e.g. Salters and White, 1998). We however use the mantle array as
a reference line in the present study in order to easily describe the data. We consider the
array as the straight line going through the isotope composition of the bulk silicate Earth
(BSE) and the depleted MORB mantle (DMM), and not as a linear regression through all
analyzed lavas.

4.4.1 Hawai‘i
The Ce isotope compositions of rejuvenated Hawaiian lavas are more isotopically
depleted than their shield counterparts, similarly to their εNd and εHf systematics (Figure
4.1). Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and North Arch lavas extend from εCe = -1.4 to -0.8 and form broadly
linear negative trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space (slopes of -3.0 and -5.1, R2 = 0.86 and
0.55, respectively). Importantly, these trends are shallower than the mantle array. The Salt
Lake Crater pyroxenite plots close to this trend and is the most depleted OIB related melt
measured for cerium isotopes to date, with εCe = -1.6. These rejuvenated samples show an
almost identical εCe range than MORB and Iceland lavas (Willig and Stracke, 2019), but
plotting as an array parallel to MORB, with a systematic shift to lower εNd and εHf.
Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and Makapu‘u shield stage lavas extend from εCe = -0.84 to -0.08.
Ni‘ihau lavas cluster from εCe = -0.84 to -0.73 along, close to Kīlauea shield (assumed
equivalent to the USGS material BHVO-2, Willig and Stracke, 2019), while Kaua‘i and
Makapu‘u share the same εCe range, from -0.75 to -0.08. Remarkably, the same Kaua‘i and
Makapu‘u lavas show no overlap in εNd and εHf, and, along with Ni‘ihau, form a single
positive linear trend in εNd – εHf space with a slope of 0.95 (R2 = 0.99). This results in
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Kauai‘i and Makapu‘u forming stacked trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space (i.e.: similar
εCe for different εHf, εNd).

4.4.2 Azores
In εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space, lavas from Terceira, Graciosa, São Jorge and Faial
plot along the mantle array (Figure 4.2a,b). These samples form a convex down curve going
from εCe = -1.0, εNd = 7, εHf = 10 to εCe = -0.3, εNd = 4, εHf = 6. Terceira and São Jorge show
lower εCe values (-0.9), Graciosa samples span the range of this curve, and Pico and Faial
show higher εCe values (-0.5). In contrast, João de Castro shows a shallow negative trend
in both diagrams similar in εNd values than the rest of Azores but extending to lower εCe
and εHf values (down to εCe = -1.5). Sample P29 from Pico island plot within the main
Azores trend, while Pico sample AZP-03-10 plots above the mantle array.

4.4.3 Kimberlites
Age corrected Ce-Nd-Hf isotope data for Kimberlites (group I) cluster from εCe = 0.96 to -0.83, plotting entirely below the mantle array in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space (Figure
4.2a,b). These lavas have a similar εCe range than HIMU samples from St. Helena and
Mangaia (Willig and Stracke, 2019), but have significantly lower εNd and εHf values.
Orangeites (group II kimberlites) range from εCe = -0.59 to -0.92 and plot in the
isotopically enriched extension of the mantle array in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space (Figure
4.3).
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Table 4.1: Cerium isotope results along with published εNd and εHf values.
Group

Sample

138Ce/136Ce

2SE

εCe

εNd

εHf

Hawai‘i
Kaua‘i shield

65GRO-3
76POH-2
86KA-21

1.336860
1.336796
1.336815

24
11
11

-0.274
-0.752
-0.614

5.15
7.22
5.93

9.36
11.26
10.51

Kaua‘i rejuvenated

74KOL-12
88KOL-6
88KOL-10

1.336788
1.336782
1.336729

12
14
33

-0.817
-0.861
-1.256

8.02
7.46
9.10

12.87
10.47
14.15

Ni‘ihau shield

75NII-61
75NII-65
T322-R13

1.336785
1.336799
1.336795

12
14
15

-0.837
-0.730
-0.763

6.32
7.94
6.94

10.47
11.95
11.07

Ni‘ihau rejuvenated

T317-R18
T322-R32
T323-R21

1.336782
1.336768
1.336767

16
14
12

-0.858
-0.962
-0.974

7.65
7.90
7.74

12.95
13.57
13.99

North Arch

23D-2

1.336713

13

-1.377

9.19

15.24

O‘ahu pyroxenite

SLC 553

1.336684

18

-1.593

7.88

16.90

Makapu‘u

KM7
Duplicate
KM11
Duplicate
KM16
Duplicate

1.336817
1.336818
1.336788
1.336817
1.336874
1.336898

23
39
29
16
29
16

-0.596
-0.592
-0.813
-0.600
-0.169
0.004

1.11

5.30

3.14

7.18

-1.11

3.61

Graciosa

AZG 03-04
244 DS-1
249 DS-1
542 DS-1

1.336783
1.336842
1.336782
1.336793

16
25
17
13

-0.849
-0.412
-0.859
-0.776

6.35
4.92
6.83
5.56

9.19
6.58
10.50
7.60

Terceira

AZT-03-12
AZT-03-18
AZT-03-142

1.336781
1.336782
1.336763

13
16
14

-0.869
-0.863
-1.002

6.85
7.39
6.30

10.36
10.71
10.69

Faial

AZF-03-28

1.336846

17

-0.379

3.98

5.75

Pico

AZP-03-10
P29

1.336861
1.336804

20
15

-0.267
-0.692

6.50
4.95

8.98
7.29

São Jorge

SJ26

1.336779

14

-0.882

5.83

7.81

523 DS-1
523 DS-2
Duplicate
525 DS-2
Duplicate

1.336815
1.336850
1.336819
1.336721
1.336673

11
25
16
25
20

-0.613
-0.350
-0.586
-1.316
-1.677

4.32
3.84

3.50
1.91

4.74

4.70

kimberlite
(age corrected values)

BD1075B
BD1121
BD1321

1.336796
1.336781
1.336781

14
14
14

-0.834
-0.964
-0.955

2.23
0.57
3.82

2.22
-2.16
0.87

orangeite
(age corrected values)

BD1089
BD1092
BD1268

1.336992
1.337034
1.337029

16
15
17

0.593
0.920
0.840

-10.51
-9.23
-11.62

-12.26
-8.41
-15.73

Central Azores

Eastern Azores
João de Castro

South Africa

AMES Standard
Average (n = 11)
2σ

1.337355
28
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Figure 4.1 Isotope diagrams of the results with a focus on Hawai‘i. Azores and kimberlites
data is shown in Figure 4.2, and Orangeites are shown in Figure 4.3. Points are plotted with
their 𝜀#$ 2SE (2 standard error). 2SE for 𝜀;< and 𝜀=> are not represented (smaller than
symbols). (a) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=> diagram. Makapu‘u and Kaua‘i trends are
linear regressions through the data (samples with several analyses are averaged for the
regression). The mantle array is a linear trend going through bulk silicate Earth and
depleted MORB mantle (see text). (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram. Mantle array is from Chauvel
et al. (2008). Literature data is from Willig and Stracke (2019).
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Figure 4.2 Isotope diagrams of the results with a focus on Azores and kimberlites. Hawai‘i
data is shown in Figure 4.1, and Orangeites are shown in Figure 4.3. Points are plotted with
their 𝜀#$ 2SE (2 standard error). 2SE for 𝜀;< and 𝜀=> are not represented (smaller than
symbols). (a) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=> diagram. The Central Azores trend is
depicted by a hand drawn curve through the data. The mantle array is a linear trend going
through bulk silicate Earth and depleted MORB mantle (see text). (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram.
Mantle array is from Chauvel et al. (2008). Literature data is from Willig and Stracke
(2019).
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4.5 DISCUSSION
4.5.1 Insights from the εNd – εHf, εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf systematics
A striking observation from the results is the breaking of the single, very linear
Hawaii shield array seen in εNd – εHf with Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and Makapu‘u (O‘ahu) (Figure
4.1c) into three individual trends stacking in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space (Figure 4.1a,b).
Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas from Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau as well as North Arch alkali
lavas and the SLC pyroxenite broadly overlap in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space. They have
the same range in Ce isotopes as the MORB samples presented in Willig and Stracke (2019)
but shifted to a lower εNd and εHf than MORBs (Figure 4.1).
Azores lavas form a convex curve in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space, with one sample
from Pico plotting significantly above this curve with εCe = -0.25, on par with the most
radiogenic sample of the curve (Figure 4.2a,b).
One sample from the João de Castro seamount, which plots below the mantle array
in εNd – εHf and has been interpreted as sampling recycled Archean depleted oceanic crust
by Béguelin et al. (2017), show remarkably depleted εCe isotope values (-1.5), on par with
the most depleted MORB lavas reported by Willig and Stracke (2019) (Figure 4.2).

4.5.2 Stacked trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space
We make the assumption that each observed data trend (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) is the
product of binary mixing, either in the form of time-integrated source heterogeneity, meltrock reaction, or melt-melt mixing. An important observation is that most trends identified
in this study, if considered linear, have slopes shallower than the εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf
mantle array identified by Willig and Stracke (2019) (in εCe – εNd: mantle array = -7.1,
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Hawaii rejuvenated lavas minus O‘ahu pyroxenite = -3.0, Kaua‘i shield = -3.9, Makapu‘u
= - 6.1, Central Azores = -4.1; in εCe – εHf: mantle array = -15.0, Hawaii rejuvenated lavas
= -5.7, Kaua‘i shield = -3.9, Makapu‘u = - 5.0, Central Azores = -7.4; Figures 4.1 and 4.2).
Sources below and/or above the mantle array are therefore needed to explain Hawai‘i and
Azores’ volcanic series variability. The occurrence of stacked trends in εCe – εNd and εCe –
εHf space for volcanic series that form a single linear trend in εNd – εHf space further require
the existence of isotopically distinct sources that fit on a linear trend in εNd – εHf space but
with εCe values decoupled from this linear correlation.

4.5.3 Rationale and model for interpreting trends in εCe – εNd – εHf space
In contrast to plots of traditional isotope systems where the shape and variance of
the global MORB and OIB dataset is well constrained, the small size of the existing Ce
isotope dataset for mantle melts precludes a comparative approach to data interpretation.
We therefore focus on where observed trends plot in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space compared
to modeled endmember compositions rather than on how our data differ from global trends.
A multi-component mixing model is thus required as a framework to discuss our data. The
conservative behavior of La, Ce, Sm, Nd, Lu and Hf during fluid interaction at the surface
and during subduction compared to U, Pb, Rb and Sr implies Ce isotopes are sensitive to
the same time-integrated sources and processes as neodymium and hafnium isotopes. We
therefore assume that a mixing framework derived from the representative global MORB
and OIB dataset in εNd – εHf can be used to interpret Ce isotope data.
Chauvel et al. (2008) proposed that the slope of the MORB – OIB mantle array in
εNd – εHf space requires the sampling of recycled oceanic crust and sediment in addition to
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depleted mantle. Here we test whether this framework can be used to also interpret our
new Ce isotope data, and the variance of MORBs and OIBs in general in the combined CeNd- Hf spaces. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4, we show results of mixing between depleted mantle
(DMM), recycled oceanic crust (ROC) and sediments. For the DMM, we use the εNd – εHf
values of Salters and Stracke (2004) with the corresponding εCe intersecting the MORB
data of Willig and Stracke (2019). For recycled oceanic crust, we use the 1.5 Ga average
recycled MORB derived from a 2 Ga old DMM source, using a modified version of the
recycling modeling spreadsheet in Stracke et al. (2003). For sediments, we use the global
subducting sediment (GLOSS) of Plank and Langmuir (1998) aged 2 Ga from bulk silicate
Earth (BSE). We use the BSE composition inferred by Bouvier et al (2008) and Willig and
Stracke (2019) for chondrite meteorites. Endmember trace element and isotope
compositions are shown in Table 4.2.
While the details of the depicted framework (e.g. exact position of the endmembers,
curvature of the mixing lines) depend on the choice of endmember compositions, it
nonetheless shows that aged oceanic crust, and by approximation aged melts from a
depleted upper mantle, i.e. melt-metasomatized mantle, will evolve roughly below the
mantle array in all the isotope combinations shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. It also
shows that mixing between a crustal component represented by GLOSS, and depleted
upper mantle will generate concave down curves. The different mantle arrays are
encompassed by these two trajectories: DMM + recycled melts / oceanic crust, and DMM
+ aged GLOSS / upper continental crust (due to the similarity in trace element systematics
of GLOSS with upper continental crust). To a first approximation therefore, the εCe – εNd,
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εCe – εHf mantle arrays can be explained as a ternary mixing between DMM, sediments and
oceanic crust.
In detail, the mixing curves between DMM and sediments are concave down in εCe
– εNd, εCe – εHf and εNd – εHf space. The DMM-ROC mixing curve shows a small angle to
the mantle array in εNd – εHf, similarly to the DMM-GLOSS curve in εCe – εNd and εNd –
εHf, while both curves show a much larger angle to the array in εCe – εHf space. This strong
deviation of DMM-ROC curve from the mantle array in εCe – εHf space is an important
diagnostic tool to further refine the composition of sources of oceanic melts (discussed
below).

4.5.4 Hawai‘i: Origin of Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u trends
While the geochemistry of Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u lavas has been discussed
extensively in the literature (Roden et al., 1986; Blichert-Toft et al., 1999; Salters et al.,
2006; Fekiacova et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2008; Garcia et al., 2010; Cousens and Clague,
2015; Frey et al., 2016; Béguelin et al., 2019), the present study is the first to present high
precision cerium isotope data. The clear stacking of trends observed in εCe – εNd and εCe –
εHf space for these two series is not seen in their Sr-Nd-Pb-Hf isotope systematics where
they appear to fall on a single mixing curve (Blichert-toft et al., 1999; Tanaka et al., 2008)
(Figure 4.1).
Hawaiian shield lavas define two compositional trends, the LOA and KEA groups,
which are geographically and isotopically distinct (e.g. Weis et al., 2011). Makapu‘u
represents the isotopic extreme of the LOA trend (Blichert-Toft et al., 1999), while Kaua‘i
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Table 4.2: Model parameters used.

Endmember

Common
Azores
Component

Young
Azores ROC

Béguelin et
al. (2017)

Béguelin et
al. (2017)

ROC

GLOSS

Reference

Stracke et al.
(2003)

Plank and
Langmuir
(1998)

Mantle source

2.0 Ga DMM

BSE

DMM

1.5

2.0

0.5

0.1681

0.2410

0.1681

0.1884

0.1453

0.1920

0.1294

0.1920

0.1960

0.2290

0.0270

0.0144

0.0270

0.0336

0.0450

Recycling age [Ga]

BSE

DMM

Bouvier et
al. (2008),
Willig and
Stracke
(2019)

Salters and
Stracke
(2004),
Willig and
Stracke
(2019)

Parent/daughter ratios
138

La/136Ce

147

144

Sm/ Nd

176

177

Lu/ Hf

Trace element concentrations [ppm]
Ce

8.73

57.30

1.52

14.22

1.78

0.77

Nd

7.82

27.00

1.19

11.82

1.35

0.71

Hf

1.73

4.06

0.28

2.76

0.31

0.20

εCe

-1.29

1.84

-0.40

-0.94

0.00

-1.47

εNd

4.84

-17.10

3.75

7.87

0.00

11.12

εHf

6.71

-25.77

5.50

12.45

0.00

19.98

Isotope composition today
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Figure 4.3 Isotope diagrams of the results including the orangeites. See Figure 4.1 caption
for mantle array and literature data references. (a) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=>
diagram. (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram. Also represented are the model mixing curves between
DMM and 1.5 Ga ROC, DMM and 2.0 Ga recycled GLOSS and ROC and GLOSS, along
with the isotope composition of ROC at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Ga. See text for model
description and Figure 4.4 for an extended view.
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Figure 4.4 Isotope diagrams showing an extended view of the ternary mixing model
described in the text and shown in Figure 4.3, along with the model isotope composition
of 2.0 Ga recycled sediments from the compilation of Plank and Langmuir (1998). (a) 𝜀#$
– 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=> diagram. (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram.
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(and Ni‘ihau) is commonly ascribed as the isotopically depleted end of the LOA trend
(Garcia et al., 2010), or as intermediate between LOA and KEA, partly since Kaua‘i shield
volcanism is older than the emergence of the LOA-KEA double volcanic and geochemical
chain (Cousens and Clague, 2015, Béguelin et al., 2019). In this context, Kaua‘i and
Makapu‘u lavas could be sampling a common LOA endmember, as proposed by BlichertToft et al. (1999) and Fekiacova et al. (2007). Both recycled oceanic crust and recycled
sediments have been proposed as the source of LOA lavas, based on whole-rock major
element and olivine chemistry, and isotope systematics (Blichert-Toft et al., 1999; Sobolev
et al., 2005; Jackson et al., 2012).
In εNd – εHf space, Makapu‘u and Kaua‘i (and Ni‘ihau) trends plot on a single line,
sub-parallel to both the DMM-ROC and DMM-GLOSS curves, thus precluding a precise
determination of the proportion of ROC, sediments in the sources (Figure 4.3c). They
however plot as stacked trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space, which are at an angle to the
DMM-ROC curve in εCe – εNd and at an angle with both curves in εCe – εHf. This can be
explained by Makapu‘u and Kaua‘i sampling different amounts of ROC and recycled
sediments.
The exact melting and mixing processes generating Hawaiian shield lavas are not
precisely known, however their major element composition requires large degrees of
melting of the mantle source. This limits the possibility for strong chemical fractionation
during melting, as it would require low degrees of melting to fractionate Ce from Nd and
Hf. We therefore assume no modification of endmember Ce, Nd and Hf concentration prior
to mixing.
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Figure 4.5 shows two possible mixing scenarios. The Kaua‘i trend intercepts a 16%
ROC on the DMM-ROC curve with 1.4% GLOSS on the DMM-GLOSS curve, while the
Makapu‘u trend intercepts 45% ROC on the DMM-ROC curve with 4.5% GLOSS on the
DMM-GLOSS curve. The consistent 3-fold increase in both ROC and recycled GLOSS
for Makapu‘u compared to Kaua‘i is in accord with a greater proportion of recycled
material sampled in Makapu‘u. It also suggests ROC and recycled sediments are present
together as one heterogeneous component within the plume. This conclusion is a
consequence of choosing a DMM-ROC-recycled GLOSS model, however it is arguably
robust to changes in parameters as both these volcanic trends are almost perpendicular to
the DMM-ROC and DMM-GLOSS curves in εCe – εHf space, meaning ROC and recycled
GLOSS must increase in proportion between Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u, regardless of
endmember chemistry and exact isotope composition. In other words, the sub-parallel,
stacked, Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u arrays imply that the depleted and enriched ends for both
arrays are distinct, regardless of the details on the composition of the chosen endmembers.
For example, if a less depleted that DMM component is assumed to be present, perhaps as
part of the plume, the relative proportions of the ROC and GLOSS will decrease but the
need for a mixture of both remains. We contrast this result with the single array in εNd – εHf
space, which could be possibly interpreted as an increase only in the amount of GLOSS in
the mix. These model results show that Ce isotopes can put forth additional constraints,
however, they require further refinement to increase the fit to the data and explore the
parameter space in more detail.
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Figure 4.5 Isotope diagrams with a focus on Hawai‘i showing the same model curves as in
Figure 4.3. (a) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=> diagram. (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram. Also
represented are the best fit trends going from the DMM-ROC to the DMM-GLOSS curves
that fit the Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u data. Corresponding mixing proportions are indicated in
(b).
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4.5.5 Cerium isotope argument against the presence of recycled carbonated sediments in
the source of Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas
Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas show enrichments in Ba, Sr and light rare-earth elements
resulting in high Ba/Th ratios compared to other Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas. Dixon et al.
(2008) interpret these trace element signatures as the result of carbonatitic metasomatism,
caused by melting of carbonated eclogite present in the Hawaiian plume.
Béguelin et al. (2019) show Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas plot above other Hawaiian
rejuvenated lavas in a 87Sr/86Sr – εHf plot, and this decoupling is also consistent with the
addition of a carbonatitic component.
It is however unclear whether this carbonatitic component is a melting product of
recycled carbonated sediments within the plume or if it is the result of silicate melts
crossing the silicate-carbonatite miscibility gap, as theorized by Schmidt and Weidendorfer
(2018) for hotspot carbonatites in general.
The strong decoupling of Ce from the other REE and the resulting high La/Ce for
moderately low Sm/Nd of pelagic / carbonated sediments means that their contributions in
the source of OIB can result, upon aging, in distinctly decoupled Ce-Nd- Hf isotopes. We
use the marine sediment compilation of Vervoort et al. (2011) to calculate a representative
value for the expected cerium isotope composition of recycled sediments, which show a
mean value of εCe = 2.7 when aged 1 Ga from a BSE initial value. Ni‘ihau rejuvenated
lavas plot at εCe = -0.8. Dixon et al. (2008) suggest 24 – 38 % of the cerium in Ni‘ihau
rejuvenated lavas is derived from the carbonatitic component, which would correspond to
a shift of 0.84 to 1.33 εCe units if sampling recycled sediments. Rather than plotting around
εCe = 0, Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas do not show any anomaly in their εCe value for a given
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εNd – εHf compared to other Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas (Figure 4.1), suggesting they do
not sample recycled sediments. In particular, their position between DMM and Kaua‘i and
Ni‘ihau shield lavas require they sample less sediments than these lavas (Figure 4.5). These
data therefore support silicate and mantle-derived carbonatite immiscibility as the origin
of the carbonatitic component sampled by Ni‘ihau rejuvenated lavas.

4.5.6 Central Azores: convex mixing in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space consistent with
recycling of young oceanic crust
The Central Azores islands form a trend shallower than the εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf
mantle arrays when fit by a linear regression. The distribution of data points is however
more consistent with a convex down trend (Figure 4.6), hinting at the mixing of two
endmembers where the isotopically depleted endmember has higher Ce/Nd and Ce/Hf
ratios than the isotopically enriched endmember. Given published partition coefficients of
rare earth elements and Hf in mantle minerals (Salters and Longhi, 1999; Salters and
Stracke, 2004; Pertermann et al., 2004), a high Ce/Nd ratio in the isotopically depleted
component compared to the isotopically enriched must result in a similarly higher La/Ce.
The convex curvature of the Central Azores mixing trend is therefore at odds with the
expected time-integrated isotope composition of its endmembers (i.e. a low La/Ce
isotopically depleted component). A solution to this paradox is if the process generating
the higher Ce/Nd and Ce/Hf in the isotopically depleted endmember is a recent process.
Central Azores are thought to be sampling young (300 – 600 Ma) recycled oceanic
crust based on their Pb isotope systematics (Millet et al., 2009; Hildenbrand et al., 2014;
Béguelin et al., 2017), and a common Azores component corresponding to the intersection
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of all mixing trends in Azores (Béguelin et al., 2017) (Figure 4.6d). The εNd and εHf
composition the recycled oceanic crust endmember is not well constrained, however
correlations with Pb isotopes suggest it sits in the isotopically depleted prolongation of
Central Azores data in εNd – εHf space (Béguelin et al., 2017). Young recycled oceanic crust
is therefore a possible component for the isotopically depleted end of the Central Azores
trend in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space. Oceanic crust is likely present as mafic lithologies in
the convecting mantle, which then melt and likely react with surrounding peridotite
forming hybrid sources through melt-rock reaction in the upper mantle (Sobolev et al.,
2005, 2007; Herzberg et al., 2014).
We test whether melt-rock reaction between peridotite and melts of recycled
oceanic crust present as a clinopyroxene + garnet lithology (pyroxenite or eclogite) can
match the observed convex trend of Central Azores as well as the measured cerium
concentration of these samples. We fix the isotope composition of the isotopically enriched
endmember (peridotite) as similar to the most isotopically enriched sample of the trend (εCe
= -0.4, εNd = 3.75, εHf = 5.5), which corresponds to the common Azores component
discussed in Béguelin et al. (2017), and assign to it a trace element composition
corresponding to 0.25*DMM + 0.75*BSE (i.e., relatively fertile mantle) based on its
position along the εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf mantle array (Figure 4.6). For the isotopically
depleted endmember (taken here as melts of recycled oceanic crust), we model the isotope
composition of 500 Ma oceanic crust with the trace element composition of the average
MORB (Gale et al. 2013). As the initial isotope composition of this endmember is not clear,
we use the isotope source composition within today’s MORB field yielding the best fit for
the observed data after aging 500 Ma (εCe = -1.1, εNd = 10, εHf = 18), resulting in the
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following endmember composition: εCe = -0.94, εNd = 7.87, εHf = 12.45 (Figure 4.6). We
then model the trace element composition of a melt from a mafic lithology of MORB trace
element composition (75% clinopyroxene, 25% garnet; 0.5, 0.5 melt mode) using the
partition coefficients of Pertermann et al. (2004), experiment A343, where pyroxene and
garnet co-exist.
We find that the addition of 0 – 7% of a 3% melt of recycled oceanic crust to a
peridotite can match the convex curvature of mixing curves in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space,
yielding a hybrid source with 1.5 – 18 ppm cerium (Figure 4.6). Melting of this enriched
source is qualitatively consistent with cerium concentrations measured in Azores lavas (44
– 321 ppm; e.g. Beier et al., 2008), further validating this model.
The Ce-Nd-Hf isotope systematics of Central Azores are therefore consistent with
the sampling of young recycled oceanic crust present in the plume as a mafic lithology that
forms a hybrid / metasomatized source though melt-rock reaction with a peridotite. This
peridotite component (isotopically enriched component in this model) has been shown by
Béguelin et al. (2017) to be a ubiquitous mixing component in Azores lavas reacting with
location-specific components and forming local mixing trends along the ultraslow Terceira
rift, perpendicular to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (see also Beier et al., 2008; Romer et al.,
2018). Importantly, εCe values for Central Azores increase from eastern samples (Terceira)
to western samples (Faial) (Figure 4.7). Following our melt-rock reaction model, we
suggest the young recycled oceanic crust component sampled in Central Azores is located
beneath Terceira and that hybridized asthenosphere travels along the tilted
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary of the Terceira Rift in a westward direction towards
the Mid Atlantic ridge. This hybridized plume source becomes progressively depleted of
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the fertile / young recycled oceanic crust component as it upwells westwards towards the
ridge, increasing the contribution of the peridotitic component.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS
The addition of Cerium isotopes in the radiogenic isotope arsenal of mantle
geochemistry can provide important additional constraints on the mantle source
composition of oceanic volcanism. Our new data on Hawai‘i and Azores lavas show a
larger variability in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space with the occurrence of stacked trends and
curved mixing compared to εNd – εHf where trends are linear and broadly overlap. In
particular, Hawaiian shield lavas from Kaua‘i and Makapu‘u show two stacked trends in
εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf, while they plot on a single trend in εNd – εHf.
We use the classic paradigm of mixing between a depleted mantle, recycled oceanic
crust and sediments as the framework to interpret the hitherto limited cerium isotope data
on MORB and OIB in conjunction with neodymium and hafnium isotopes. Our model
recycled oceanic crust and sediment endmembers are qualitatively consistent with the
measured εCe – εNd – εHf composition of South African kimberlites and orangeites,
providing an independent confirmation for the isotope composition of recycled oceanic and
continental crust. Mixing curves between these endmembers are sub-parallel to the mantle
array in εNd – εHf, while they plot at a steeper angle to the array in εCe – εNd and especially
in εCe – εHf. We show that this change in geometry can explain the occurrence of stacked
trends in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf space defined by the Hawaiian data. Our data is qualitatively
consistent with a higher proportion of both recycled oceanic crust and sediments in the
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Figure 4.6 Isotope diagrams showing the Azores data (Hawai‘i and South African samples
are in the background). See Figure 4.1 caption for key, and mantle array and literature data
references. (a) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀;< diagram. (b) 𝜀#$ – 𝜀=> diagram. (c) 𝜀;< – 𝜀=> diagram. Also
represented is the mixing curve generated by adding a F = 3% melt of recycled oceanic
crust to a solid peridotite (common Azores component). See text for details. (d) 206Pb/204Pb
– 𝜀;< diagram of literature Azores data shown as fields (from Béguelin et al., 2017). The
position of the common Azores component at the intersection of all fields is shown by the
black circle, and the position of the young recycled oceanic crust component sampled in
Central Azores is shown by the purple circle. MAR: Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
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Figure 4.7 W-E transect along the Terceira Rift through the Azores Platform showing how
𝜀#$ values of erupted lavas increase westwards. This is due to the westwards flux at the
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary along the Terceira Rift of hybrid peridotite generated
by melt-rock reaction between melts of recycled oceanic crust and solid peridotite. MAR:
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. This figure is modified from Béguelin et al. (2017).
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Makapu‘u source compared to Kaua‘i, in line with existing interpretations of the Hawaiian
LOA source. This example shows the power of εCe – εHf in constraining mantle source
differences between oceanic island series as this is the two-dimensional isotope space
where ternary mixing between depleted mantle, recycled oceanic crust and sediments
shows the highest variability.
Central Azores lavas plot within the εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf mantle array, albeit
showing a convex down trend. The curvature of this trend is at odds with the timeintegrated isotopic composition of its endmembers, hinting at a recent relative cerium
enrichment of the isotopically depleted endmember. We show that melt-rock reaction
between melts from young (< 700 Ma), recycled oceanic crust and an isotopically more
enriched peridotite can match this curvature as well as the cerium concentration of these
lavas. The isotope and chemical composition of these two endmembers is in line with the
findings of Béguelin et al. (2017) based on the Nd-Hf-Sr and Pb systematics of these lavas,
but the addition of Ce allows to better constrain the proportion of the sources and their
type. The spatial correlation of εCe values with distance from the Mid-Atlantic ridge support
a model where hybridized asthenosphere travels westwards along the ultraslow Terceira
Rift. This example shows the sensitivity of εCe – εNd – εHf systematics to mixing, as the
curvature of a mixing trend in εCe – εNd and εCe – εHf can be compared to the Ce/Nd and
Ce/Hf concentration ratios expected from the time-integrated La/Ce, Sm/Nd, Lu/Hf of
endmembers.
This study shows cerium isotopes are a sensitive tracer of recycled sources and of
the modalities of source mixing in the upper mantle. Ce-Nd-Hf isotope systematics thus
bring additional information on the sources and processes of mantle-derived volcanism
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compared to Nd-Hf isotopes alone, without the complications arising in the interpretation
of Pb and Sr isotopic systems which are sensitive to fluid interaction and dehydration in
subducting slabs.

4.7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our limited dataset shows a ternary mixing model between depleted mantle,
recycled oceanic crust and sediments is qualitatively consistent with the εCe – εNd and εCe –
εHf systematics of Hawaiian shield lavas. A current issue of this model is the lack of
constraints on parameters such as endmember chemical and isotope composition and on
the modalities of melting and mixing. Additional cerium isotope data will be needed to
iteratively resolve this issue, by constraining the extent of global OIB – MORB data and
the typical curvature of mixing trends. Future measurements will include more Hawaiian
shield lavas from both LOA and KEA type volcanoes. The results are likely to give
important clues on the origin of the LOA–KEA double chain by constraining the proportion
of recycled material and the melting/mixing processes involved.
Other possible measurements will be additional data for the João de Castro
seamount (Eastern Azores) and for the nearby São Miguel island, constraining the cerium
isotope composition of old, heterogeneous recycled oceanic crust and the melting/mixing
processes involved in the genesis of Eastern Azores.
The fast drop of La/Ce compared to Sm/Nd and Lu/Hf during melting suggests
cerium isotopes can be a sensitive tracer of melt-depleted sources in the mantle. The cerium
isotope composition of ultra-depleted MORB series such as the Knipkovich ridge (Salters
et al., 2011) could therefore bring important information on the timing, origin and
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heterogeneity of the depleted MORB mantle and on the modalities of its sampling by
today’s MORBs.
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CHAPTER 5
MEASURING FE ISOTOPES WITH A 0.02‰ PRECISION:
CHALLENGES AND FIRST RESULTS
5.0 ABSTRACT
Improvements in mass spectrometry during the past decade allowed resolving
stable iron isotope variations in mantle melts. An important finding is the systematic
~0.1‰ shift to a heavier δ56Fe in melts compared to peridotites, hinting at a consistent
fractionation of iron isotopes during melting (δ56Fe:

56

Fe/54Fe deviation to a standard in

‰). A related observation is the similarly heavy δ56Fe signature of pyroxenites, which are
mantle melts as well. Melts from a pyroxenitic source are therefore heavier (δ56Fe ~0.2 ‰)
than melts from a peridotite, making iron isotope a lithological tracer of the source of
mantle melts.
In this chapter I report the development of a method to measure iron isotopes on a
Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS using an Fe double-spike to monitor instrumental mass
fractionation, and discuss primary results on Hawaiian lavas and their implications for the
lithology of the Hawai‘i mantle source.
The Fe double-spike method is more precise than simple bracketing (as
fractionation is monitored in real time) and more accurate than using a nickel spike (no
assumption on a similar behavior of Fe and Ni). The double-spike chosen in this project
has equal amounts of 57Fe and 58Fe, increasing the measured intensity of these naturally
rare isotopes and mitigating the effect of the 58Ni isobar. The spiking method and sample
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preparation is as in Konter et al. (2016): samples are spiked with 37% mol spike and Fe
cuts are cleaned through a chromatographic column procedure. Iron isotopes are measured
in high resolution mode, in order to resolve the significant ArN and ArO interferences.
Data is then reduced offline using a non-linear solving routine. The most critical parameters
of the method are the wear of the high- and low-resolution source-defining slits and
correcting the 58Ni interference on 58Fe. Measurements are bracketed by the IRMM-524A
standard every 3 samples. One duplicate measurement per sample yields a mean 2 standard
deviation error of 0.017‰, which is more precise than most published data. Five USGS
standards gave measured values within error identical to accepted values.
37 Hawaiian lavas were measured part of this project. Shield stage lavas have
MORB-like δ56Fe values, quantitatively inconsistent with a mafic component in their
source. A negative correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe further rules out the of sampling
such a component, even in small proportions. These findings are at odds with major and
trace elements arguments for an olivine-free source in Hawai‘i, leaving the characteristic
SiO2 enrichment of Hawai‘i shield lavas unexplained. Rejuvenated lavas, on the other
hand, show a heavy and variable δ56Fe signature which correlates positively with major
and trace elements indicators of lava alkalinity. These data require a mafic or hybridized
source with variable δ56Fe for rejuvenated lavas. A negative correlation between 87Sr/86Sr
and δ56Fe for these lavas suggests the mafic or melt metasomatic component of this source
cannot be derived from the source of shield lavas, here again at odds with most models of
Hawaiian rejuvenated volcanism. Additional data will be needed to further constrain
correlations between δ56Fe and time-integrated source tracers.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneity in the iron isotopic composition of igneous rocks was only
discovered and quantified over the past decade owing to significant developments in the
field of mass spectrometry (Beard and Johnson, 2004). It was previously assumed that
igneous processes happened at temperatures too high to fractionate iron isotopes (54Fe,
56

Fe, 57Fe, 58Fe; Dauphas et al., 2017). Iron isotope values are expressed in the following

way:

δ56Fe (‰) = [(56Fe/54Fe)sample / (56Fe/54Fe)IRMM-014 standard - 1]*1000

The mechanisms of high temperature Fe fractionation are the subject of active
research and have only recently been partially constrained (Shahar et al., 2008, 2015;
Dauphas et al., 2017; Sossi and O’Neill, 2017). While isotopic anomalies have been
described in presolar grains and in some early solar system condensates, the different
isotopes of Fe (54Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, 58Fe) follow a mass fractionation line in terrestrial samples
(Dauphas et al. 2017). Diffusion and thermal diffusion have been highlighted as relevant
Fe fractionation mechanisms in iron meteorites (Dauphas, 2007), olivine grains (Sio et al.,
2013; Oeser et al., 2015), and in some granitic intrusions (Soret diffusion; Huang et al.,
2009; Richter et al., 2009). However, fractionation during melting and differentiation is
thought to be mainly controlled by the free energy in a multiphase system at equilibrium.
This fractionation is thought to depend on the strength of the iron bonds in solid phases,
where phases forming stronger Fe bonds are enriched in heavy isotopes of Fe (see Dauphas
et al., 2017). Recently, Sossi and O’Neill (2017) explored the parameters controlling this
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relation by measuring Fe fractionation between several mineral phases buffered by a
FeCl2•4H2O fluid at 800 ˚C and 1 GPa. They found oxidation state (Fe valence) and
coordination conjointly control 57Fe enrichment in mineral phases by the same magnitude,
where high fO2 and low coordination result in the heaviest Fe signature. These findings in
turn highlight the important control of source lithology on Fe isotope fractionation during
melting, through the involvement of different mineral phases.
The δ56Fe ratio of the silicate Earth is still an open question, but data from abyssal
peridotites suggest a near-chondritic value of δ56Fe = 0.025±0.025‰ (Craddock et al.,
2013), which, according to Dauphas et al. (2017) can explain the generally heavier MORB
values of δ56Fe ~ 0.1‰ by simple Fe-isotope fractionation during partial melting (Figure
5.1). A value of δ56Fe = 0.044 ± 0.030‰ for the Alexo komatiite (Dauphas et al., 2010),
and as low as -0.08 for the Gorgona komatiite (Hibbert et al., 2012) also supports this
model. OIB melts show iron isotope signatures from δ56Fe = -0.05‰ to 0.35‰ (Teng et
al., 2013; Williams and Bizimis, 2014; Konter et al., 2016; Figure 5.1). While the extent
of iron isotope fractionation during partial melting is not fully understood, this process
appears to be limited to a fractionation δ56Femelt - δ56Fesource (or Δδ56Fe) < +0.16‰
(Dauphas et al., 2009, 2017; Williams and Bizimis, 2014; Konter et al., 2016). A scenario
where partial melting of peridotite accounts for the full OIB δ56Fe range is therefore
unrealistic, and other processes must be at play. Fractional crystallization has been shown
to fractionate iron isotopes up to Δδ56Fe = +0.1‰ in two magmatic series (Kilauea Iki:
Teng et al., 2013; Red Hill: Sossi et al., 2012), however this leverage is still not large
enough to explain OIB δ56Fe values of 0.35‰ solely from partial melting and fractional
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crystallization of a near-chondritic mantle source, as these heavy δ56Fe values are found in
melts with MgO wt.% > 5%, ruling out significant differentiation (Konter et al., 2016).
Heavy δ56Fe values in OIBs may therefore arise from melting of a mantle source
with a δ56Fe ratio heavier than chondrite. Available iron isotope data for pyroxenites
xenoliths in Hawaii and Kilbourne Hole (New Mexico) average δ56Fe = 0.13±0.04‰
(Williams and Bizimis, 2014; Finlayson et al., 2015), which is significantly higher than all
estimates for a peridotitic mantle (Dauphas et al., 2017). Konter et al. (2016) argue melts
from a pyroxenite source can provide enough leverage to explain the highest δ56Fe values
observed in OIBs (Figure 5.2). Together with Williams and Bizimis (2014), these authors
propose the iron isotope systematics of OIBs is primarily controlled by the lithology of the
mantle source, which is a mixture of low δ56Fe peridotite and heavy δ56Fe pyroxenite. Note
here that the term “pyroxenite” has a broad sense and refers to any pyroxene-rich normative
lithology that exist in the mantle, either as cumulate, recycled oceanic crust or as the
product of melt-rock metasomatic reactions (Bodinier and Godard, 2014; Konter et al.,
2016).
These recent studies (Williams and Bizimis, 2014; Konter et al., 2016) suggest that
OIBs with heavy δ56Fe may sample a lithologically heterogeneous mantle source. If melts
with high (>0.2) δ56Fe values cannot be derived from a peridotitic source, then iron isotope
measurements can a priori be used as a tool to trace fertile, pyroxene rich lithologies in the
source of magmas. One limitation of this method is the impossibility of distinguishing
secondary pyroxenite from recycled mafic lithologies, however this distinction can
theoretically be made when coupling iron isotopes with radiogenic isotopes.
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This feature makes iron isotopes an interesting tracer in mantle geochemistry, as
they are sensitive to both the lithology of the convecting mantle, and to source
hybridization in the upper mantle prior to eruption. The existence of mafic lithologies in
the convecting mantle is inferred as a consequence of subducting oceanic crust (Stracke et
al., 2003) and/or metasomatized lithosphere (Pilet et al., 2008), however it is unclear if
eclogite survives stirring and mixing in the mantle to become a component in mantle
plumes. A major issue in addressing this problem using traditional geochemical methods
is the high incompatibility of Sr, Ce, Nd, Hf, and Pb in the mantle, meaning the imprinting
of a peridotite by minute melts of a mafic component can generate a mantle source with
the radiogenic isotope composition of the mafic component, with none of its lithological
and rheological characteristics. This process has been shown to happen in Cook-Austral
lavas, where lava isotope composition does not match the chemistry of olivines (Herzberg
et al., 2014). Olivine chemistry has however been used to argue for an eclogitic source in
the Hawai‘i plume (Sobolev et al., 2005), albeit with important caveats as temperature
effects have been shown to generate similar chemical signatures in olivines (Matzen et al.,
2013). Iron isotopes are ideally suited to address this important conundrum in mantle
geochemistry, as they are sensitive to source lithology through the isotope composition of
a major element.
The recent onset of iron isotope studies in mantle melts corresponds to an almost
one magnitude order increase in precision from TIMS to MC-ICPMS measurements of
iron isotopic values (Dauphas et al., 2017). The Fe separation procedure is a rather simple
column chemistry routine, however the measurement of relative Fe isotope abundances by
multi-collector plasma mass spectrometry is an analytical challenge because of
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interferences from

54

Cr,

58

Ni,

40

Ar14N+,

40

Ar16O+,

40

Ar16O1H+, and because of large

instrumental mass bias (Williams et al., 2004; Finlayson et al., 2015; Konter et al., 2016;
Dauphas et al., 2017).
In this chapter, I describe a new cost and time-efficient protocol to measure iron
isotopes on a Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS using the double-spike method, which yields
measurement precision on par with the most precise data reported in the literature. I also
present and discuss preliminary results for Hawaiian lavas.

5.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTAL MASS FRACTIONATION
An important issue in iron isotope measurements is the large instrumental mass
fractionation occurring during sample introduction in the mass spectrometer, mostly during
the passage of plasma through the cones, since only around 1% of the ions make it into the
system. The typical mass fractionation occurring during mantle melting corresponds to a
fractionation factor α = 0.003, while instrumental fractionation corresponds to a factor β =
1.8. A way to accurately and precisely monitor the instrumental fractionation β factor is
therefore essential for precise iron isotope measurements. Instrumental fractionation during
iron isotope measurements can be carried out through three different methods: (1) standard
bracketing, (2) use of a nickel spike, and (3) use of an iron double-spike.
The standard bracketing technique remains the most popular method for iron
measurements by MC-ICP-MS, as it is well suited to the large but stable instrumental bias
of this type of instrument (Williams et al., 2004; Teng et al., 2013; Dauphas et al., 2017).
This method consists in measuring a sample repeatedly, alternating with measurements of
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Figure 5.1 Compilation of iron isotope values from the available literature (references in
the figure). Error bars represent reported 2σ errors.
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Figure 5.2 Modified after Konter et al. (2016). Plot of weight % MgO against δ56Fe
showing different possible pathways of isotope fractionation during melting and
differentiation of a peridotitic source (gold arrows), and of a pyroxene-bearing source (blue
arrows). A heavy pyroxene-bearing source is needed to achieve the δ56Fe values > 0.2
observed in Samoan rejuvenated lavas (Konter et al., 2016).
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the IRMM-014 standard between every unknown. δ56Fe is then calculated for each
unknown measurement using the average of the two standards surrounding it in the
measurement sequence, and the δ56Fe value of the sample is calculated from the average
of all repeated measurements of its solution. Dauphas et al. (2017) insist on the importance
of using a highly purified sample, matching sample and standard concentrations, and
keeping identical acid molarities in sample and standard solutions. The main advantage of
this method is that it does not assume that a sample fall on the terrestrial mass fractionation
curve, but this technique has important disadvantages, as many repeated measurements of
one sample are needed to lower measurement uncertainty through count statistics, with a
final error typically higher than for other instrumental fractionation methods (Konter et al.,
2016).
The use of a nickel spike allows monitoring instrumental mass fractionation in real
time, meaning correction is done on the smallest integrated time unit of measurement.
Count statistics to lower measurement error is therefore not needed, drastically decreasing
measurement time compared to the standard bracketing method. It is also easy to
implement, as an aliquot of a nickel solution is simply added to the sample solution prior
to measurement, without the need to precisely know the isotope composition of the spike.
There are however theoretical and practical disadvantages in using this method. This
technique assumes the behavior of nickel in the plasma is identical to that of iron, which is
a hard-to-test approximation. Combined Fe-Ni measurements further requires measuring
isotopes on a large range of masses, especially when measuring Cr for interferences (Sossi
et al., 2015). The use of a nickel spike is therefore restricted to the lighter isotopes of nickel,
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60

Ni and 61Ni, preventing the use of the more abundant 62Ni, which would allow a more

precise measured ratio, 62Ni/60Ni, than the measured 61Ni/60Ni.
The double-spike method was originally used to monitor TIMS measurements and
has now been adapted to MC-ICP-MS spectrometry (Rudge et al, 2009; Konter et al., 2016;
Dauphas et al., 2017). A calibrated spike containing two iron isotopes (usually 57Fe and
58

Fe) is added to the sample in known proportions, right before chromatographic

separation. Konter et al. (2016) use a mixture of 0.1 mol fraction 58Fe + 0.9 mol fraction
57

Fe and mix this spike with 0.5-0.75 mol fraction sample. They then use an iterative data

reduction procedure described in Siebert et al. (2001) to correct measurements for massdependent fractionation. While more arduous to implement, the double-spike method
provides a better precision compared to standard bracketing (<0.03‰ δ56Fe compared to
>0.03‰, Konter et al., 2016; Dauphas et al., 2017), and a better accuracy in theory than
the nickel spike methods. This method also allows using detectors near maximum voltage,
as naturally rare 57Fe and 58Fe are abundant in the spiked mixture.
The double-spike correction relies on the measurement of all four isotopes of iron,
which can be combined into three ratios. Since natural and instrumental mass fractionation
factors are the same for all ratios, they only represent two unknown values in the system.
Another unknown is the proportion of double-spike in the sample-spike mixture, which
cannot be determined precisely enough from the known FeO wt.% of a sample alone. The
existence of three different measured ratios permits writing three distinct equations,
thereby allowing solving for the three unknowns:
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Where α is the natural mass fractionation factor (fractionation from IRMM-14), β is the
instrumental mass fractionation factor, λ is the proportion of double-spike solution in the
sample-spike mix, and MXX is the mass of each isotope.
This system of equation is solved though a Matlab script using the NewtonRaphson data reduction method (Albarède and Beard, 2004; Konter et al., 2016).
In this chapter, I describe the implementation of the double-spike method to enable
iron isotope measurements at the University of South Carolina.

5.3 CHOICE AND CALIBRATION OF A DOUBLE SPIKE
The double-spike developed part of this project is designed after the double-spike
of Konter et al. (2016), and in collaboration with Dr. Jasper Konter. We choose to increase
the proportion of 58Fe in the spike compared to the Konter et al. (2016) mixture despite the
higher cost of pure 58Fe, as a way to increase the 58Fe/58Ni ratio during the measurements.
Finlayson et al. (2015) indeed show correcting for the small
parameter for data quality, much more so than the
increasing the total signal of

58

54

58

Ni interference is a key

Cr interference. Significantly

Fe therefore suppresses the errors in correcting the very

small (<1mV) 58Ni interference from 60Ni.
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30 [mg] of individual

57

Fe and

58

Fe metal were purchased from Isoflex

(www.isoflex.com) and dissolved in a 12 N HCl solution for several days. 1 [g] of IRMM524A standard (isotopically identical to IRMM-014) from the European Commission was
prepared by the same procedure.
The exact isotope composition of each spike solution was then determined through
isotope dilution. Results are reported in Table 5.1. Following Rudge et al. (2009) and
Konter et al. (2016), we then chose the following composition for our double-spike: 54Fe =
0.008 mol%, 56Fe = 1.53 mol%, 57Fe = 46.56 mol%, 58Fe = 51.91 mol%, and mixed the
two spike solutions gravimetrically to reach this composition.
An important condition of the double spike method is to know the composition of
the double spike exactly, as it is considered a known parameter in the double spike
correction equations. The accuracy by which this composition is known therefore directly
influences the accuracy of the measured data. We therefore determined the composition of
the double-spike mixture through the method described in Konter et al. (2016), which
involve measuring four IRMM-524A – spike mixtures with 35% to 55% spike to calculate
the composition of the double spike. The measurement of these four mixtures generates 12
equations (4 mixtures x 3 ratios) allowing to solve using the Newton-Raphson method for
the 9 unknowns involved: the exact proportion of double spike in the four mixtures, the
instrumental mass fractionation factors for the four mixture measurements, and the mass
fractionation of the double spike, which stems from a single measurement of the pure
double-spike.
𝑀R
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Where 𝜆 is the proportion of double-spike in the mix, 𝑅R is the isotope ratio measured, and
𝛽[ and 𝛽m are the mass fractionation factors.
We performed a double spike calibration at the Center for Elemental Mass
Spectrometry (CEMS) at the University of South Carolina (USC) on a Thermo Neptune
MC-ICP-MS, followed by a duplicate calibration at the School of Ocean and Earth Science
and Technology at the University of Hawai‘i Mānoa (UHM) on a Nu Instruments HR MCICP-MS. The two measured double spike compositions are provided in Table 5.1. The two
measured values are significantly different, likely due to a worn-out source-defining slit at
USC, and the use of an ion counter to measure 54Fe at UHM. As the UHM measurement is
more precise and accurate, we use it as our double-spike value for data reduction.

5.4 CHEMICAL PREPARATION OF SAMPLES
For each sample to be analyzed, a suitable amount of rock powder is dissolved for
48 hours with the help of ultrasonication in hot 3:1 mixture of HF and HNO3 yielding 40
[µg] of Fe (around 20 to 50 [mg] of basalt is usually dissolved, and only an aliquot is used
for chemistry, in order to guarantee sample homogeneity). Samples are dried-down and
treated with concentrated HNO3. Samples are then spiked with ~ 37% mol fraction of
double-spike solution, which is suggested an ideal proportion by Konter et al. (2016) based
on Monte Carlo simulations, and the mixture is dried-down again for homogenization.
Samples are then diluted in 500 [µl] of 9 N HCl + 0.001% H2O2 (to ensure all Fe is present
as Fe3+) in preparation for column chemistry.
Purification of Fe fraction in preparation for mass spectrometry is done using 300
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Table 5.1: IRMM-524A and double-spike composition.

56

Fe/54Fe

57

Fe/54Fe

58

Fe/54Fe

IRMM-524A

15.698

0.3625

0.0482

Fe-57 spike

201.53

5628.2

51.647

Fe-58 Spike

57.517

6967.3

71147

USC double-spike measurement

186.96

5563.5

5986.1

UHM double-spike measurement

188.75

5795.7

6437.3
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[µl] of AG-1 X4 100-200 mesh resin (Eichrom) per sample in single use 1.5 [ml]
polypropylene columns (Bio-Rad Micro Bio-SpinTM Columns). The resin and the
columns are cleaned before filling the columns using 0.1 N HCl (storage in acid for
columns and 3-5 rinses for the resin).
After filling the columns with resin, 6 x 1000 [µl] of 0.1 N HCl are used for
cleaning, and 3 x 600 [µl] of 9 N HCl + 0.001% H2O2 are used for conditioning. Samples
are then loaded into the columns and 6 x 1000 [µl] of 9 N HCl + 0.001% H2O2 are used for
matrix removal. Fe is then collected using 5 x 300 [µl] of 0.1 N HCl.
Samples are then dried down and treated with a few drops of concentrated HNO3
and H2O2, before being diluted in 1 [ml] of 0.2% HNO3. A very dilute HNO3 solution is
critical to avoid significant interreferences in mass 54 (40Ar14N+), as well as higher baseline
across the Fe mass spectrum. The appropriate concentration of the solution used for
measurement is determined by a dip-check of the solution to yield 40 [V] on mass 56 (same
as the spiked IRMM-524A solution).

5.5 INTRODUCTION SYSTEM
We used a Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS for measurements at the CEMS lab,
University of South Carolina.
Signal stability is a key factor in measurement quality for iron isotopes, as the
isotope variance in mantle samples is fairly low (~0.2 ‰). We tested two different
introduction systems as part of the present study: (1) a Scott-type spray chamber, and (2)
an Apex Q desolvating nebulizer (Elemental Scientific).
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When using the Scott-type spray chamber, a 20 [µl/min] nebulizer was used, and
sample solutions were prepared at 19 [ppm] Fe. The use of this introduction system yielded
a relatively unstable signal and proved difficult to clean between samples.
The Apex Q was used with a 40 [µl/min] Savillex nebulizer (yielding 32 [µl/min])
and solutions were prepared at 6.6 [ppm] Fe. No additional gas was used on the Apex
(where N2 is commonly used). This introduction system was the most stable and easiest to
clean, yielding a baseline of 0.005 [V] on mass 56 after the following cleaning sequence:
5 seconds in a 2% HNO3 wash, 40 seconds in a 2% HNO3 vial, and 240 seconds in a 0.2%
HNO3 wash. Additional tests showed that 150 second wash in 2% HNO3, followed by 150
second wash in 0.2% HNO3 yielded similar results.
An H-skimmer cone and a standard sampler cone were used.

5.6 TUNING – MITIGATING ARGON OXIDE INTERFERENCES
Resolving the argon and nitrogen oxide interferences occurring on all four masses
(40Ar14N on mass 54, 40Ar16O on mass 56, 40Ar17O on mass 57, and 40Ar18O on mass 58)
requires the use of the high-resolution source-defining slit on the Thermo Neptune MCICP-MS. The wear of both the low- and high-resolution slits is a key factor in being able
to focus the beam. A defocused beam leads to measurements which intrinsic variability do
not follow the mass fractionation law, making them unusable for the double-spike method.
Source tuning is performed on a low concentration (200 [ppb]) solution of the
spiked IRMM-524A standard in order to visualize the Fe shoulder, which stands on the
low-mass side of the Fe + interferences compounded peaks. As

40

Ar16O is the largest

interference, and the 56Fe is the shortest distance to the interreference, tuning is performed
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on mass 56. An acceptable shoulder peak width for measurement is 180 [ppm] (DeltaM/M),
with a peak resolution of 8000. The most critical parameter influencing peak resolution
and shoulder width is the Focus Quad of the Zoom Optics followed by sample gas flow
and torch position. Finlayson et al. (2015) suggest the ideal magnet placement is at the
center of the Fe shoulder, which also yielded satisfactory results in the present study.

5.7 DATA REDUCTION AND ISOBAR CORRECTIONS
Samples are measured for 32 cycles of 8 seconds integration time. A spiked solution
of the IRMM-524A standard (identical to IRMM-014) is measured every 3 samples and
each sample is measured twice in different IRMM brackets.
A baseline measured at the beginning of each analytical session is first subtracted
from the raw data. The chromium correction on mass 54 and the nickel correction on mass
58 are then performed as follows:

54

Fe [V] = 54Signal [V] – 53Signal [V] *2.365/9.501

58

Fe [V] = 58Signal [V] – 60Signal [V] * 68.0769/26.2231

The resulting 56Fe/54Fe, 57Fe/54Fe and 58Fe/54Fe ratios are then plotted to verify that
the variability between measured cycles is consistent with mass fractionation (i.e. can be
fit by a linear regression identical to the mass fractionation line). Outliers with respect to
mass fractionation are manually rejected.
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The mean value of all cycles for each isotope ratio is then used to calculate the
isotope composition of the sample using a Matlab solving routine (see Monitoring mass
fractionation section). Finally, the calculated value is bracketed with the calculated value
for the measured IRMM-524A standard. A regression through standard value plotted
against time is used to infer the relevant standard value for each sample more accurately.
This should be noted that this analytical scheme is simply a suggestion. As with any
measurements, more frequent Sample – Standard bracketing, and additional analyses of
unknows, could yield improved statistics, but at significant machine and labor time penalty.
The proposed scheme balances precision and resources.

5.8 PRECISION AND ACCURACY – CRITICAL FACTORS INVOLVED
The uncertainty of each measurement is calculated as 2 standard deviations of all
measurements performed for each sample. The mean error (2 st. dev.) obtained during this
study is 0.017‰, which is on-par to more precise than most data reported in the literature
(e.g. Konter et al., 2016; Nebel et al., 2018). As a way to monitor accuracy, 5 USGS
standards were measured, as well as the in-house standard of Dr. Jasper Konter. All
standards are within error identical to the recommended values, as shown in Table 5.2.
We perform a sensitivity analysis of the influence of isobar corrections and of used
values for the double-spike composition during data reduction in order to identify the most
critical factors. In Table 5.3, we show the values calculated for USGS standards with (1)
no correction, (2) Cr correction only, (3) Ni correction only, (4) Cr and Ni correction, and
(5) Cr and Ni correction using different double-spike values (USC values instead of UHM).
We find that the Cr correction is not critical, while the Ni correction has a strong effect on
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calculated values, as discussed previously in Finlayson et al. (2015). An unexpected
observation however is also that the double-spike composition used for data reduction is
not a critical parameter, with both USC’s and the more precise UHM value yielding nearidentical values.

5.9 PRELIMINARY DATA ON HAWAIIAN LAVAS
Part of this study, I measured the iron isotope composition of 37 previously welldescribed whole-rock samples from Hawai‘i, including the Makapu‘u shield (Ko‘olau
volcano, O‘ahu), shield, post-shield and rejuvenated lavas from Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau, and
rejuvenated-like lavas from the North Arch volcanic field. Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and North Arch
are described for their chemistry and radiogenic isotope signature in Frey et al. (2000),
Cousens and Clague (2015) and Béguelin et al. (2019) (the corresponding Makapu‘u data
is unpublished). Data are presented in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.3.
Hawaiian shield lavas have been interpreted as sampling an olivine-free mafic
source based on their SiO2 enrichment and high Ni content in their olivine phenocrysts
(Hauri, 1996; Sobolev et al., 2005), while Matzen et al. (2013) and Putirka et al. (2018)
argue Ni concentrations in olivines are controlled by temperature rather than by the
mineralogy of the melting source. As described in the introduction of this chapter, iron
isotopes are a useful tool in addressing this controversy, as they are sensitive to the
mineralogy of the melting source (Figure 5.2).
Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas have been interpreted by several authors to sample a
melt-metasomatized source based on their trace element systematics (Reiners and Nelson,
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Table 5.2: Measured values of USGS standards compared to literature values.

Standard

Average
δ56Fe

2Stdev

n

Literature
value

BHVO-2

0.113

0.025

12

0.114

PCC-1

0.039

0.026

2

0.025
0.043

BIR-1

AGV-2

0.077

0.103

0.035

0.019

3

10

Reference

Craddock and Dauphas
(2010)
Craddock and Dauphas
(2010)

Difference to
literature value
-0.001
0.014
-0.004

0.053

Weyer et al. (2005)
Craddock and Dauphas
(2010)

0.063

Poitrasson et al. (2004)

0.014

0.09

-0.013

0.105

Konter et al. (2016)
Craddock and Dauphas
(2010)

0.112

Dauphas et al. (2004)

-0.009

RGM-1

0.195

0.038

8

0.180

Beard et al. (2003)

Alfa UHM

0.458

0.040

6

0.475

Finlayson et al. (2015)
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0.024

-0.002

0.015
-0.017

Table 5.3: Sensitivity analysis of data reduction (note that corrected values are different
than those in Table 5.2 as this analysis was performed on the first of two analytical
sessions).

No correction

Cr correction only
Average δ56Fe

Average δ56Fe

2 Stdev

BHVO-2

0.064

0.031

BHVO-2

0.063

0.030

RGM-1

0.175

0.035

RGM-1

0.174

0.035

AGV-2

0.063

0.002

AGV-2

0.066

0.005

BIR-1

-0.105

0.117

BIR-1

-0.100

0.116

Average δ56Fe

2 Stdev

Ni correction only

2 Stdev

Cr and Ni correction

Average δ56Fe

2 Stdev

BHVO-2

0.114

0.034

BHVO-2

0.114

0.041

RGM-1

0.205

0.052

RGM-1

0.204

0.053

AGV-2

0.134

0.018

AGV-2

0.137

0.020

BIR-1

0.090

0.041

BIR-1

0.096

0.043

Full correction, reduced using USC Doublespike values
Average δ56Fe
2 Stdev
BHVO-2

0.112

0.034

RGM-1

0.202

0.053

AGV-2

0.136

0.020

BIR-1

0.095

0.043
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1998; Yang et al., 2003; Dixon et al., 2008), while others suggest the mixing of melts from
a source similar to that of shield lavas and melts from a more chemically and isotopically
depleted source (Clague and Dalrymple, 1988; Lassiter et al., 2000), or propose the
sampling of a heterogeneous pyroxenite-bearing source (Garcia et al., 2016). Most of these
studies argue that a fertile source such as pyroxenite or metasomatized peridotite is required
to explain the rejuvenation of Hawaiian volcanism after the typical 1 [Ma] hiatus following
post-shield activity. It is however unclear whether this component is the same mafic source
that is suggested as the source of the shield stage (sampled along with melts of a more
depleted source) or if it is the product of later hybridization. The iron isotope signature of
shield, post-shield and rejuvenated lavas can potentially trace the mineralogy of the source
(pyroxene – rich or otherwise) and test the above scenarios.
In Figure 5.3, we plot major (MgO, SiO2, TiO2), trace elements (La/Yb), and
radiogenic isotope (Sr, Hf) parameters against δ56Fe, as a way to identify the origin of
measured iron isotope signatures.
We find that all shield lavas analyzed show δ56Fe values between 0.062 and 0.113
‰, except for Kaua‘i sample 76 KUK-2 which has a MgO wt. % over 25%, hinting at an
iron isotope signature influenced by olivine accumulation (δ56Fe = 0.020 ‰; Figure 5.3a),
and a clear Makapu‘u outlier (KM11) at δ56Fe = 0.177 ‰. These values are within the
range of MORB lavas as shown in Figure 5.1, and inconsistent with melting of a previously
fractionated (heavy) mafic source (Figure 5.2). These data therefore do not directly support
a pyroxene-rich source for the source of shield lavas. This finding is at odds with the
interpretations of Hauri (1996) and Sobolev et al. (2005) and qualitatively consistent with
the works of Matzen et al. (2013) and Putirka et al. (2018).
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Another argument for a mafic component in the Hawaiian plume is the radiogenic
strontium isotope composition of LOA-type lavas, which is commonly attributed to
recycled pelagic sediments (e.g. Blichert-Toft et al. 1999). Our results are both
quantitatively and qualitatively at odds with this recycled component being present in the
plume under the form of a mafic lithology, as Makapu‘u lavas, which show the highest
87

Sr/86Sr in Hawai‘i (strongest recycled signature) do not show heavier δ56Fe than Kaua‘i

and Ni‘ihau shield lavas, which have a significantly lower
Moreover, trends can be seen between

87

87

Sr/86Sr (Figure 5.3e).

Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe, and εHf and δ56Fe within the

Makapu‘u, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield datasets (Figure 5.3e,f) where the samples with the
heaviest δ56Fe (potentially a more pyroxene-rich source) show the most isotopically
depleted signature, consistent with the smallest contribution from a recycled source.
Remarkably, the outlier KM11 which shows a δ56Fe value consistent with a heavy source
(0.177 ‰) also has the most isotopically depleted Sr and Hf signature of the Makapu‘u
shield lavas.
Our data therefore do not support the presence of a dominant pyroxene-rich source
in the Hawaiian plume source. As mentioned earlier, an alternative explanation exists for
the high Ni concentrations measured in olivine phenocrysts of shield lavas, but in the
absence of a mafic source, the origin of the high SiO2 content of some of these lavas,
particularly Makapu’u remains unexplained (see Hauri, 1996). Another puzzling point are
the negative correlations between 87Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe, and the positive correlations between
εHf and δ56Fe observed in shield lavas from Makapu‘u, Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau, which occur at
the scale of a single volcano; These correlations go opposite to what expected, if a pyroxene
rich lithology was responsible for the enriched end of compositions.
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Post-shield lavas from Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau show iron isotope values on average
significantly heavier than shield lavas, and MORB, extending from δ56Fe = 0.095 to 0.224
‰. Two Kaua‘i post-shield samples with heavy δ56Fe have a MgO wt. % < 5%, consistent
with a magma differentiation origin for their δ56Fe (e.g. Teng et al., 2008). Excluding these,
the post-shield samples still have rather heavy Fe- isotope compositions with δ56Fe = 0.095
to 0.151 ‰.
Rejuvenated lavas from Kaua‘i, Ni‘ihau and North Arch have values from δ56Fe =
0.081 to 0.176 ‰, overlapping the post-shield lavas. Post-Shield and rejuvenated lavas,
when omitting the two most differentiated samples, show a negative correlation between
SiO2 and δ56Fe (Figure 5.3b), and positive correlations between La/Yb and δ56Fe (Figure
5.3d), CaO and δ56Fe, Na2O+K2O and δ56Fe (no shown). Such correlations between major,
trace elements and δ56Fe are not seen in shield lavas.
The alkaline composition of Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas has been interpreted as the
result of melting a hybridized source, metasomatized by either or both silicate and
carbonatitic melts (Reiners and Nelson, 1998; Yang et al., 2003; Dixon et al., 2008; Garcia
et al., 2010), while others invoke mixing of melts from fertile (pyroxenite) and depleted
(peridotite) sources (Clague and Dalrymple, 1988; Lassiter et al., 2000; Garcia et al., 2016).
In a TiO2 vs. δ56Fe diagram (Figure 5.3c), shield and rejuvenated lavas form two
subparallel trends, with the rejuvenated lavas showing a positive correlation between TiO2
and δ56Fe. Prytulak and Elliott (2007) demonstrate that the high TiO2 in OIBs is a source
feature, as opposed to being controlled by degree of melting. If Hawaiian rejuvenated (and
post-shield) lavas were the product of melt mixing between a shield-like source and a more
depleted source (e.g. Garcia et al., 2016), then they would have to form a mixing trend with
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shield lavas in TiO2 – δ56Fe, which is remarkably not the case (Figure 5.3c). Hawaiian
rejuvenated lavas are therefore either the product of melt mixing between sources entirely
different from the shield source (e.g. Lassiter et al., 2000), or the product of source
hybridization and metasomatism (melt-rock reaction). Either way, the large TiO2 range
shown by rejuvenated lavas and its correlation with δ56Fe shows a single source with a
homogeneous δ56Fe fractionating iron through very small degrees of melting cannot
explain the iron isotope signature of these lavas. This is further supported by a slight
negative correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe for post-shield and rejuvenated lavas.
The source of rejuvenated lavas therefore has to be heterogeneous in δ56Fe, but also
vary systematically with fertility (TiO2) and radiogenic isotopes (e.g. Sr isotopes). Dixon
et al. (2008) suggest the source of rejuvenated lavas is produced by metasomatism of a
time-integrated depleted peridotite by melts of a shield-like, time-integrated enriched
source. In this scenario, the most metasomatized sources, which should have the heaviest
Fe-isotopes are expected to bear the radiogenic isotope composition of shield lavas. Our
data shows the opposite tendency, with North Arch lavas, the most isotopically depleted in
87

Sr/86Sr and εHf, showing the heaviest δ56Fe signatures. Therefore, the iron isotope

signature of rejuvenated lavas is consistent with a heavy δ56Fe and, we suggest, mafic
source, but the negative correlation between

87

mafic source cannot be the shield stage.
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Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe requires that the fertile,

Table 5.4: Measured δ56Fe values for Hawaiian lavas.

Sample
Name

Average
δ56Fe

2Stdev

Kaua‘i shield

Sample
Name

Average
δ56Fe

2Stdev

Ni‘ihau post-shield

65 GRO-3

0.079

0.010

T 319-R12

0.133

0.032

76 KUK-2

0.020

0.009

T320-R8

0.128

0.015

76 POH-2

0.068

0.014

T 321-R2

0.129

0.003

86 KA-1

0.065

0.032

86 KA-20

0.086

0.015

Ni‘ihau rejuvenated

86 KA-21

0.096

0.004

69 NII-5

0.091

0.007

T317-R14

0.081

0.006

T 317-R18

0.135

0.012

Kaua‘i post-shield
86 KA-4

0.224

0.023

86 KA-5

0.095

0.008

North Arch (rejuvenated-like)

86 KA-6

0.147

0.026

21D-1

0.124

0.023

88 KA-3

0.151

0.008

23D-2

0.176

0.034

27D-1

0.153

0.007

21D-14

0.120

0.032

Kaua‘i rejuvenated
74 KOL-12

0.113

0.017

88 KOL-6

0.175

0.008

Makapu‘u (O‘ahu shield)

88 KOL-10

0.146

0.000

KM1

0.098

0.009

T316-R27

0.141

0.010

KM5

0.113

0.009

T 316-R31

0.124

0.008

KM7

0.071

0.024

KM9

0.089

0.021

KM10

0.079

0.004

Ni‘ihau shield
75 NII-61

0.062

0.035

KM11

0.177

0.021

75 NII-65

0.085

0.000

KM14

0.069

0.005

T 322-R7

0.070

0.015

KM16

0.076

0.049

T322-R13

0.065

0.011
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Figure 5.3: Preliminary Fe isotope data for Hawaiian lavas. (a) MgO wt. % vs. δ56Fe, (b)
SiO2 wt. % vs. δ56Fe, (c) TiO2 vs. δ56Fe, (d) Diagram of La/Yb vs. δ56Fe, (e) 87Sr/86Sr vs.
δ56Fe, and (f) 𝜀=> vs. δ56Fe. As viewing aid in (b-f), shield lavas are circled by a solid field
(outlier samples 76 KUK-2 and KM11 are excluded) and rejuvenated lavas by a dashed
field.
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5.10 CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates iron isotope ratios can be measured on whole-rock OIB
samples using the double-spike method with a mean precision of 0.017‰, better than most
data reported in the literature, and with a machine time per sample comparable with routine
radiogenic isotope analyses.
The sensitive parameters of this technique are the wear of the high- and lowresolution source-defining slits, the ability to individually move the detector cups during
tuning (main advantage of using a Thermo Neptune over a Nu Instruments), and the
correction of the 58Ni interference on 58Fe. The 54Cr correction on 54Fe only has a marginal
effect, and the double-spike method is somewhat robust to uncertainties on the composition
of the double-spike during data reduction, as the use of slightly different double-spike
values yielded near-identical sample values when used to process the data.
Hawaiian shield lavas show MORB-like δ56Fe values with no correlations to major
and trace element variations. These values are quantitatively inconsistent with the sampling
of a mafic source, which would produce heavier δ56Fe signatures upon melting. They are
also qualitatively at odds with the presence of such lithology as a component in the plume,
as correlations with Sr and Hf isotopes show the most isotopically depleted shield lavas
have the heaviest δ56Fe signatures, opposite to what would be expected from the timeintegration of a mafic source.
Post-shield and rejuvenated Hawaiian lavas show heavier δ56Fe signatures than
shield lavas. Correlations of δ56Fe with major elements and La/Yb in rejuvenated lavas are
consistent with the sampling of a source with heterogeneous δ56Fe that either contains a
mafic component or is the result of hybridization. The stacking of shield and rejuvenated
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trends in TiO2 – δ56Fe and a negative correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and δ56Fe suggest a melt
from the source of shield lavas is not the metasomatic agent responsible for heavy δ56Fe in
the source of rejuvenated lavas. The source of heavy δ56Fe must be isotopically depleted
in 87Sr/86Sr and εHf, pointing to a scenario where melts from an isotopically depleted source
metasomatize a more isotopically enriched solid source, or to a scenario where an
isotopically depleted source (close to depleted MORB mantle) has a δ56Fe signature heavier
than mantle peridotite.
The reason for negative correlations in 87Sr/86Sr – δ56Fe and positive correlations in
εHf – δ56Fe within shield volcanic series is yet unknown. Additional iron isotope data on
Hawaiian lavas will be needed to better constrain relations between δ56Fe and timeintegrated tracers.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

The spatial distribution of radiogenic isotope signatures in Azores lavas reveal the
presence of individual isotopically enriched endmembers, which we interpret as recycled
components, in eruptive centers along the ultraslow Terceira rift, and perpendicular to the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Enriched components individually mix with a common Azores
endmember, with the proportion of each enriched component diminishing from East to
West along the Terceira Rift on scales of ~70 [km]. This isotope spatial systematics is
consistent with westwards asthenospheric flow of hybrid peridotite along a tilted
lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary and melt extraction at locations where this fertile
asthenosphere upwells in local pull-apart structures, creating eruptive centers along the rift.
Our data show no evidence of each local (isotopically enriched) source making it in erupted
melts past the next island they encounter while travelling west, meaning sources are
systematically restricted in their spatial expression.

In this case, the Terceira Rift

effectively extracts and drains melts from the fertile asthenospheric mantle traveling along
it, which is a peculiar case of plume-ridge interaction where instead of material moving for
100 – 1000s [km], the presence of an additional divergent boundary perpendicular to the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge breaks the transport of fertile sources into segments of ~70 [km]. This
peculiar setting allows probing mantle components locally and constraining their
maximum size, which in this case must be smaller than 70 [km] to be absent from other
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sections of the Terceira Rift. This increased resolution on plume source heterogeneity
allows identifying two generations of recycled oceanic crust in the Azores plume, one
Archean in age (2.5 – 3.0 [Ga]) and one younger than 700 [Ma]. The Archean source is
heterogeneous, and consistent with the recycling of a segment of oceanic crust sharing
depleted (D-MORB) and enriched (E-MORB) characteristics.
The isotope systematics of Hawaiian lavas from the islands of Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i
reveal shield lavas from this part of the chain do not present the bilateral zonation across
the plume track seen in younger shield lavas from O‘ahu to Hawai‘i Big Island (LOA-KEA
double chain). Instead, Ni‘ihau and Kaua‘i shield lavas, which document a transect across
the plume track, overlap in multi-isotope space and require both the LOA and KEA sources
to be present together within the plume in a spatially homogeneous manner. The younger
post-erosional rejuvenated lavas from Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i, along with nearby Ka‘ula, O‘ahu
and the distant North Arch Volcanic field show a bilateral across-plume zonation in their
isotope systematics. Hafnium isotopes reveal this zonation is due to the localized sampling
of two distinct isotopically depleted component: a component present within the plume to
the SW and a component identical to Pacific asthenosphere to the NE. The transition from
a spatially homogeneous source in Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau shield lavas to a spatially
heterogeneous source for their rejuvenated lavas coincide in time with the emergence of
the LOA-KEA geochemical double chain in Hawaiian shield lavas younger than 3.5 [Ma].
This synchronous onset of an across-plume zonation in the isotope systematics of all
Hawaiian lavas (shield and rejuvenated) at 3.5 [Ma] support the hypothesis that these
zonations are the result of plume-lithosphere physical interaction and not necessarily the
expression of source zonation within the upwelling plume and deep mantle. Our isotope
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dataset therefore supports the results of recent numerical models of plume–lithosphere
dynamics in Hawai‘i (Bianco et al., 2008; Ballmer et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2017).
These two studies reveal that in both Azores and Hawai‘i, the physical interaction
between upwelling plume mantle and the overlying lithosphere is the primary control on
the spatial repartition of isotopic endmembers in erupted lavas. In Azores, the tilted
asthenosphere/lithosphere boundary generated by the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in conjunction
with inverse topography at the base of the lithosphere along the Terceira Rift controls the
movement of hybridized asthenosphere and causes the localized extraction of melts with a
regular length scale of ~70 [km]. In Hawai‘i, reasons for the apparition of a bilateral acrossplume zonation of isotope systematics in all lavas after 3.5 [Ma] is less clear, but
geodynamical models invoke either small-scale convection of the asthenosphere under a
“washboard” topography at the base of the lithosphere (Ballmer et al., 2011) or a change
of motion of the Pacific Plate around 3.5 [Ma] tilting the plume to the northeast (Jones et
al., 2017).
A major implication of a plume–lithosphere dynamical control on the spatial
repartition of isotopic endmembers in hotspot lavas is that such repartition cannot be taken
at face value to map the structure of upwelling mantle plumes and that of the deep mantle
at the root of plumes. A counter-intuitive finding however is that the spatial isotope
systematics of Azores lavas, at a triple divergent plate boundary, allows putting more
precise constraints on the scale and location of underlying mantle sources than for Hawai‘i
lavas, which erupt far from plate boundaries but which mantle sources likely undergo
mixing, stirring and varying melting conditions across the plume track due to plume–
lithosphere dynamical interaction.
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The cerium isotope data generated part of this dissertation show the Nd-Hf mantle
array, along which most OIB and MORB lavas plot, opens up in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf space,
allowing a better visualization of individual trends described by volcanic series and a more
accurate interpretation of OIB lava petrogenesis in terms of mantle sources. The Ce-Nd-Hf
isotope systematics of mantle melts is a time-integrated testimony of the full rare earth
element spectrum of their source, allowing additional constraints of the deep rock cycle
than through Nd-Hf isotopes alone and without the uncertainties that often arise from Sr
and Pb isotopes due to fractionation by fluids before and during subduction. The
occurrence of curved mixing in Ce-Nd and Ce-Hf space further allows tracing source
processing, which is revealed in a case where the curvature of mixing trends is at odds with
the Ce/Nd and Ce/Hf concentration ratios expected from the time integrated rare earth
element spectra from mixing endmembers.
In this dissertation, I present the development of a method to measure stable iron
isotopes in mantle melts using a Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS and monitoring mass
fractionation through the double-spike method. I find that the most critical parameters
influencing the quality of the measured data are the wear of the high- and low-resolution
source defining slits and the correction for the 58Ni interference on 58Fe (concurring with
Finlayson et al., 2015). This method yields a mean error of 0.017 ‰, which is more precise
than most published data, at an analytical cost and machine time comparable to routine
radiogenic isotope measurements.
Preliminary iron isotope data on Hawaiian lavas are inconsistent with the proposed
presence of a mafic component within the upwelling plume based on Ni enrichments in
olivine phenocrysts, high lava SiO2 content, and radiogenic
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Sr/86Sr signatures.

Rejuvenated lavas, on the other hand, show iron isotope compositions consistent with the
sampling of a mafic or hybridized source, which is in line with common interpretations of
their trace element systematics. A consequence of our data however is that the mafic or
metasomatic melt component in the source of Hawaiian rejuvenated lavas cannot be
derived from the shield source, as evidence by a negative correlation between Fe and Sr
isotopes, counter to many previously proposed models.
This dissertation is a statement as to why context matters when interpreting the
spatial repartition of isotope endmembers in hotspot lavas, which are controlled by the
processing of mantle sources by plume–lithosphere interaction rather than by the spatial
repartition of sources in upwelling plumes. This work is part of a shift towards a more
contextualized and multidisciplinary approach to mantle geology, which is a consequence
of the fields of mantle geochemistry and mantle geophysics/geodynamics both reaching
maturity (see White, 2015). This dissertation also shows that high number of analyses and
the development of new geochemical tracers does bring new insights on the source and
processes involved in the genesis of mantle derived lavas when coupled with existing
techniques. Our preliminary iron isotope data for Hawaiian lavas are at odds with
commonly accepted models for plume lithological composition and for the genesis of
rejuvenated lavas. This shows mantle geochemistry may still be in its infancy, and that
many phenomena such as recycling of subducted material in the mantle and the formation
of hybrid sources in the upper mantle are not yet understood.
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